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PREFACE 

In 1 956, Risø was a peaceful and sparsely inhabited peninsula in Ros

kilde Fjord. By 1969, there had developed on this site a research estab

lishment with a staff of about 800 and a wide range of scientific and tech

nological activities. During these years of fruitful growth, Risø was di

rected by Professor Torkild Bjerge, whose wise judgement, breadth of 

interest, and commitment to the highest ideals of scientific research are 

reflected in the pattern of the establishment today. 

According to the law by which it was founded, Risø has the task of 

furthering the peaceful uses of atomic energy for the benefit of society. 

The variety of natural phenomena associated with atomic energy and its 

ramifications has resulted in a corresponding variety of activities within 

basic and applied research, while the modest size of the establishment has 

made necessary the virtue of close collaboration with a host of research 

institutes, industrial companies, universities, and scientific laboratories, 

both in Denmark and in other countries. The structure of Risø, which is 

composed of about a dozen interrelated departments with a wide range of 

experience, has proved to be well suited to tackling complex problems in

volving expertise in different fields, and the interdisciplinary character of 

its research is one of the establishment's principal strengths. 

In this volume are collected a series of papers chosen to give an im

pression of the character of Risø today. Accordingly, there are reports 

on research in reactor technology, non-nuclear applications, especially 

within medicine, and basic studies with long-range goals. The research 

of the establishment is greatly influenced by the special facilities which 

are available. The use of the reactors in materials testing, basic research, 

isotope production, and activation analysis is illustrated in this volume, 

while the utilisation of other radiation sources, especially the electron ac

celerators, in both applied and basic research, is also described. 

Papers 1 -6 are concerned with various aspects of reactor technology, 

although the last two of these deal with modern developments in materials 

science and systems analysis which have general application in non-nuclear 

technology. Papers 7-9 describe the application to practical problems of 

expertise in the generation and detection of various kinds of radiation, while 

10-12 are concerned with technical developments in the medical field. The 

protection of the population against excessive exposure to radiation was the 

primary motivation of the plant studies discussed in papers 13 and 14, while 

the study of the dispersion of radioactivity through the atmosphere provided 
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the initial impetus for meteorological studies of the type described in paper 
15, although again this work has proved to have wide application in other 
fields. Finally, papers 16 and 17 describe basic research on the chemical 
and physical properties of matter, carried out using electrons and neutrons 
respectively. 

For over a decade, Risø has been occupied with developing the peaceful 
uses of modern science in collaboration with many other institutions. It has 
established a place in the scientific and technological life of the country and 
become an internationally respected research institution. In appreciation 
of his outstanding contribution to the development of the establishment, this 
volume is gratefully dedicated to Professor Bjerge on his seventieth birth
day by his colleagues at Risø, who have benefitted so greatly from his ef
forts. 

A.R. Mackintosh 
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The Development of Three-Dimensional Calculations in Reactor Physics 
Experience with Flux Synthesis 

by 

H. Larsen and B. Micheelsen 

Reactor Physics Department 

Abstract 

Three-dimensional overall calculations of flux and power are necess
ary for detailed reactor calculations. The approximative flux synthesis 
method is fast and well suited for calculations of repetitive nature. 

A three-dimensional flux synthesis burn-up program SYNTRON was 
developed. SYNTRON uses a variational, single-channel, flux synthesis 
technique. Calculations are performed with SYNTRON for comparison with 
a conventional difference equation program. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In reactor physics three-dimensional overall calculations are necess
ary to give an accurate description of the flux and power distributions over 
the reactor core. For example, boiling in a boiling-water reactor creates 
different void contents throughout the reactor core and makes three-dimen
sional calculations essential. 

The flux distribution in the reactor core is most conveniently determined 
by the use of diffusion theory in the form of the difference equation technique. 
However, three-dimensional calculations by that technique for a whole reac
tor core are costly in computing time and unacceptably expensive for many 
purposes such as calculation of critical control rod configuration. For this 
reason several approximate methods have been suggested, and two of the 
best known are the nodal theory and flux synthesis. 

With the nodal theory the necessary number of flux points are reduced 
by introducing some fitting parameters through the coupling coefficients. 
The fitting parameters must then be determined outside the program. In 
the flux synthesis method the number of flux points is not reduced, but in
stead the existence of a certain separability between the vertical and the 
horizontal, fluxes in many typical reactor calculations is used. 

Flux synthesis has undergone great development during the past fifteen 
years. One of the methods first suggested was Meyer's single-channel flux 
synthesis , where the neutron flux was assumed to be, piece by piece, 
separable in the vertical and horizontal directions. The single-channel 
synthesis was extended to the rnulti- channel flux synthesis by Wachspress '. 
He divided each horizontal plane into a number of subregions and performed 
a synthesis in each of these subregions. Another extension of the single-

3) channel synthesis is the variational flux synthesis developed by Kaplan '. 
In this formalism the three-dimensional flux at each vertical elevation is 
found by mixing a set of two-dimensional (horizontal) flux shapes, called 
trial functions. Later, some more sophisticated flux synthesis methods 
have appeared, as for example variational flux synthesis with discontinuous 
trial functions, i. e. different trial functions at each z- elevation ', and 

7) methods with pseudo-discontinuous trial functions '. 
The SYNTRON program uses a variational, single-channel flux syn

thesis formalism with continuous trial functions. The discontinuous for
malism is not used because it is rather complicated and slow (in computing 
time). Another problem in the discontinuous formalism is that the user 
must beforehand know the solution of the problem fairly well to specify the 
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trial functions, and this knowledge cannot in general be assure ed avilable. 

2. SYNTRON 

The three-dimensional flux synthesis program SYNTROIT' uses a 

variational, single-channel flux synthesis formalism primarily based on 

Kaplan's method. The three-dimensional group flux r (z, y, *) is found by 

means of the following expansion: 

S 
*g(z.y.*) = £ Z«(x) • Hj(y.x). (1) 

k=1 

where 

K = number of trial functions in group g 

HP(y, x) = trial function number k in group g 

ZP(z) = mixing function number k in group g. 

If the trial functions H?(y, x) are assumed to be known, the problem i s 

how to find the mixing functions. 

The SYNTRON program includes an ordinary difference equation rou

tine called DIFFERENS. By means of this routine it i s possible, inside the 

program, to set up calculations of the necessary two-dimensional flux shapes 

(horizontal) for the trial function set to be used as expansion functions. 

If the flux expansion eq. (1) i s substituted into the group diffusion equa

tion, we have: 

Diffusion equation: 

-D* • v 2
 f £ + £8 . «£ s Q S . (2) 
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Synthesis equation: 

K 

( . D gv2 + 2«) ( £ ZJ>(z) • HJ>(y.x)) 

Kg 

k=1 

(3) 

GR 5s" 
I I (2f*"g' + ^ ' vSf'/keff) • zf'(z) • Hf(y.x) . 

g'=1 i=1 

where 

D* = diffusion coefficient 

E^ = absorption cross section 

sf *"£ = scattering cross section from group g' to group g 

XI^ = neutron fission spectrum 

v • sf = neutron production cross section 

GR = number of energy groups 

1 * g * GR = energy group index 

k g = effective multiplication factor 

QS = source term. 

Equation (3) is the basic equation for finding the unknown mixing func
tions zj*(z). For the solution of eq. (3) a new function set called the 
weighting function set W&r, x) is introduced, cf. 2 \ In the SYNTRON 
program the weighting functions may be either the trial functions (Galerkin 
weighting) or the adjoint trial functions. The following treatment is inde
pendent of the method used. 

Equation (3) is multiplied by w|(y, x), and an integration over the (y, x) 
plane is performed. 
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A typical integration term is: 

A k j ( z ) = / / Zi ' H k ( y« x ) * Wg(y,x)dydx. (4) 

which is the (y, x) integrated absorption term. 

The most complicated term is the radial leakage term: 

DBZ^tz) = j J D g - W g (y ,x) • V ^ H
g (y , x) dydx . (5) 

The practical integration i s performed by a difference approximation 
2 8) technique * '. 

According to the transformations above, eq. (3) is replaced by: 

Y (" DZg^a) ' *l + DBZ* .(z) + AJ^z) ) • Zg(z) = 
k=1 

GR K 

(6) 

v1 Vs' 
Z Z <SPif (z ) + X I F y g ' <z>/keff) * z f <z) • 

g'=1 i=1 

which is the basic equation to be solved with the synthesis program. 

The terms SP§* (z) and XIF?.g (z) are integration terms for scattering 

in and fission contribution to group g from group g1. They have the same 

form as in (4). 

We now return to the problem of finding the z-dependence of the mixing 

functions. In the z-direction, the vertical direction, the reactor is divided 

into axial zones or a coarse mesh. The axial zones are selected so that 

there are no variations in the cross sections in the z-direction in each axial 

zone. 

The mixing equations (6) are solved approximately by a finite differ

ence method. The axial zones are subdivided into a fine-mesh structure, 

and the mesh point is chosen in the middle of each mesh. Eq. (6) i s trans

formed into a set of difference quations by means of an integration over the 

remaining direction, z. 

In this program a semi-iterative technique is used for solving the syn

thesis equation. The solution technique used is similar to that of the line 
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difference technique, only the elements in the mat r ix equation a r e here 

submatr ices . The direct inversion method ' i s used, and as it is possible 

to invert the submatrices once before the i terat ions a r e started, li t t le com-
2) 

putation is necessary at each iteration, and the solution is very fast, cf. ' . 

The eigenvalue, k *., the effective multiplication factor, is found with an 

overall neutron balance equation. 

When the mixing functions have been found, it is easy to calculate the 

three-dimensional flux distribution from eq. (1). 

3. CRITICALITY SEARCH 

In reactor physical calculations one i s often interested in the flux and 

power distributions for the cri t ical reac tor r a the r than in the distribution 

for a system held artificially cr i t ical by an effective multiplication factor 

k « . The cri t icali ty options of greates t in te res t would be those directly 

simulating the operation of modern power r eac to r s , i . e. c r i t ica l poison 

search and direct i teration on the control rod posit ions. No feature in the 

flux synthesis formalism makes it m o r e convenient to use this formalism 

in preference to any other for cri t ical poison search , but for direct i teration 

on the control rod positions the flux synthesis i s very convenient. Control 

rod movement in the vert ical z-direction can be simulated by internal bound

ary displacement between the axial zones. 

In the SYNTRON program two different dimension control search options 

a r e implemented, one for iteration on the dimensions, and one for internal 

boundary displacement with fixed outer dimensions (control rod movement). 

3 . 1 . Cri t ical Dimensions 

The synthesis, eq. (6), can at each z-elevation and in each group for

mally be written as 

LEAK + ABS = SOUR , (7) 

where 

LEAK = leakage term, ABS = absorption term, SOUR = source term. 

In order to determine the s ize, i. e. the length in the z-direction, of 

one or more axial zones at which the reactor i s critical, for example axial 

zone No. 1, an eigenvalue must be associated with the height L? of axial 

zone No. 1. 
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In real is t ic , three-dimensional synthesis calculations the most t ime-

consuming .calculations, besides the t r ia l function calculations, a r e the 

integration of the mat r ix elements, part icularly the leakage t e rm DBZ, 

eq. (5). This is the case if the fast solution method mentioned in section 2 

is used. During the integrations no assumption i s made about the s i ze of 

the mesh in the z-direction. The absorption and the source elements a re 

directly proportional to the length, and the axial leakage elements a r e to a 

cer tain degree inversely proportional to the length. If the dimension de

pendence of the leakage t e rms i s dropped - i. e. the leakage t e rms a r e held 

constant - and an eigenvalue is associated with the absorption and source 

t e r m s , eq. (7) will, for the zones to be altered, be: 

LEAK + ABS • X. = SOUR - X . (8) 

The eigenvalue X. i s found by an overall neutron balance equation. 

When the mixing functions and X. have been found, the dimensions of 

the axial zones a re now L. = L. • X, while L , and L„ remain unchanged. 

With these new dimensions new leakage t e rms , new mixing functions, and 

X. a r e calculated, and only one or two such leakage t e rm recalculations a re 

normally required for the convergence of this sys tem (X = 1). The extra 

cost in computer t ime for finding the cr i t ica l dimensions instead of k *. is 

smal l . 

3 . 2. Internal Boundary Search 

Internal boundary displacement means that iue internal dimensions a r e 

a l tered in such a way that the outer dimensions become fixed. If we want 

to find the cr i t ical position of the control rod in the tes t example in fig. 1, 

this may be done by associating an eigenvalue X. with the axial length of the 

zone with a control rod 

LEAK + ABS • \ = SOUR • \ , (9) 

while the equation for the axial zone below without control rod becomes 

LEAK + ABS ' (1 - X) = SOUR • (1 - \) . (10) 

The calculation method is then the same as for dimension search. 
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Ztroftux 

3.3. A Two-Dimensional Example with Internal Boundary Search 

For illustration of the capability of the synthesis approximation, a cal
culation for a simple, two-dimensional example was made with the SYNTRON 
program. The example is from Kaplan's original paper '. The synthesis 
calculations were compared with calculations by a difference equation code, 
DIFFERENS. The geometry of the example is shown in fig. 1. The calcu
lations were made in two energy groups. A 43 x 40 fine-mesh structure 
was used. The two-dimensional synthesis calculations were performed 
with two one-dimensional trial functions for each flux group. The trial 
functions were found by one-dimensional difference equation calculations: 
one at the upper rod-in fuel zone, and one at the lower rod-out fuel zone. 

The eigenvalue, the effective multiplication factor k JJ, was found to 
be 1. 020 by the reference calculation method and 1.018 by the synthesis 
method. 

The example from fig. 1 is used to illustrate the method of direct itera
tion on the control rod position. In fig. 1 some thermal flux curves are 
shown calculated with SYNTRON and test calculations with DIFFERENS. A 
k f. is put into the SYNTRON program, and the program is asked to find 
the control rod position which gives the specified k «. Afterwards the cal
culated dimensions are put into the static difference equation code DIFFER
ENS to check the flux distribution and k «. This is done for critical reac
tor case II, an over-critical reactor case I, and an under-critical case III, 
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cf. fig. 2 . The letters A, B, C, and D give the control rod position, B 

i s the original position and also the guessed position for the start value in 

cases I, II, and III. 

3 .4 . A Three-Dimensional Calculation Example with Internal Boundary Search 

The reactor core configuration in fig. 3 a and b represents a large light-

water reactor with 25 control absorbers (P) partly inserted (in the whole 

core). The SYNTRON program was used in three-dimensional, two-group 

calculations, with a 20 x 20 x 24 mesh. 

Calculation 1 with the control absorbers inserted one quarter of the core 

length - as shown in fig. 3 b - gave k -. = 1.01 69. The calculation with in

ternal boundary search, varying the insertion L of the control absorbers, 

gave criticality at L = 250.0 cm. (No comparison with detailed, three-di

mensional difference equation calculations was possible). Calculation times 

for a B 6700 (which i s 1. 2 times faster than an IBM 7094) are: 

Calculation 1: Trial functions = 90 s . Synthesis = 25 s. Total = 183 s. 

Calculation 2: Trial functions = 90 s . Synthesis s 53 s. Total = 21 9 s . 
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4. SUMMARY 

The main conclusions of these investigations are that variational flux 

synthesis gives reasonable results if a suitable set of trial functions i s used, 

and that flux synthesis i s well suited for calculations with a criticality search 

on dimensions or control rod positions. 
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A Cold-Neutron Source in the DR 3 

by 

J. A. Leth 

Reactor Engineering Department 

Abstract 

A general description of the cold-neutron source in the DR 3 is given 
together with a short introduction to cold neutrons and the history of cold-
neutron sources in reactors. The main difference between the DR 3 cold-
neutron source and other cold sources is in the use of supercritical hydro
gen as moderator, which permits adjustment of the effective hydrogen thick
ness by changing the temperature of the cryogenerators. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Cold Neutrons 

Cold neutrons may be defined as neutrons with energies below 5 meV, 
o 

corresponding to ue Broglie wave lengths longer than 4 A. 

The average kinetic energy of fission neutrons i s approximately 5 MeV. 

In a thermal reactor these fission neutrons are moderated to become ther

mal neutrons, mainly as a result of inelastic scattering reactions with the 

moderator. The thermal-neutron spectrum achieved i s nearly a Maxwellian 

distribution corresponding to the moderator temperature. The average en

ergy of the thermal neutrons is approximately 25 meV. Of the thermal neu

trons only 1 - 2% have energies below 5 meV, i. e. are cold neutrons. 

In order to obtain a higher cold-neutron flux from an experimental hole, 

a chamber filled with a moderator which can be cooled to low temperatures 

is placed in the hole. For most cold-neutron sources liquid hydrogen i s 

chosen as the moderating material. 

Cold neutrons have longer wave lengths than thermal neutrons, which 

makes them more suitable for investigations of structures with large atomic 

spacings. As examples may be mentioned structures of complex chemical 

combinations and molecules, structures of biochemical supermolecules, 

defects in crystals, and magnetic defects in magnetic alloys. 
o 

Because of wave length - longer than 4 A - and velocity - below 1000 m / s 

- cold-neutron scattering has also proved a most useful method for dynamic 

investigations. As examples may be mentioned phonon life times, magnon 

life times, dynamics of magnetic phase transformations, diffusion in liquids, 

and molecular rotations which because of symmetry characteristics cannot 

be studied by means of conventional methods. 

An introduction to cold neutrons has previously been given in '. 

1. 2. History of Cold-Neutron Sources in Reactors 

Interest in cold neutrons was first aroused at Harwell in the early 1 950*8. 

After studies of different hydrogenous moderators outside the reactor, the 

world's first cold-neutron source was built in the Harwell BEPO reactor in 

1957. 
In 1 959 a cold source was installed in the EL3 reactor at Saclay, and 

2) 
the following year the Harwell Dido source was commissioned '. 

Two cold sources are in operation in Germany. One in the FR-2 at 

Karlsruhe since 1 968 \ and one in the FRJ-2 at Julich since 1 969 \ 
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Cold sources have also been installed in the low-flux reactors BR1 at 

Mol and FiRl at Helsinki. 

A cold source for the high-flux reactor in Grenoble RHF i s being built 

and i s expected to be operating by the end of 1972 '. 

The project for a cold source in the DR 3 was started late in 1 968, and 

the source is expected to be operational about the middle of 1972. 

2. THE COLD-NEUTRON SOURCE IN THE DR 3 

2 .1 . General Description 

In principle the cold-neutron source in the DR 3 consists of a hydrogen-

filled moderator chamber placed in the horizontal beam hole 7TL-3 of the 

reactor, see fig. 1. The moderator chamber, made of aluminium alloy 

AlMg3, is placed inside the vacuum casing, which is made of the same 

aluminium alloy. Vacuum is used to insulate the cold parts, and the vacuum 

containment further acts as a second containment in a triple containment 

system, see 2. 3. The annulus between the vacuum containment and the 

liner in the beam hole and the rest of the liner are filled with helium at a 

small positive pressure. 

Hydrogen i s used as moderating material and as moderator chamber 

coolant at a pressure of 1 5 bars, which i s above the critical pressure, s e e 

2. 2. The hydrogen i s circulated between the moderator chamber and the 

two Philips-Stirling cryogenerators by means of a fan. Another fan i s a 

standby. The moderator temperature is expected to be about 22 K at a reac

tor power of 10 MW. 

From an intermediate stage the cryogenerators may provide cooling at 

a nominal temperature of 80 K. This cooling capacity i s used to cool the 

neutron filters with a flow of cold helium circulated by a fan. The helium 

flow passes round the filter blocks in a spiralled groove. This cooling 

jacket i s insulated by means of a vacuum annulus which is in connection with 

the vacuum in the rest of the plug. 

The cryogenerators are connected to the system through a joint box 

which contains the four fans and eight cryogenic valves. The cryogenerators 

and the joint box are placed just above the beam hole. The moderator cham

ber and the cooling jacket for the neutron filter are connected to the joint 

box by means of transfer lines. The cryogenerators and joint box are shown 

in fig. 2. 

The only equipment placed outside the reactor shell i s the hydrogen buf

fer and supply system. 
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2. 2. The Supercritical System 

As mentioned in 2,1 the system is supercritical, i. e. the hydrogen 

pressure - 15 bars - is above the critical pressure, which is about 1 3 bars . 

In a temperature-entropy chart for normal hydrogen, it may be seen 

that hydrogen at 15 bars will always be in a single phase. As the tempera

ture range during operation will be 22 - 30°K, and the pressure is the above-

mentioned 15 bars, the density will be 58 - 70 g/1, which is above the density 

< f liquid hydrogen in the same temperature range. 

The supercritical system offers a great advantage over other systems, 

because the density of the hydrogen may be changed simply by changing the 

cryogenerator temperature, which can be done by means of heaters. Thus 

the cold-neutron gain may be optimized by adjusting the effective hydrogen 

thickness. 

All cold-neutron sources with hydrogen moderators built until now have 

been based on the use of liquid hydrogen. A supercritical system has been 

proposed in the design study of the cold source for the Harwell High-Flux 

Beam Reactor. In that study the system was proposed to operate in the 
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temperature ran^e 33,;?.380K, which would give a reduced hydrogen density 

compared with tiie liquid-hydrogen density. This reduction was intentional 

and based on geometrical1 considerations. 

2 .3 . Safety Philosophy 

Hydrogen alone is completely harmless, and a hazard only occurs when 

oxygen is present toq. The hydrogen/oxygen hazard may occur in two ways; 

firstly, if some source bf ignition is present, the elements combine exo-

thermically to form water, and secondly, if oxygen from air is irradiated 

at cryogenic temperatures, ozone and, if nitrogen is present too, possibly 

oxides and ozonides of nitrogen may form, decompose explosively, and 

initiate a hydrogen/oxygen reaction. 

The basic principle for safety of the cold-neutron source in the DR 3 is 

to preclude any possibility that air may enter either the hydrogen system or 

regions of the equipment containing hydrogen, especially at cryogenic tem

peratures and in fields of high radiation. 

For the cold-neutron source in the DR 3 all hydrogen equipment inside 

the reactor shell is contained within a high-vacuum system which is sur

rounded by a third containment filled with helium. The helium is always at 

a small positive pressure, so that a leak in the helium blanket can be de

tected. By adopting this triple-containment philosophy the above-mentioned 

basic principle for safety is fulfilled, and it i s ensured that in the event of 

a leak in the vacuum casing, only helium can enter the vacuum system. 

3. DESIGN SOLUTIONS 

During the desigmng of ttie. cold-neutron source for the DR 3 many 

special problems arose because of the low temperature and the demand for 

low leak rates as well as the complexity of the triple containment system. 

As an example of one of the components the joint box may be mentioned. 

The complexity of the joint box is caused by the numerous purposes it serves. 

In the joint box the hydrogen and the helium heat exchangers of the cryo-

generators are connected to the transfer lines leading to the moderator 

chamber and the neutron filters respectively, through fans and crypvalyes. 

All these cold pipes and components are connected in the vacuum chamber 

of tlie joint box and are thus fully vacuum insulated. In the joint box the 

vacuum systems of the transfer lines are separated from the vacuum in the 

joint box and the cryogenerators for ease of maintenance and leak detection. 
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The vacuum chamber is totally surrounded by a helium blanket which also 

contains the vacuum instrumentation and two sputter- ion pumps. The de

mands of the t r iple containment philosophy have thereby been fulfilled. 
-6 

The maximum leak ra te of the vacuum system in the joint box is 1 x 10~ 

T o r r s 1/s, which corresponds to an inleakage of 1 Ncm per 9 days into 

the volume of 500 l i t res . 

It was necessary to design the above-mentioned cryovalve specially for 

the t r iple containment system to achieve low leak and heat leak r a t e s . 

The moderator chamber design was studied from s t r e s s and flow di

stribution considerations simultaneously, as they a r e mutually dependent. 

The s t r e s s e s were calculated by means of a computer program and checked 

on models with s t ra in gauges. The flow distribution was studied in a perspex 

chamber with a flow of water and polystyrene par t ic les . In the final design 

of the chamber the flow follows a vortex spi ra l . 

The heat input to the hydrogen system, which mainly comes from the 

thermal radiation and the nuclear heating in-pile, was calculated on the 

basis of the system design. With this heat input the hydrogen temperature 

was found from the cooling power - temperature chart of the cryogenerators 

to be approximately 22 K. 

4. COMPARISON OF SOME COLD-NEUTRON SOURCES 

A comparison of the cola-neutron source for the DR 3 with those at 

Harwell (DIDO), Saclay (EL-3), Karlsruhe (FR-2), Jiilich (FRJ-2), and 

Grenoble (RHF) based upon data from the l i te ra ture is shown in table 1. 

The DR 3 cold-neutron source is different from the other cold sources 

in two essential points. F i r s t , the beam hole is tangential to the core, and 

the cold source therefore provides two beams of cold neutrons. Second, the 

use of supercr i t ical hydrogen permits adjustment of the effective hydrogen 

thickness as mentioned in 2. 2. 
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Table 1 

Comparison of some cold-neutron sources 

Reactor 

DR 3 

DIDO 

E L - 3 

FR-2 

F R J - 2 

RHF 

Reactor 

Rower 

MW 

10 

15 

17.5 

43 

15 

60 

Thermal flux 

at the source 

n / c m s 

7 x l O 1 3 

4 x l O 1 3 

5 x l O 1 3 

4. 9 x 1 0 1 3 

8. 9 x 1 0 1 3 

7 x l O 1 4 

Moderator 

H2 supe rc r . 

H 2 liq. 

H 2 + D 2 liq. 

H2 liq. 

H 2 + D 2 liq. 

D 2 liq. 

Moderator 

thickness 

mm 

60 

30 

74 

45 

55 

380 

Moderator 

volume 
2 cm 

570 

200 

500 

250 

850 

25000 

Nuclear heating in 

Moderator 

w/g 

1.3 

0.75 

1.04 

0.91 

2.5 

1.47 

Mater ia l 

W/g 

0 .3 

0.2 

0.11 

0.18 

0.7 

0.6 

l 

Heat 

removed 

W 

620 

42 

45 

50 

1000 

7000 
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Development of Nuclear Heat Calorimeters and Dose Separation of 
Nuclear Heat Components 

by 

Karsten Haack 
DR 3 

Abstract 

Experimenters' demand for information about the nuclear heating in 
their samples and rigs in the reactor necessitated development of two 
types of calorimeters: (1) An adiabatLc rype (25 mm o. d.) with a sensi
tivity range of 1 - 500 mW/g for measurements in experimental facilities 
outside the core in the reflectors and (2) an isothermal rod type (6. 5 mm 
o.d.) with a sensitivity range of 0.1 - 5 W/g for measurements in the fuel 
elements. A description of the calibration and measurement methods is 
given, and some characteristic results are shown. The dose separation 
comprises the calculations of the heat contributions from thermal and 
fast-neutron flux reactions in the calorimeter sample and structure. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A fraction of the energy released by fission in a reactor is not depos

ited in the fuel elements, but appears as a heat source elsewhere. This 

fraction comprises mainly the following contributions: 

(a) Fission neutrons 3.1% 

(b) Instantaneous v-release 3. *0 

(c) Decay v-radiation 2. 6% 

(d) Decay p-radiation 2. 6% 

(e) Neutrinos 5.6% 

The neutrinos are not attenuated within the reactor core. The decay 

p-radiation i s absorbed in the nearest vicinity of the fuel plates and will 

rarely appear in the experimental facilities; but the remaining contribu

tions (a), fb), and (c) will produce considerable heat here, and it i s there

fore necessary that the experimenter knows the size of these contributions 

in order to establish sufficient cooling and thus obtain the desired temper

ature conditions in his rig. 

The rig will be heated not only by this primary radiation, but also by 

secondary radiation, produced by neutron reactions in the rig materials. 

Under the assumption that the primary radiation i s not essentially at

tenuated by the presence of a rig, it becomes mainly a function of the fuel 

element position in the core. The energy deposition by the primary radi

ation i s consequently called the "Position Dose Rate" (PDR). 

The secondary radiation depends on the physical and geometrical 

characteristics of the rig materials, and consequently the energy deposi

tion from this radiation is called the "Material Dose Rate" (MDR). 

The total of the energy deposition from the primary and the secondary 

radiation (PDR + MDR) i s the true dose rate, denoted the "Nuclear Heat" 

(NH). 

As the properties of the materials in a rig and the neutron flux condi

tions are usually well known, the MDR can be calculated. But it is difficult 

to calculate the PDR in the very complex system of a research reactor 

core; better accuracy is obtained by measurements. 

The instruments that may be used for such measurements are: 

- ionization chambers 

- physical or chemical dosimeters 

- calorimeters. 
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The calorimeter resembles a rig design most closely, and therefore 

this instrument i s usually chosen for the measurement of nuclear heat. 

2. CHOICE OF CALORIMETER TYPES 

The classic adiabatic calorimeter cannot be used directly, because 

the necessary insulation against heat exchange with the surroundings needs 

more space than is usually available in an experimental tube of a research 

reactor. The adiabauc conditions are established by surrounding the sample 

with a heat sheath, which i s kept at the sample temperature by means of a 

heater on the sheath controlled by the difference signal from two thermo

couples, one on the sample and one on the sheath. Between the sample and 

the sheath i s an evacuated gas gap, see fig. 1. 

Adtabatjc Calotimeier. Type A25 

Fig. 1. 

The heat deposition, q watts per gram, gives a temperature increase 

rate dT/dt according to the equation: 

q = < Æ cal/g.s = 4.1868c£E W/g , (1) 
at at 

where c and T are the specific heat and the temperature of the sample. 

The dT/dt i s measured graphically on the sample thermocouple recorder 

paper. 

An adiabatic calorimeter as sketched here i s suitable for measurements 

in the range 0. 01 -0 . 5 W/g and has been used in the experimental holes out-
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side the core of the DR 3. 
Inside the core, values of nuclear heat up to 2 W/g are seen, so a less 

sensitive type had to be used here. Furthermore this type should be smaller, 
as the access to the fuel elements is through 8 mm tubes. It was decided to 
choose an isothermal rod calorimeter type, see fig. 2. 

Isothermal Calorimeter. Type 16 

Thermocouples 
Gas gap 

Heateroabk 
^Sample rod 

Full site 

Fig. 2. 

The principle of measurement appears from the following consideration: 
The heat balance in an infinitesimal piece of the rod-shaped sample is (see 
fig. 3): 

QU = Q V + Q i (2) 

If the specific heat conduction of the rod is K W/* c cm, its cross section 
2 3 

A cm , and its specific weight V g/cm , and if the nuclear heat is q W/g, 
(2) can be written: 

-KA X!f±- = q VAdx - KA X 

dx dx 

Expansion of the left side according to the Taylor formula and exclusion 
of terms of order higher than 2 give the differential equation: 

-K 
dVx) 

qVdx (3) 

with the solution 

x2V T - T - a 
o x 2K 

(4) 
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which shows that the nuclear heat can be found by measuring the difference 

in temperature between the ends of the rod. 

m 
i i \ 

Kcm 

Thermocouples a 

\^1 . if r 

1 Cross sect/on AA dfc—; T~&j 

1 v I ' 1 
^Heater coble Section 3 

xy * 

Rod in isothermal calorimeter, schematic. 

4i 
11 

'• Z 

t 

0 

J 

Fig. 3 . 

3. CALIBRATIONS 

The sample in the adiabatic calorimeter has a built-in electrical heater 
for the purpose of calibration, i .e . measuring of c in eq. (1). This value 
is the weighted mean value of the sample construction parts, (sample ma
terial, thermocouples, heater, cement, and suspensions): 

n 
; m.c. 

. . J g ! . <*> 

i=1 

where m. and c. are the mass and the specific heat of the i'th of the n 
sample parts. 

The calibration could be performed in the same way as an in-pile 
measurement, but as the sheath would be heated by the heater alone, and 
the heater is not uniformly suspended over all parts of the sheath, consid
erable temperature gradients would occur in the sheath, and the mean 
sample/sheath difference temperature could no longer be considered to be 
zero. 
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A better calibration is obtained by recording a small temperature tran
sient with the sheath heater control disconnected. The transient is initiated 
by a small current through the sample heater vhich raises the sample tem
perature a few °C (see fig. 4). The current is switched off before equilib
rium is attained, and then the cooling period is recorded. The gas gap heat 
conduction K W/°C can be considered constant during the transient. The 
heat balance is: 

ri2 - K AT = C ̂  , 
g dt 

(6) 

where the sample heat capacity C = c • M , and M is the sample mass. 

Fig. *f. 

If four states during the transient are chosen, 1 and 2 at increasing, 
3 and 4 at decreasing temperatures, (see fig. 4) so that 

T 2 - T 1 s T 3 - T 4 ' 

integration of eq. (6) will give 

(7) 

/ r i 2 d t - | V T d , - J K ATdt= J CdT 

1 g I 

(8) 

and 
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J K ATdt= f CdT 0) 

with the solutions: 

ri^tj-t , ) - K g I K 2 = CfTj-T,) (10) 

and 

01) "V3 
where the 

I l -2 = 

and 

r3-4 = 

-4 = CfT4-

integrals 

2 

/ 
1 

4 

J 
3 

ATdt 

ATdt 

T3> 

can be found by graphical integration of the recorded transient. Eqs. (10) 
and (11) are now solved with respect to the desired value: 

3 - 4 2 " 1 ri2 joules/°C , (12) 
I1-2+I3-4 T 2 - T 1 

and, furthermore, the gas gap heat conduction can be calculated: 

K * T
 2 " * -ri 2 W/°C . (13) 

6 1 1 _ 2 + x3-4 

The calibration of the isothermal rod calorimeter is performed by 
means of a built-in heater cable which is shown in fig. 2. This cable and 
the longest thermocouple cable together give a considerable contribution 
to the in-pile heating of the rod. The cable contributions can be allowed 
for by means of the proportion of their masses to the rod mass, as the 
mass-Y-absorption coefficient at the most frequent v-energies in the reac
tor, 1-3 MeV, is the same for the elements in the cables and in the rod. 
But it causes different in-pile heating in rod sections 1, 2, and 3, In the 
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following calculations the in-pile heating will be denoted k.q, k„q, and 
k3q where k., kg, and kg are constants calculated for the respective rod 
sections. Furthermore the rod heat conduction is different in the three 
sections. The heat conduction along the cables is negligible. 

Finally the cables do not extend right to the free end of the rod, and 
this makes the rim conditions more complicated for the solution of differ
ential equation (3). 

Because of the objections mentioned here it is necessary to reconsider 
the deduction of eq. (4). If the rim values for a rod section from x = a to 
x = b (b > a, see fig. 3) are 

•V^-'Cf)^"*«1!.-^ "(§},> • 
(T. , Z.) can be found by solution of the differential equation by use of the 

known rim values (T . Z J : 

T b " T a - <V xa> 2 W + (xb-*a> Z a <U) 

Zb " " tT ( W + Za • 05) 

The discontinuity of Z at the section borders can, by a heat balance 
consideration, be found to be 

7 = A(x-dx) z M 6 \ 
Z(x+dx)- A x ^(x-dx) ' <16> 

(x+dx) 

If eqs. (14), (15), and (16) are used successively on the three rod sec

tions, an expression of the AT to be measured in-pile is deduced: 

ATm - Tim - V - ^ r <v*i>2" -AT (Vxi> zi2 ' {17) 

where 

zi2 • - T 1 'if k2< W k 2 + 2 ( w 4 ki v + & ki v a 

(16) 
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Accordingly for the out-of-pile calibration 

ATc " Tic-Tyc " 2A^C V ^ V V * i > • <19> 

If ATm = ATC, q can be found by means of eqs. (17), (18), and (19): 

r k c 2 q • j £ i2 00) 

where 

x„ - 2x. + x. 
k = 1 1 L 

c 
(x -x.)kq+2_£Vk0((x.-x )2k„+2(x.-x )x - s I k 1 ) + ( — k , x ) 

y r 3 Ao ' 2 " i v' 2 * i v' V A , 1 lAo 1 V 
2 

K i x „ ) 
2 

(21) 

A correction k for the increase of the heater resistance r at the r 
higher heater wire temperatures during the calibration i s introduced in 

each set of calibration values. 
2 

By plotting of AT versus k ri a straight line appears from which 

the calibration factor f can be found: 
c 

d(AT ) 
f - f- • (22) 

c d(krriZ) 

Thus the nuclear heat can be calculated from a A T : 
m 

k c q * - — AT = f AT W/g (23) 4 A3Vfc m *s ±m w ' 8 * ' 

where f i s the calorimeter sensitivity. A characteristic value of f i s 

that of calorimeter 16/9: f = 0.122 W/g« °C. 

4. MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements by means of the adiabatic calorimeter were carried 

out by (1) rapid insertion of the calorimeter to the measurement position, 

(2) adjustment of the AT control device, and (3) recording of the sample 

temperature until the measurement was stopped at 250°C. The nuclear 
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heat was calculated by means of eq. (1). 

* * 

7* 

-to -io b *h to so 4o so cm 

Fig. 5. 

The isothermal calorimeter was kept in a measurement position until 
equilibrium - AT was attained after about eight minutes. Then it was auto
matically moved to a new position 10 cm higher up in the fuel element by 
means of a gear plug on top of the fuel element. Each vertical scan of a 
fuel element consisted of eight measurement points. All fuel elements that 
were not used for experiments were scanned at the beginning and at the end 
of must of reactor runs 108 - 128. 

Typical nuclear heat scans with the two calorimeter types are shown 
in figs. 5 and 6. The figures also show the position dose rates PDR = 
NH - MDR obtained by means of the calculations given in chapter 5. 

Figure 7 shows NH and PDR versus the distance from the vertical 
core centre line. 

Adiabafic Calorimeter 
Measurements I/L^L 

* 

fbstéføfi aAø*e core centre phnm 
1 1— 4 * r* 
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Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
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5. DOSE SEPARATION 

The reactions contributing significantly to the heating of the calorime
ter sample by secondary radiation are: 

(A) Thermal-neutron capture in the structure 

(B) Thermal-neutron capture in the sample 

(C) Decay of nuclei formed in the structure 

(D) Decay of nuclei formed in the sample 

(E) Fast-neutron elastic scattering in the sample 

(F) Fast-neutron inelastic scattering in the sample 

Formulas for calculation of these contributions will be deduced below. 

(A). The release of binding energy from thermal-neutron capture in the 
structure elements gives a total Y-source strength of 

M . 
S i ' N I T " °ai*thEbi M e V / S ' <24> 

i 

24 where N is the Avogadro number 0. 602« 10 , 

M . is the mass of isotope "i" in the Mq1?lth structure part in grams, 

a . is the thermal-neutron absorption cross section in barns, 
2 

9 ^ is the thermal-neutron flux (Westcott) in n/cm s, 

E, . is the binding energy in MeV released by thermal-neutron 
capture in isotope "i". 

The fraction of S. that hits the sample is denoted G S.. G„ is calcu-
i n q i q 

lated for some symmetrical geometries in ref. '. With a linear energy ab
sorption coefficient of the sample n . cm - referring to the level of the 
binding energy of isotope "i", and a sample mass M grams, the total en
ergy deposition rate in the sample from the Q structure elements consist
ing of I isotopes can be written: 

A WCSt K 1 I ( GqVeai> M e V / 8 * « • <25> 

By rearranging and transforming from MeV/S to watts we obtain: 
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9 J M „ . a , 
AWCSt = 9 . 6 5 . 1 0 - 1 4 ^ l l (Gq - S L i L E b . ,e a i ) W/g 

P q=1 i=l ^ 
(26) 

(B). The thermal-neutron capture in the sample itself deposits a binding 
energy heat in the sample which can be found from similar considerations: 

¥*u J- M,o, 
AWcsP

 = 9-65*10 i £ Z ( - ^ p E b i x i > w / e • <27> 

where X. is the fraction of the released energy that is absorbed in the 
sample itself. X. has been calculated for different geometries by Case et 

i 2) 1 

al. ' . 

(C). Only the most common modes of decay: -y and B~ will be considered 
here. 

If the i'th isotope decays in K modes, and if photons from the k'th mode 
are expelled with a probability N, , the total heat in the sample from Y-decay 
in the structure can be summed as: 

Q I M g K 
AWDStY=9-65*10"14lT I I ^ q - T T 1 I <NkEk>eak» W/^ 

T q=1 i=1 ^ k=1 
(28) 

in the equilibrium state of the decay. 
The p"-particles are expelled with energies that have a continuous fre

quency distribution so that the spectrum is split up into a number of inter
vals A., A«, . . . , A., . . . . , AT, If the mean values of energy and frequency 
in interval A are E. and N. respectively, and the probability that B~ -par-

J J J 

t i d e s in this energy interval penetrate the structure layers is &„., the total 
heat deposition in the sample due to B~-decay in the structure elements can 
be written: 

Q I M a K J 

*> q=1 i*1 n k=1 j5l 

(29) 
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The deduction of the p~-energy frequency distribution and the calculation of 

the penetral 

aluminium. 

the penetration probability &s. a r e given in Risø Report No. 119 ' for 

(D). With a sample of aluminium the major contribution to the MPD is that 

of p~-decay in the sample. In spite of the short range of the p~-particles 

(5.1 mm of 2. 83 MeV p~ in Al), it is necessary to take into account those 

p~-particles that escape through the sample surface. If this fraction i s 

called d, the heating from v- and p~-decay in the sample i s given by: 

1 M a K 

* W D S P V = 9 - 6 5 ' 1 0 ~ 1 4 - M T I ( 4 T I (NkEA> ) w ' s <30> 
T i=1 ^ k=1 

9 I M o K J 

A W D S p p - = 9-65*10"4ir I ( 4 p I (MX* I (V-jE^w/g 
T i=1 x k=1 j=1 

(31) 

The fraction d can be calculated by means of the computer code BETA-

TAB 4 ) . 

(E). Neutrons with energy E suffering elastic collisions with nuclei with 

mass number A lose (ace. to (3)) on an average the energy: 

2 X ( A + 1 ) 2 y (A+l) 2 
(32) 

The total energy deposition in the sample from a fast-neutron flux with 

energy spectrum <p(E) is consequently: 

E 2 
A W S c . e l 3 I - ~ 7 J 2 / ^ ) V e l ( E ) d E MeV/sg , (33) 

where • -.(E) is the scat ter ing cross section in barns at the energy E. 

Commonly the neutron spectrum is expressed in lethargy units defined 

b y 3 ) : 

E 
u s In - ^ . (34) 
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The reference energy i s set to E =10 MeV, and eq. (33) is transformed 

to lethargy units: 

u, 
A W s c . e l = - 1 9 - 3 2 - 1 0 " , 4

( - ^ / * ( » ) ° s c . e l ( u ) d u W/g (35) 

(F). Neutrons with energies above the inelastic scattering thresholds of the 

sample elements may suffer inelastic collisions accompanied by release of 

particles as photons, protons, deuterons, alphas, or other neutrons. The 

energy deposited in the sample is the difference between the energy of the . 

entering neutron and that of the particle leaving the sample. The probability 

that an expelled particle will be absorbed in the sample is denoted X(u). 

Thus the total energy deposition in the sample from inelastic scattering i s 

AW 
scinel 

9. 6 5 - 1 0 - 1 4 • I J «p(u) « s c i n e l ( u ) X(u) du W/g (36) 

The contributions (A)-(F) to the MDR from thermal and fast fluxes 
14 2 

have been calculated as outlined above in terms of a flux of 10 n/cm s . 

The detailed calculations are shown in Ris5 Report No. 119 '. 

The results are given in the table below. 
14 2 

Material dose rates (MDR) at a neutron flux of 10 n/cm s 

Reaction 

Thermal-neutron capture in 
the structure 

Thermal-neutron capture in 
the sample 

p"-decay in the structure 

Y -decay in the structure 

p"-decay in the sample 

-y -decay in the sample 

Total from thermal-neutron flux 

Elastic scattering 

Inelastic scattering 

Total from fast-neutron flux 

Calor 

adiabatic mW/g 

14.5 

22.1 

9.5 

3 .8 

94.6 

6.1 

150.6 

178 

~ 0 

178 

imeter 

isothermal mW/g 

9.9 

18.3 

17.4 

2.6 
91.3 

2.5 

142.0 

340 

26 

366 
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Pellet Stack Shortening and Cladding Elongation 

of Irradiated UO«,-Zr Fuel Pins 

by 

F. List, Reactor Engineering Department 

and 

P. Knudsen, Metallurgy Department 

Abstract 

Six UOg-Zr fuel pins irradiated to a burn-up of 5, 600 MWD/te UO„ 

showed pellet stack shortenings of 5 to 8 * 10" and pin elongations of 7 to 
_4 

9 * 1 0 . A theoretical estimate, based on fuel - clad mechanical inter
action and ratchetting, was made in an attempt to account for the length 
changes. The estimate for the pellet stack shortening agrees well with the 
observed values. The calculated pin elongation i s lower than the measured 
values, probably because primary creep of Zr was neglected in the calcu
lation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Six fuel pins with U 0 2 pellets clad in zirca*oy-2 were irradiated in a 

boiling-water reactor to an average burn-up of 5,600 MWD/te UOg. Com

parison of pre- and post-irradiation measurements showed that the pellet 

stacks had shortened, and the total pin lengths had increased. We present 

the experimental results and a theoretical estimate to account for the dimen

sional changes. 

2. DESIGN 

The zircaloy-2 (Zr-2) cladding had an inner diameter of 12. 85 mm and 

an 0. 6 mm wall thickness. The cylindrical, 5%-enriched UO„ pellets were 

ground to a diameter of approx. 12. 6 mm and had a sintered density of 10.4 
3 

g/cm . The pellet stacks were 1671 mm long including a 13 mm natural 

pellet at each end, and the total pin length was 1818 mm. Additional pin 

design data are included in table 1 in section 4. 

The pellets were held in place inside the fuel pin by a helical Inconel 

X-750 spring in the fission gas plenum at the upper pin end, the axial spring 

force on the upper pellet being 8 kp. The six fuel pins were suspended from 

a common top grid and spaced laterally with Inconel 600 springs. 

3 . IRRADIATION 

The complete fuel assembly (designated IFA 162) was irradiated in the 

OECD Halden Boiling-Water Reactor. The coolant was boiling DgO at 34 

ata pre«<?"ra, corresponding to a boiling point of 240 C. 

The average assembly burn-up was 5,600 MWD/te UO„ as integrated 

from the power detectors; the total time at power was 220 days, and the 

average heat load was 330 W/cm. The axial form factor was about 1.3, 

with the highest heat load at the middle of the assembly. During the irra

diation period the reactor was shut down to zero power 55 t imes. 

4. POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION 

Comparison of pre- and post-irradiation measurements indicated that 

the pins had increased in length as shown in table 1. 

X-radiographs of the plenum ends showed that the helical springs were 

fractured except in pin Ml 1 - 1 ; however, it is not known at what stage of 
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the irradiation these fractures occurred. The radiographs also revealed 
plenum length increases in the range of 9 to 14 mm. This was verified for 
two of the pins by cutting off the end plug and measuring the distance to the 
pellet stack with the depth gauge of a caliper. Since the pins had elongated 
by 1. 6 mm or less, the pellet stacks had obviously shortened. Gamma scan 
recordings were used for a more direct measurement of pellet stack longth 
after irradiation. The decreases in stack length thus obtained are given in 
table T. 

Table 1 

Dimensional changes related to design parameters 

Pin 

number 

M8-2 

M77-2 

M48-2 

M37-2 

M29-2 

Ml 1-1 

Pellet 

H/D (a) 

1.5 

1.5 

End shape 

Dished (b) 

Dished (b) 

Dished (b) 

Dished (b) 

Flat 

Flat 

Gap 

(diam.) 
mm 

0.19 

0.20 

0.24 

0.23 

0.28 

0.28 

Pin 

elongation 
mm 

1.5 

1.3 

1.4 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

Pellet stack 

shortening 
mm 

8 

9 

13 

11 

12 

13 

(a) H/D - height to diameter ratio. 
(b) Spherical, both ends, 0.35 mm deep, 1.0 mm "shoulder". 

5. THEORETICAL ESTIMATE OF DIMENSIONAL CHANGES 

An interesting feature of this experiment is that the pellet stacks had 
shortened by 8 to 1 3 mm during irradiation. To account for this, it is as
sumed that pellets lock firmly with the cladding at a certain local heat load 
owing to differential thermal expansion and friction forces '. During further 
power increase the cladding will be stretched and the pellets compressed, 
and both will creep axially. When the reactor is at zero power, the com
bined forces of gravity and plenum spring may be able to relocate the pellets; 
during the following irradiation period the stack length is then further re
duced and the pin length increased as a result of renewed creep. 
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For a theoretical estimate of these dimensional changes, expressions 

for in-pile creep of U 0 2 and zircaloy a r e obtained as follows. At the heat 

loads in question, the temperatures at the inner r im of the dishing "shoulder" 

is well below 1 000°C, thus thermal creep of U 0 2 can be neglected, and the 

s t ra in rate, c ^ , due to irradiation-induced creep can be written (see for 

instance ref. 2): 

Sy = A - R . o , 

where A is of the order of 2.8 • 10" 1 0 (h_ 1) • (g U/W) • (cm2 /kp) (ref. 3), 

and R is the heat load in W/g. 

The in-pile creep behaviour of zirconium alloys is ra ther complex 

(e.g. ref. 4). An expression has been derived from experimental resul ts 
5) compiled in , giving in-pile creep s t ra in of Z r - 2 as a function of time, 

temperature, fast flux, and s t r e s s . The axial cladding s t r e s s resulting 

from the pellet - clad interaction is about 550 kp/cm (see below); with an 
_ 1 Q 

average cladding temperature of 265 C and a fast flux of about 4 - 1 0 
2 

n /cm s, the expression for creep s t ra in can be simplified in the s t r e s s 

range of interest to give an approximate creep ra te of k„ = B • a, where 

B = 1.5 • 1 0 " 1 0 (h"1) (cm 2 /kp) . 

At the beginning of a period at power, the pellet - clad interaction r e 

sults in an elastic compression of the lower half of the pellet stack by: 

a . E Z ' F Z AT 
a " V * ' u + E z ' p z ' °' 

and the cladding i s s tretched similar ly by 

E U ' F U A T 

V'u+Vz °' 
AL is the difference in length between the lower half of the cladding and 

the pellet stack if no mechanical interaction existed, i. e. 

A L o = T ' « u - tfjf »-*!>• 
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where 

L = rod length 

ay = thermal expansion coefficient of UOa 

t y = U 0 2 tempera ture at dishing edge 

Q = average heat load 

Q1 - average heat load when pellets at the middle of the rod lock 

with the cladding 

E = Young's modulus 

F = c ross sectional a rea 

U. Z = subscripts referr ing to UCL and Zr -2 respectively. 

After a t ime increment of At, tMs difference has decreased owing to 

creep and is now 

4L1 - iLo - E„ • \ + \ • Fz • 4Lo • B " E z • " 

- V % ' » V ' z • " * • * • » • • * • " 
or 

ALj = ALQ (1 - C * A t - D • At) . 

If the period at power is equal to n • At, then the length difference at 

the e'id of this period i s 

A L n = ALQ (1 - C • At - D ' At)n . 

The sum of the corresponding pellet creep strain, * „ , and cladding 

creep strain, e „ , is 

6TT+ t„ = A L - AL = AL (1 - (1 - C - A t - D - A t ) n ) , 

or cT 

U Z " o " n 

D 
U * OT5 * A L o < j "<' - ° ' A t " D ' At>n) 
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and 
C 

CTD" ALo (1 (1 At - D At)n). 

A rough calculation shows that the upper half of the pellet stack will 

shorten by about half as much as the lower half. For simplicity, the i r r a 

diation tune is divided into 55 periods of four days at constant power (Q = 

330 W/cm), with relocation of pellets in between, and it i s assumed that 

the axial forces in the dished U 0 2 pellets a r e taken up by an outer 2-mm 

thick zone of the pellet. Thus the total calculated creep shortening of the 

whole pellet stack will be 1 .5* 55 • t ' s imi lar ly the cladding creep 

elongation (i. e. pin elongation) becomes 1 . 5 ' 55 • s „ . 

On the basis of the limited experience available ' it is assumed that 

the pellet - clad locking occurs at a local heat load of 300 W/cm. With the 

above fuel pin design and irradiat ion conditions, the average axial cladding 

s t r e s s , »„ , can then be calculated: 

2b 
T E „ = 550 kp/cm'' 

This s t r e s s level is in fair agreement with values obtained exper i 

mentally in other irradiations \ The dimensional changes can then be cal

culated and compared with the experimental resu l t s as shown in table 2. 

Table 2 

Comparison of calculated and observed dimensional changes 

Pellet stack shortening, mm 

Pin elongation, mm 

Calculated 

10 

0 .5 

Observed 

8 - 13 

1.3 - 1.6 

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The agreement between calculated a:id observed pellet stack shortening 

i s good. Experimentally, an increase in pellet length seems to lead to a 

more pronounced stack shortening, see table 1. This is probably related 

to the la rger end distortions of longer pellets ' , although i t is difficult to 

draw firm conclusions in the present case because the gap was varied at 
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the same t ime. 

Flat pellet ends appear to give about the same stack shortening as 

dished ends, as would be expected from the "in-pi le dishing" mechanism 

suggested previously . Again, the interpretation may be incomplete be

cause the gap was also varied. 

The calculated pin elongation is smal le r than the observed values. This 

i s , at least partly, a consequence of neglecting of p r imary Z r - c r e e p (for 

the sake of simplicity). Estimation of the constant B i s another point of 

uncertainty, as can be seen from the sca t ter of the experimental resul ts 

compiled in ref. 5. 

Other assumptions and simplifications made in the above calculations 

may be additional sources of uncertainty. Thus the average heat load varied 

between the irradiat ion periods and had values up to about 450 W/cm; further, 

the length of individual irradiation periods varied from 0. 5 to 25 days. The 

assumed local heat load of 300 W/cm required for pellet - clad locking i s 

not very well established, since it has been obtained from the early i r r a 

diation history of a smal l number of fuel pins only ' . Finally, the pellet -

clad ratchetting at power reductions may have been different for different 

pins , since it is not known when the plenum spring fractures occurred. 
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Dispersion-Strengthened Zirconium Products for Water-Cooled Reactors 

by 

E. Adolph and N. Hansen 
Metallurgy Department 

Abstract 

To improve the strength of zirconium alloys at high temperatures a 
powder metallurgy process was developed for manufacture of zircaloy-2 
dispersion strengthened with yttria (Y„03). This work was carried out in 
collaboration with the UKAEA, Springfields. 

Alloys with up to 10 volume per cent of yttria were produced in a high-
purity argon atmosphere to insure a very low impurity content in the final 
material. The alloys were tensile-tested and creep-tested in the range 

, room temperature to 600°C, and corrosion-tested in steam at 400°C. Fur
thermore a number of alloys were exposed to neutron irradiation before 
testing. 

This development resulted in dispersion-strengthened alloys with good 
thermal and irradiation stability, twice the strength of zircaloy-2, and a 
corrosion resistance comparable to that of zircaloy-2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Few metallurgical procedures a re available to increase the high-tem

pera ture strength of a metal . One is to introduce a very large number of 

smal l , hard par t ic les into the metal , and this hardening, due to finely d i s 

persed par t ic les , i s termed dispersion strengthening. This strengthening 

principle was demonstrated with the development in the late forties of s in

tered aluminium products or SAP. This mater ia l was a candidate for core 

components in organic cooled reac to r s , and was in 1 958 selected for that 

purpose for the Risø Reactor Project DOR (an organic cooled, heavy-water-

moderated reac tor ) . A large development and testing programme was 

launched at Risø, and resul ts from this programme together with work done 

at other laboratories in Europe, USA, and Canada showed in 1 965 - 1 966 

that SAP could be used with confidence in the organic reac tor . At that t ime, 

there was no incentive in Denmark to proceed along the organic reac tor line, 

but as equipment and expertise in the field of dispersion strengthening was 

at hand, and as the interest in the use of dispersion-strengthened products 

for nuclear as well as non-nuclear components was increasing, it was de

cided at Risø to continue this line of r esea rch . In the mid-sixt ies the Danish 

reac tor p rogramme was shifted towards water-cooled reac to r s , and a p ro 

g ramme was initiated together with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy 

Authority (UKAEA) to develop a dispersion-strengthened zirconium product 

for use as core mater ia l in such r eac to r s . The object of this programme 

was to develop a mater ia l with great ly improved strength propert ies com

pared with zircaloy-2, without impairing the corrosion res is tance in water 

and s team. The development ca r r i ed out in the period 1 966 - 1 971 resul ted 

in alloys with twice the strength of zircaloy-2 and about the same corrosion 

res i s tance . These alloys, composed of zircaloy-2 and yttrium oxide as the 

dispersoid, a r e described in the following. 

SELECTION OF ALLOY SYSTEM 

The main demands on the zirconium matr ix alloy a r e good corrosion 

res is tance in water and steam environments and satisfactory strength. The 

main demands on the dispersoid a re small tendency to agglomerate in the 

fabrication and operating environments, and a reasonably small neutron 

c ro s s section to ensure good neutron economy. On the basis of the->e de

mands zircaloy-2 was selected as the matr ix metal and yttrium oxide as 

the dispersoid. 
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Fig. 1. Stainless-steel glove box for handling of powder materials. 

FAPRICATION OF ALLOYS 

The introduction of small yttria particles into zirconium alloys in best 
achieved by powder metallurgy techniques. In order to eliminate the pick
up of gaseous impurities which degrade the properties of zirconium alloys 
(i. e. oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen), the materials are handled in an inert 
atmosphere of purified argon. 

For this purpose a stainless-steel glove box and argon purification and 
analysis systems were constructed, fig. 1. The concentrations of oxygen, 
nitrogen, and water vapour measured in the circulating argon atmosphere 
of the glove box were 5, 20, and 1 ppm by weight respectively. The basic 
production process is shown schematically in fig. 2. The hydride of zirc-
aloy-2 that is very friable was chosen as the starting material. For the 
production of zircaloy-2 + yttria alloys, rods of conventionally produced 
zircaloy- 2 were completely hydrided at an overpressure of hydrogen at an 
elevated temperature. The hydride was milled in a rotating ball mill to a 
suitable particle size with yttria which had been pre-milled in alcohol to a 
size distribution shown in fig. 3(a), In general the yttria particles were 
rounded in shape with a small surface area. About 80% of the yttria has a 

o 

diameter of less than 500 A. The milling was carried out under argon, and 
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Fif. 2. Schematic How sheet of the production route. 

the milled powder mixture was then cold-compacted into pellets before 
being sintered to about 85% theoretical density. After sintering, the pellets 
were clad in copper under vacuum and hot-extruded into fully dense rod 
material, then stress-relieved for 10 hours at 600 C. The materials were 
analysed for dissolved gas content, and the results were in the region 100 -
150 ppm for nitrogen, 10 - 30 ppm for hydrogen, and 2000 - 4000 ppm for 
oxygen. 
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Fi*. 3. Yttria particle «ixe distribution. 

METALLOGRAPHY OF EXTRUDED AND STRESS-RELIEVED ALLOYS 

Fig. 4 shows the microstructure of an alloy with 5 volume per cent 
(v/o) yttria with a grain size of about 1. 5 Mm. Powder-produced zircaloy 
material with no yttria shows a grain size of more than 4 | im, illustrating 
the effectiveness of yttria in restricting grain growth in the sintering and 
extrusion processes. 

The particle size distribution histograms in fig. 3(a) and (b) show that the 
average particle diameter increases during the manufacturing process. The 
coarsening of the yttria particles probably occurs during the sintering 
process. The mean particle diameter of yttria in the extruded and stress-

o 

relived products is approximately 600 A. On the assumption that the par
ticles form a simple cubic array, the surface to surface spacing can be 

1 \ o 

calculated ' to be about 1 500 A. This is a satisfactorily low figure for ob
taining a good contribution to the overall strength from the dispersed par
ticles. 
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Fig. 4. Electron micrograph xl 0.000. extruded and stress-relieved 
xircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttru. 

THERMAL STABILITY OF DISPERSION-STRENGTHENED ALLOYS 

Samples of zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria were heat-treated at 600 and 700 C 
for up to 1000 hours. After treatment the materials were examined for grain 
growth and particle stability. 

No noticeable grain growth was observed after heat treatment for 1000 
hours at 700 C. The yttria particle size distribution was measured in 
samples of a zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria alloy heat-treated for 500 hours at 
600°C and 1000 hours at 700°C in the manner previously described. The 
histograms of the particle size distribution are shown in figs. 3(c) and (d). 
It is apparent that the particles have not coarsened significantly after 50C 
hours at 600°C. After 1000 hours at 700°C it is evident that the size distri
bution had changed slightly, and the mean particle diameter had increased 
to 750 Å. 

From these experiments it can be concluded that the yttria particles 
will be reasonably stable during fabrication not involving temperatures above 
800°C for fairly short periods of time, and at reactor operation temperatures 
it is suggested that the particles would be completely stable. 
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF UNIRRADIATED ALLOYS 

The tensile properties of the alloys with 0, 5, and 10 v /o yttria were 

established by vacuum testing. 

Fig. 5 shows that the 0. 2% proof stress at 350°C (max. operation tem

perature for a zirconium material in water-cooled reactors) of the zircaloy-2 

+ 5 v / o yttria alloys was increased by approx. 75%, and that of the 10 v /o 

yttria alloy by approx. 1 50% compared with similar alloys without yttria 

particles. 

The increase in ultimate tensile stress at temperatures up to 500 C 

with increasing yttria additions was found to be linear up to 1 0 v/o yttria. 

In fig. 6 the ultimate tensile stress up to 600°C of zircaloy-2 alloys 

containing 5 and 10 v/o yttria i s compared with materials currently con

sidered for pressure tubing in water-cooled reactors, namely zircalcy-2 

in the 30% cold-worked (CW) condition and zirconium 2*% Nb in the 20% 

cold-worked condition and in the heat-treated (HT) condition. The ultimate 

tensile stresses in the longitudinal direction of autoclaved pressure tubing 
2 3 4) 

material were averaged from published results ' * '. The dispersion-
strengthened alloys are significantly stronger than the cold-worked zircaloy-2 
alloy. Although the ductility of the zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria alloy is lower 
than that of cold-worked zircaloy-2 at room temperature, the ductilities at 
300°C are nominally in the same range 15-20% ' '. The dispersion-
strengthened alloys are stronger than the cold-worked zirconium 2w% Nb 
alloy, but the ultimate tensile strength of zirconium 2^% Nb in the heat-
treated condition closely approximates that of the 10 v /o yttria alloy and 
also has a superior ductility of about 20% at 300°C compared with about 10% 
for 1 0 v /o yttria alloys. 
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF IRRADIATED ALLOYS 

Neutron irradiated has a substantial effect on the tensile characteristics 

of metals in Tiuch the same way as cold work. To gain some elementary 

knowledge of the effects of irradiation on the tensile properties of zircaloy-2 

+ yttria alloys, cylindrical tensile specimens were irradiated in the Danish 

reactor DR 3. The specimens were held in a rig where the temperature was 

kept at 285 - 1 5 C by controlling the flow of the helium atmosphere around 

the specimens. The total irradiation time was 2800 hours, and the neutron 
20 2 20 2 

dose received was 9. 2 x 10 n/cm thermal and 2. 3 x 10 n/cm fast, 
E > 1 MeV. 

Tensile tests on the irradiated specimens were performed in argon at 

250 and 350 C. The tensile data obtained from these specimens are shown 
in table 1. 

» » i « i 

I»uU« tWHrtlw of IrroaUto« Allow 

250°C 

Coamroial 
l r -2 Aaaoalod 

tr-2 • 0 T/O 

TttrU 

lr -2 • 5 »/© 
TttrU 

lr -2 • 10 * / • 
Tttrla 

0.2 M (Kpal) 
oatrr. i rr . 

32.5 

35.0 

61.? 

88.5 

58.5 

65.0 

* . 7 

105.S 

OH (Ipal) 
aalrr. i r r . 

*9.5 

55.1 

78.2 

100.2 

61.5 

71.1 

103.2 

1X5.2 

Kloac.UO*1 

aalrr. i rr . 

25 

2* 

15 

7 

VI
I 

6 

k 

3 

350°c 

0.2* H ( lool ) 
aalrr. Irr. 

27.8 

28.0 

*8,0 

69.7 

*6.3 

58.6 

7*.6 

85.7 

m (ip»i) 
• • i r r . Irr . 

t l . 0 

*5.1 

68.9 

82.8 

*9.0 

60.1 

87.9 

102.8 

Hot« , (ft)*1 

•Birr. i rr . 

23 

28 

20 

10 

5 

5 

5 

t 

*' 0om«o loa«tb 10 diMotora. 

The tensile properties of the irradiated alloys followed the generally 

observed trend for irradiated zircaloy-2, i. e. the proportional limit, 0.2% 

proof s tress , and the ultimate tensile stress were all increased, and the 

elongation was reduced. The lower increases observed at 350°C probably 

reflect the partial recovery of irradiation damage at the higher testing tem

peratures. 
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An interesting effect of irradiation on work-hardening characteristics 
was observed and is illustrated in fig. 7. The alloys without yttria cease 
to work-harden, and the stress drops after very low plastic strains of the 
order of 0. 25%. The alloys containing yttria continue to work-harden up to 
at least 0. 6 - 1.0% plastic strain. The increase in tensile strengths is also 
clearly demonstrated. 
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CREEP RUPTURE PROPERTIES 

Creep tests were carried out in vacuum on cylindrical specimens 
machined from extruded and stress-relieved rods. 

The minimum creep rate was measured, and fig. 8 shows as an ex
ample the stress dependence of the minimum creep rate for zircaloy-2 
alloys. The addition of yttria particles to zircaloy-2 significantly improves 
the creep resistance, and on comparison of the minimum creep rates ob
tained for yttria-containing alloys with those from cold-worked zircaloy-2 

o 5) 
at 500 C ', it is seen that much lower creep rates are exhibited by the dis
persion-strengthened alloys. 

The rupture lives of dispersion-strengthened alloys measured at 350-
400 and 500°C proved superior both to cold-worked zircaloy-2 and to zir
conium 2 w%Nb alloys, see figs. 9 and 10. 

STRESS »UPTIME AT SOOt 
ZrJ.YTTKI« ANO COLD WOMEO ZlRCAlOv-2 

»UPTIME TIME HOURS 

Tig. 9. Strata ruptur« at 500 C; sircaloy-2 + yttria and cold-workad 
zircaloy-2. 
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In fig. 10 the rupture lives of zirconium 2»%Nb alloys (heat-treated) 

are compared with those of the dispersion-strengthened alloys at 450 - 500 C, 

and here the 2w%Nb alloys show a much steeper slope than the dispersion-

strengthened alloys, which indicates greater stability of the latter. 

Contrary to many other dispersion-strengthened alloys zircaloy-2 + 

yttria alloys show excellent creep elongations, e. g. for a 10 v/o alloy the 

rupture elongation is about 30% at 500 C. 
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Fif. 10, Stress rapture at 4S0-500°C; xlrcalojr-2 + yttria and zirconium 
2̂ %Nb (heat-treated). 

CORROSION 

Specimens of dispersion-strengthened alloys containing 0, 5, and 1 0 
v/o yttria together with commercial zircaloy-2 were subjected to corrosion 
testing in steam at 400 C and a pressure of seven atmospheres. The results 
of the test are shown in fig. 11. There were no substantial variations in the 
results obtained from powder-produced zircaloy-2 + 0 v/o yttria and from 
a conventional zircaloy-2 rod, and the results have been combined in one 
curve. Specimens from two batches of zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria exhibit 
weight gains close to that of zircaloy-2. Specimens from the remaining 
batches showed poor corrosion resistance with a wide scatter in experi
mental results. The two batches of zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria that showed 
good corrosion resistance also exhibited a black, adherent oxide film after 
corrosion testing, similar to that of commercial zircaloy- 2. The surface 
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Fig. 11. Corrosion in steam - weight gain ve. exposure time. 

of alloys from the other batches showed a black oxide film with white spots 
or stringers, and in the 10 v/o yttria-containing alloys a white oxide layer 
was formed. Comparisons between batches of zircaloy-2 + 5 v/o yttria 
alloys that exhibited widely varying responses to corrosion testing failed to 
reveal any obvious differences in the alloys which could be responsible for 
the variation in corrosion behaviour. It is possible that the concentration 
of dissolved oxygen and the solution of small amounts of yttrium metal 
varied from alloy to alloy, but such differences are difficult to measure 
accurately. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The methods used to produce alloys of zircaloy-2 containing particles 
of yttria yield a material with a small-grained, continuous metal matrix 
and a uniform dispersion of small yttria particles. 

The addition of the fine particles of yttria to a zircaloy-2 matrix results 
in significant increases in the 0. 2% proof stress and the ultimate tensile 
stress. The increases are effective between room temperature and 600 C 
and continue to improve with the addition of yttria up to at least 10 v/o. The 
ultimate tensile strength in the region 300 - 350°C shows a marked superi
ority of the yttria-containing alloys over cold-worked zircaloy-2 and cold-
worked zirconium 2 -̂%Nb alloy. 

MIGHT 
UiNagMl 
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The lower creep rates, longer rupture lives, and good creep rupture 

ductilities obtained with the dispersion-strengthened zircaloy-2 + yttria 

alloys show that they have a clear advantage over cold-worked zircaloy-2. 

At temperatures of about 300 - 350°C the 10 v/o yttria alloy would compare 

to the stress rupture properties of zirconium 2»% Nb alloy, but the yttria-

containing alloys are shown to have better rupture lives at higher tempera

tures, i. e. 400 - 500°C. When irradiated at 280°C zircaloy-2 alloys con

taining yttria particles show a continuation in work hardening to greater 

plastic strains than alloys without yttria, which would be a beneficial prop

erty in fuel cladding. 

Although corrosion testing in steam of zircaloy-2 alloys containing 

particles of yttria showed widely scattered results, the fact that some alloys 

containing yttria gave weight gains close to those normally observed for 

zircaloy-2, show that it would be possible to produce corrosion-resistant 

alloys containing dispersed particles of yttria. Thermodynamic consider

ation ' of the stability of yttria in zirconium indicates that approximately 

3000 - 4000 ppm oxygen is required in solution at 700°C for yttria to remain 

completely stable. Thus it i s likely that the probable hypostoichiometry of 

yttria in zirconium with initially less than the equilibrium amount of oxygen 

needed for stability, combined with a small concentration of yttrium (also 
7) 

reported as increasing corrosion '), produce a reduced resistance to cor
rosion in steam. The above arguments are supported by preliminary ex
periments where the addition of oxygen to alloys which have high weight 
gains after exposure to steam results in a marked decrease in weight gains 
after corrosion testing. 

The mechanical properties (strength, strain hardening, and ductility) 

before and after irradiation for yttria dispersion-strengthened zircaloy-2 

alloys, indicate that the alloys might be considered for further development 

for use in nuclear components, provided the corrosion resistance can be 

improved. 
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Experiments on Data Presentation 
to Process Operators in Diagnostic Tasks 

by 

Jens Rasmussen and L. P. Gcodstein 
Electronics Department 

Abstract 

Safety and reliability considerations in modern power plants have prompt
ed our interest in man as an information receiver - especially in diagnostic 
tasks where the growing complexity of process plants and hence the amount 
of data involved make it imperative to give the staff proper support. The 
great flexibility and capacity of the process computer for data reduction and 
presentation and for storing information on plant structure and functions give 
the system designer great freedom in the layout of information display for 
the staff, but the problem for the designer is how to make proper use of this 
freedom to support the operators efficiently. This is especially important 
in connection with unique, high-risk, and generally improbable abnormalities 
in plant functioning. 

Operator tasks and mental models and the need for matching the encoded 
information about the plant to these models are treated. Mention is made of 
scant information available to the designer and the difficulty involved in per
forming experiments in a realistic environment. Results from the use of 
verbalization techniques in an electronics maintenance shop in order to gain 
insight in the structure of mental procedures are described, and the paper 
concludes with a discussion of experimental work in display coding and for
matting being carried out at the DR 2 reactor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Safety and reliability considerations in modern power plants prompted 

our interest in man as an information receiver in diagnostic tasks. Al

though power plants are amply protected by automatic safety systems, we 

found that there are critical periods during which plant safety to a consider

able degree depends directly upon supervision and protection by the oper

ating staff. Examples are initial plant start-up, re-start following major 

repair or modifications, etc. After such periods the plant may be left in 

an unsafe conditi.-.i, not covered by the automatic protection system. 

When abnormal plant conditions are detected during these phases, the 

staff has a diagnostic task which i s , in fact, a very complicated data pro

cessing job, and it becomes increasingly important to give the staff proper 

support in view of the growing complexity of process plants and hence the 

amount of data involved in the task. 

The great flexibility and capacity of the process computer for data re

duction and presentation and for storing information on plant structure and 

functions give the system designer great freedom in his layout of informa

tion display for the operating staff, but the problem for the designer is how 

to make proper use of this freedom to support the operators efficiently. 

2. OPERATOR TASKS AND MENTAL MODELS 

The process plant operator works in a symbolic world. His task is to 

select relevant data from the multitude of data presented to him, to decode 

the information, and to transform it into a set of manipulations appropriate 

to the current plant condition. 

During this task he needs not only the relevant set of data, but also a 

decoding and transformation model as well as a data handling procedure. 

Therefore it is important that the encoding of the data presented - i. e. the 

display formats or layouts - fits the operator's decoding models or allows 

him to form models and procedures well within his mental and perceptual 

capacity. The mental models and procedures of the operator are in some 

way modelling system information which describes plant responses and/or 

plant structure and internal functioning. 

The problem of the designer i s that the system information used by the 

operator i s not only that supplied by the designer in the form of manuals, 

instructions, and education of the operator, but is also to a high degree ex

tracted from the system itself by the operator as he acquires his extensive 
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operating experience. The basic difference i s that system information used 

by the designer is related to internal system functioning, while the informa

tion forming the operator ' s experience is related to the external responses 

of the sys tem. 

One major experience from our studies and discussions with designers 

and operators has been the great discrepancy between the actual procedures 

or transformation models used by the operators and the imagining of these 

procedures by the designers at their writing desks. 

For example, we find data presentation by digital indicators or alpha

numeric listings on CRT's , as commonly found in computer-controlled d i s 

play sys tems, a bad substitute for conventional operator consoles in many 

operating conditions. In the la t ter case , the operator normally does not 

read the instruments , but mere ly judges the position of the pointers. In 

addition, the geographical distribution of me te r s and indicators re la tes data 

to plant s t ructure , and properly arranged groups of meter readings a re 

viewed as pat terns. 

The problem of the display designer i s further complicated by the fact 

that the conceptual transformation models and procedures used by the oper

ator will be different under the different working conditions. 

In frequent, r ecur ren t tasks, the operator may be expected to work 

from "the expression on the face" of the system; that i s , to apply subcon

scious procedures based upon recognition or experience. Ilis data handling 

may be likened to high-capacity para l le l processing in his "peripheral sy s 

tem" (as in ca r driving), whereas, in infrequent or unique diagnostic s i tua

tions, he will have to place his attention inside the system and re la te his 

procedures to the internal functioning of the system by careful and sequential 

data handling in his slow, low-capacity, conscious "centra l processor" . 

If the coding and formatting of the data sets presented to the operator 

a re to fit his procedures and models, they will have to vary greatly in the 

different operating situations. No one would expect the same coding of data 

to be appropriate for the ordinary d r ive r ' s control panel in a car and for 

advanced diagnostic instrumentation in a tes t station for c a r s . Yet the 

opera tor ' s console in most process plants has to fit both types of needs. As 

mentioned above, the nature of the system information used by the operator 

to re la te plant response to his manipulations is related to the frequency of 

the events and may have elements of subconscious training, experience 

from previous cases , instructions and station orders worked out by de

signers for infrequent but foreseen events, and - in extreme cases of un

foreseen and generally improbable situations - his actions must be based on 
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familiarity with plant anatomy and its physical functioning. 

In our context of plant safety, we have a special interest in diagnostic 

procedures during events implying high risks - which, in well-designed 

plants, are those of very low frequency - i. e. the generally improbable, 

unique events. While the great adaptability of man will very often reduce 

the importance of a proper layout of displays in recurrent and familiar 

tasks, the coding and formatting of displays may be very important in con

nection with the unique, high-risk events. Very little information is avail

able to a display designer about mental models and procedures used by 

system operators in real-life environments, and we therefore have an ex

perimental programme to supply us with such information. 

3. MAN AS INFORMATION RECEIVER 

We found that a reasonable way to gain insight into the structure of the 

mental procedures used by the operator was to ask him to verbalize his 

thinking. 

Owing to the low frequency of events calling for real diagnostic proce

dures and the stress laid upon the operators when paced by the dynamics of 

a plant, it is difficult to perform experiments in an actual control room 

environment. 

We therefore found it convenient to carry out preliminary experiments 

in an electronic maintenance shop in order to test out methods for recording 

and analysing verbalized records and to have an indication of the more basic 

features of man in a realistic diagnostic task. 

Of course, detailed results from such experiments are not directly ap

plicable to the control room environment, but some of the more general 

results may be helpful in display coding and for future experiments in the 

control room. This will be discussed later. 

For the experiments we selected electronic systems with fairly com

plex displays, which permitted a rather close localization of the fault by 

rational deduction from the information available from the external response 

of the system. These systems included TV-receivers, oscilloscopes, and 

multi-channel analysers. 
1 2) The procedures found will not be discussed here; a review ' ' is 

published elsewhere, and some conclusions relevant to the present dis

cussion will be presented here instead. 

When a diagnostic task is not characterized by mere recognition of the 

faulty system response, the search for the fault i s a multiple task. 
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The man has to collect data sequentially and control the route of search; 

he has to maintain or establish an overall conceptual model of the system 

and the interconnections of i ts subsystems. He has to identify the proper 

sources of the data needed amongst the many sources of data available. To 

judge the data, he has to establish a conceptual model of the related equip

ment at a more detailed level, and, finally, he has to keep t rack of his over

all plan for the diagnosis. 

In our studies we found - as could be expected - that difficulties in one 

of the subtasks may impair the performance in the other tasks greatly, and 

from this we drew two conclusions: 

One is that great ca re should be taken when generalizing from clear-cut 

laboratory experiments with special equipment which s t r ips all secondary 

or seemingly tr ivial activities from the main diagnostic task. 

The other is that when using computer-controlled displays, not only the 

data should be presented to the operator as is done in alphanumeric listings 

or digital indicators, but the data should in some way be related to plant 

anatomy in order to support the operator ' s conceptual models. In conven

tional control rooms this is to some extent done by proper geographical 

layout of mete r s , indicators, and a la rm panels. 

Although response data in our experiments were clearly available to 

and observed by the man, making it possible to locate the fault by a rational 

deductive analysis of the data and the relat ionships between them, the actual 

search procedure was normally based upon rapid s t r eams of s imple good/ 

bad judgements made on the data individually. 

Considering the difficulty of keeping tracK of the different subtasks, 

this seems quite reasonable since the procedures used do not call for high 

shor t - t e rm memory capacity. This may also be an important feature of the 

corresponding procedures followed in s t r e s sed control room operations. It 

seems to be convenient for the man to map the system by means of good/bad 

judgements. However, when information has been treated in these judge

ments , only the resul t - good or bad - seems to be remembered, and the 

original information i s discarded and not la te r recal led for further control 

of the search. 

Again, i t i s to be expected that presentation of accurate information in 

digital form will not in many circumstances b t of grea t help to the operator . 

He should ra ther be given data in analogue form including reference to nor

mal data in some sor t of graphic, symbolic display. 

We found that a general rule controlling the search procedures seems 

to be that as soon as information is perceived which refers to a procedure 
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of search normally found to be successful, attention i s switched to this 

procedure, even though information i s also clearly available showing either 

that the procedure will be inefficient in the actual case, or indicating the 

possible existence of a short-cut method, if the situation i s more carefully 

considered. 
3) As discussed by Bartlett , there seems to be a point of no return in 

the operator's attention to data. As soon as a familiar routine i s found to 

be waiting ahead, this prevents further use of the information in the data 

currently treated. 

To us this indicates that data should be presented or be available to the 

operator in clearly formatted sets or patterns related to relevant systems 

and operating conditions, to force the operator to include all pertinent in

formation in his initial hypothesis rather than in the form of information in 

alphanumeric listings calling for sequential reading during which the oper

ator's attention may switch to a familiar procedure involving an inadequate 

subset of data. 
4) In our studies, as in other published experiments , operators have 

demonstrated a marked tendency to hang on to procedures they have nor

mally found successful and, when in trouble, they have tried to repeat these 

procedures more carefully instead of returning to the original information 

at the starting point and considering it with a more open mind. 

This may be an important point to consider in plant environments since 

poor data presentation may cause the operator to spend too much effort in 

considering familiar procedures related to familiar subsets of the data 

presented. 

This tendency may be countered if automatic data and alarm analysis 

by a computer are used to classify plant conditions, group data in relevant 

sets , select and edit display formats, and relate data to plant structure. 

The general diagnostic procedures found in our experiments may seem 

inefficient if the man i s supposed to minimize the number of decisions 

necessary in order to be rational, informationally speaking. If, however, 

he is supposed to minimize the time generally needed to identify the system 

condition by use of procedures based upon operating experience and well 

within his limits for short-term memory and inference, the procedures are 

highly efficient, except in very infrequent cases . 

The influence from man's objectives and from the cognitive strain upon 

his choice of procedure has been treated thoroughly in the experiments on 
5) concept formation by Bruner et al. '. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON DISPLAYS 

As mentioned earlier, very little information i s available to process 

plant designers about the functioning of the human operator in the control 

room. As a step towards increasing the available information, a computer-

controlled instrumentation was developed and is running "on-line" at the 

DR 2. This instrumentation includes a control console with an advanced 

display facility for conducting experiments in display coding and formatting 

and interactive data retrieval (see fig. 1). 

The console forms the basic man - machine interface of the digital 

instrumentation system. It will be used by both engineering and operational 

personnel under all conditions of reactor operation in an environment which 

could be said to approach the "industrial". It should be stressed that the 

console performs only a display function; basic reactor monitoring and con

trol are carried on from the existing control room. 

The control console i s equipped with several types of display equipment. 

The most prominent and important i s the cathode-ray-tube (CRT) display 

which comprises three tubes - two large conventional ones and one small 

storage tube. These are driven from two display processors with assoc i 

ated character generators. The computer can communicate with each dis

play processor and cause any desired pattern of lines, curves, dots, and 

characters to be generated on the CRT's. By splitting the screen of the two 

large tubes into a right and a left half via programming, a total of five dif

ferent pictures can be maintained simultaneously. In addition, there are 

two digital displays, a status display, four keyboards, and a light pen. How

ever, the point is not the quantity of equipment, but the uses to which it can 

be put to satisfy the various needs for information coded in an effective 

manner for the tasks at hand. The digital displays and the five selectable 

CRT pictures are meant to serve as a compressed and integrated substitute 

for the large panorama of displays, controllers, meters, and recorders 

found in present-day control rooms. 

The strategy intended for use here i s that of using the various CRT 

pictures as a supplement to the normal alarm system to give the operator 

the information he needs to formulate his diagnosis. Whereas, at present, 

his survey consists in running his eye over many square feet of control 

room panels, the operator substitutes, in our system, a sequence of "pic

ture select" and "examine" operations. In a conventional plant he gets his 

detailed information by walking over to a particular meter or recorder; 
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with the control console the operator can use the light pen or keyboards to 

get the same information. 

It i s appropriate to say here that our first efforts in display formatting 

were directed at retaining commonly used data types and symbols - such as 

the equivalent of meter pointers and faces, mimic panels, text, etc. - and 

using them within the framework of the CRT display. A later step, based 

on experience and further experimental work, might be to broaden the spec

trum of symbolics for better matching to the operator's peripheral system. 

5. OPERATION 

If a process status change is detected, several things occur automati

cally: 

A bell sounds, and the appropriate status display window - pinpointing 

the affected reactor sub-system - blinks to indicate whether a new 

alarm has been detected, or whether a previous alarm has become 

normal again. 

In addition, the detected status change and the time are listed automati

cally in text form on one of the CRT half sectors. The original presen

tation i s lost until the operator acknowledges the change. 

Multiple status changes will appear on the CRT in order of detected 

occurrence, and each will give rise to an appropriate indication on the 

status display. No kind of pre-processing of alarms is performed at the 

present time. 

On the basis of this initial information - i. e. affected reactor sub

system^) and channel numbers within the sub-system - the operator can 

now seek further information from the display system. By use of either of 

two "CRT Display Select" keyboards, he can build on the four CRT sectors 

the set of process status information he feels i s best suited to the existing 

situation. 

Figures 2 to 4 illustrate several of the CRT display formats used at the 

present time. A short description i s included with each figure. In general, 

they are analogue in form to permit quick comparison of actual multi

parameter-process information to be made with a reference pattern existing 

in the operator's mind for the particular sub-system. Rather than accuracy, 

capability of inspiring a quickly grasped appreciation of the actual situation 

is required. 
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The light pen can then be used in severa l ways to request further in

formation via the analogue presentation. For example, by pointing first to 

the dot inside any desired variable-indicating diamond, box, arrowhead, 

c ross , e t c . , and then to one of the light dots on the screen , an updated 

digital value for the selected channel will be displayed. 

The operator can also request "trend" information for any two (at one 

time) of the displayed process variables on any one of severa l t ime scales 

by means of s imi la r light pen and keyboard operations. These curves , 

which can give valuable insight into plant behaviour up to the present mo

ment, will appear automatically on the other half of the "requesting" sc reen . 

Use of the light pen on a " trend" curve will permit the recovery in digital 

form of any desired point on the curve. This can be useful in, for example, 

post-incident analyses. 

In this way, the operator has easy access to detailed data through the 

selected sub-system analogue display, but he i s actually forced to examine 

a significant part of the p rocess behaviour before gaining this access . He 

i s thus somewhat more res t r i c ted in the automatic reflex type of reaction 

he can make which, for example, might limit his attention to a minimum set 

of probably inappropriate variables or instruments when a t rue emergency 

a r i s e s . 

The light pen can also be used to change a larm l imi ts . Most analogue 

process variables have associated high and/or low a larm references which 

a re used by the computer p rogramme to check the s tatus . Some of these 

references a r e fixed by the designer, and others can be adjusted to match 

operating conditions. This can be especially useful during commissioning 

or repai r . Alarm limits a re displayed as short horizontal line segments . 

If the light pen i s pointed at the desired limit, two extra lines appear auto

matically, one above and one below the existing line, corresponding to a 

- 5 to 10% spread. The limit line segment will then blink. Moving the light 

pen up or down resul t s in the set of added bound-lines following. When the 

desired value is reached, the "GO" key is pressed, the new alarm value i s 

accepted (various c r i t e r i a can be employed here) and inserted in the ap

propriate l is ts in s tore , and the display is adjusted to show the l imit in i ts 

new position without the two extra bounds. 

Although the present system capability is limited to display and process 

information re t r ieval , there i s no technical reason for not employing the 

light pen (or some s imi lar device) to take any ultimate control action that 

may be required. 
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In conclusion, a few words about the future programme. The operating 

staff of the DR 2 will soon begin to use the control console to follow start

ups and shut-downs of the reactor. We are very interested in obtaining 

their comments on and criticism of the operation of the system. It will 

also be possible to use the computer to measure quantitatively the operators1 

utilization of the various console features under the various reactor operating 

conditions. 

The department is also about to acquire an off-line interactive display 

terminal which, among other things, can be used for investigating more 

restricted problem areas which arise from the experimental work. For 

example, future work will deal with a more fitting format for alarm presen

tation which we feel should tie the alarm situation more closely to the anat

omy of the plant, a feature wh ich alphanumeric text listings do not offer. 
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Fig. 1. Control Console. 
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Fig. 2. Reactor power at "full power". Channels corresponding to three 
different methods of measuring power are displayed simultaneously. A 
typical analogue survey presentation. 
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Fig. 3 . Reactor sooling system. Quantitative data on temperatures, flows 
and water level are combined with a symbolic representation of the reactor 
core, cooling pumps, heat exchanger, cooling tower, and blowers. On/off 
status of pumps plus cooling fan speeds are included. A portion of the 
"display select" keyboard and the light pen can also be seen. 



Fig. 4. A symbolic representation of the DR 2 reactor hall and cellar with 
a radiation detector located at the centre of each cross whose length is 
proportional to the radiation intensity measured at the detector. The in
cluded scale allows a rough quantification to be made. 
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Fig. 5. Survey of the reactor control rods. Each rod has a magnet (upper 
rectangle) which holds the rod (lower rectangle). Movement of the rods is 
indicated approximately by the arrows. 
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Analysis of Metallic Ores by Radioisotope-

-Excited X-ray Fluorescence 

by 

L. Løvborg and H. Kunzendorf 

Electronics Department 

Abstract 

The principles and techniques of X-ray fluorescence analysis using 
radioisotope excitation sources and energy-dispersive methods of X-ray 
detection are explained. The performance of the measurement method for 
the determination of metal contents in metallic ores is illustrated by ex
amples, which include the use of portable equipment and semiconductor-
detector X-ray spectrometers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA) is a technique for mult i-element 

analysis of a variety of mater ia l s . The method i s based on the fact that 

each element has a character is t ic spectrum of fluorescent X-radiation which 

can be excited by means of a suitably chosen source of ionizing radiation. 

The equipment used in ordinary XFA comprises an X-ray tube and a wave

length-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Bragg spectrometer) . Because the 

operation of an X-ray tube presupposes a supply of high-voltage power and 

cooling water, and because a Bragg spect rometer i s a fairly delicate and 

complex device, ordinary XFA can only be used under well-equipped lab

oratory conditions. 

The need in the minera l exploration and exploitation field for a method 

permitting assessment of metallic ores in the rigid environment presented 

by an exploration area or a mine resulted in 1 965 in the development of a 

portable, rugged X-ray fluorescence analyser ' . In this and s imi la r in

s t ruments , which a re now commercially available, the X-ray tube and i ts 

ancillary units have been substituted by a smal l -s ized, radioactive source , 

and energy-dispersive techniques a r e used for the measurement of the 

character is t ic K X-rays emitted by the metals sought after. Radioisotope 

XFA carr ied out with portable equipment is basically a single-element 

method of analysis, as the equipment must be adjusted to reg is te r a narrow 

range of X- ray energies. The limit of detection which can be obtained with 
2) portable XFA instruments i s of the order of 0.1 % metal content ' . 

Another kind of radioisotope XFA, whose applicability to the mining 

industry seems promising, is based on energy-dispersive X-ray spec t rom

etry using lithium-drifted semiconductor detectors . The good energy- reso

lution which can be obtained with such detectors (less than 0.5 keV), makes 

it possible to design XFA systems for mult i -element analysis of rocks and 

o r e s . At present such systems can be used for the determination of most 

metals with Z ) 15, and they permit metal contents in the tens of ppm region 

to be detected ' . 

In this paper the authors wish to outline the techniques of radioisotope 

XFA with a view to its application to the analysis of metal content in o r e s . 

We shall i l lustrate the performance of the techniques by giving examples 

from our studies in connection with mineral exploration in Greenland. 
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2. PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES 

2.1 . X-Ray Fluorescence 

X-ray fluorescence can be produced by means of ionizing radiation 
whose energy exceeds the binding energy of a K electron belonging to an 
atom of the element of interest. An atom from whicii a K electron has been 
ejected is only stable for about 10~ s, after which the missing electron in 
the K shell is replaced by an electron from one of the other electron shells. 
Most likely, an L electron is transferred to the K shell, leaving a hole in 
the L shell. This hole is in turn occupied by a subsequent electron transi
tion to the L shell, e. g. from the M shell. This sequence of events con
tinues until the atom is left in a stable condition, the possible electron 
transitions being governed by the selection rules: Al = - 1, and i j s 0 or 
± 1 . 

The energy released by the sequence of electron transitions is either 
emitted in the form of X-rays (X-ray fluorescence) or used for the ejection 
of outer orbital electrons (Auger effect), the fraction of produced X-radia
tion (the fluorescence yield u) being an increasing function of the atomic 
number Z. 

2.2. XFA 

The K X-rays resulting from electron transitions to the K shell are 
the ones mainly used for the determination of elemental abundances by XFA. 
The fact that the energy of the predominant K X-rays (the radiation emitted 

° 2 
as a result of L-K transitions) approximately varies as Z (Moseley's law) 
makes it relatively easy to identify and assay an element from a measure
ment of the energy and intensity of its characteristic fluorescent K X-radi
ation. 

Certain difficulties arise, however, in XFA of materials which are 
composed of many elements, e. g. rocks and ores. Firstly, the K X-rays 
from the element(s) of interest may be more or less obscured by fluorescent 
or scattered X-rays introduced by the other elements in the sample material. 
Secondly, the degree of absorption of the K X-rays in the sample material 
depends in a complex manner on the physical form and the chemical compo
sition of the sample. These error sources (inter-element and heterogeneity 
effects) can be reduced or eliminated by the use of special sample prepara
tion methods or by means of sophisticated computational correction methods. 
Neither of these techniques are consistent with the aim of radioisotope XFA, 
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the justification of which l ies in its wide adaptability and ease of operation. 

Instead, one generally prefers to make use of calibration curves which per

tain to the particular material under investigation, e. g. a specific ore type 

in pulverized or solid form. 

2. 3. Radioisotope Sources 

The fluorescent K X-radiation of an element i s most efficiently excited 

by means of electromagnetic radiation, the energy of which just exceeds the 

K-electron binding energy. As it is of great importance to reduce to a mini

mum the amount of backscattered radiation from the sample material, an 

excitation source which emits mono-energetic photons is generally preferred. 

Only a very limited number of sufficiently long-lived radioisotopes emit 

abundant, low-energy photon radiation. The five sources most commonly 

used for the production of radioisotope-excited X-ray fluorescence are given 

in table 1. 

Table 1 

Commonly used radioisotope sources for the excitation 

of fluorescent K X-radiation in ore metals 

Radio
isotope 

5 5 F e 

2 3 8 P u 

1 0 9 C d 

2 4 1 Am 

5 7 Co 

Half-life 
(years) 

2.7 

86.4 

1.3 

458 

0.7 

Decay 
mode 

E.C. 

a 

E.C. 

a 

E.C. 

Typical 
source 
strength 
(mCi) 

5 

30 

3 

, 0 

Energy (keV) 
and kind of 
radiation used 

5. 9MnK X a 
6 . 4 M n K . X 

P 
13.5, 15.4. 

17.2 U L X 

22.1 AgK Q X 

25 AgKp X 

59. 6 Y 

1 i 122, 136 Y 

i i 

Usable for the 
determination 
of 

Ti, V, Cr 

Fe, Co, Ni 

Cu, Zn 

Zr, Nb, Mo 

Ag, Sn, Sb 

rare earths 

W, Pt, Au 

Hg. Pb 
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The excitation efficiency which can be obtained by means of the radio

isotope sources given in the table strongly depends on the difference between 

the source energy and the energy of the K absorption edge of the metal 

whose K X-rays a r e to be excited. Fo r instance, the 1 7. 5 keV K X-rays 

of Mo a r e very efficiently excited witl the 22 keV Ag K X-rays following 
109 109 Q 

the decay Cd ^ n> Ag, while the 25 keV K X-rays of Sn a r e poorly 
°241 237 

excited with the 60 keV Y-rays following the decay Am * Np. 

Nevertheless, the five radioisotopes mentioned in table 1 suffice for the 

determination of most ore metals by radioisotope XFA. 
2 .4 . Portable Instruments 

In a portable XFA instrument the K X-rays of the metal searched for 

a r e isolated from other possibly excited X-rays by means of a pair of bal

anced X- ray f i l ters . 

An X-ray filter consists of a thin layer of mater ia l having a high abun

dance of a part icular element with K absorption-edge energy E*,. The ef

fect of the filter i s described by the equation 

T(E) = e x p [ - n ( E ) p t ] f 

where T(E) is the relative t ransmiss ion of the filter for X- rays with energy 

E, and where p(E),p, and t a r e the mass-absorpt ion coefficient, the density, 

and the thickness of the filter mater ia l . Owing to the abrupt change in ji(E) 

for E = E K , a distinct filter action is obtained for X- rays whose energies 

fall on either side of E K . F ig . 1 shows the variation of n(E) for Y and Z r 

ac ross the respect ive K absorption-edge energies (1 7. 0 and 1 8.0 keV). The 

interval delineated by these energies encompasses the K X-ray energy of 

Mo (1 7.4 keV). A passband for the isolation of Mo K X-rays can t he re 

fore be real ized if the thicknesses of the Z r and Y filters a r e adjusted so 

that thei r relat ive t ransmissions a r e made equal outside the passband. 

The configuration of the excitation source, filter pair , and X- ray detec

tor normally used is shown in fig. 2(a). To facilitate operation under field 

conditions, these components a r e usually contained in a probe unit in which 

the filter pair i s pivotally mounted in a spring-loaded t ray so that the two 

fi l ters can be quickly interchanged. The counting of X-rays is ca r r i ed out 

by means of a rugged, bat tery-operated scaler unit in which the resul t of a 

counting appears in the form of luminous figures. Portable XFA ins t ruments , 

which weigh less than ten kg and a re adaptable to field analysis of a variety 

of ore metals , ar«» commercial ly available. 
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Fig. 1. mass-absorption coefficient versus X-ray energy for Y and Zr. 
The figure explains how a balanced filter can be constructed for the isola
tion of Mo KQ X-rays. 

In order to determine a given metal, the appropriate excitation source 
and filter pair must be installed in the probe unit, and an optimum setting 
of the single-channel analyser in the scaler unit must be found. An ore 
assessment comprises two successive countings, each typically lasting ten 
seconds, one using the filter with the highest E R energy, the other using 
the other filter. Since the difference between the two counting results is a 
(linear) measure of the metal content in the ore sample, this content can be 
determined from a suitably constructed calibration curve. 

2.5. X-Ray Spectrometers 

The configuration of an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer system 
is indicated in fig. 2(b). The basic element of the system is a Si(Li) or 
Ge(Li) X-ray detector a few mm thick and cooled to a temperature of about 
-1 90°C by means of a cryostat and a supply of liquid nitrogen. The weak 
signals given off by the detector are amplified in a charge-sensitive, low-
noise preamplifier and then fed to a multichannel analyser with a core 
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Filter 1 

Ore sample 

Excitation source 

Source shield 

Filter 2 

Be window 

No I (TO crystal 

Ge(Li) or Si(Li) 
detector 

Photomultiplier 

Preamplifier 

To single-channel 
analyser and scaler 

To mutti -
channel 
analyser 

Preamplifier 

Cryostat 

Liquid N2 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the principle of metallic-ore analysis 
by means of portable instruments (a) and X-ray spectrometers (b). 

memory of at least 512 words. The applicability of the system to elemental 

analysis by XFA is based on the fact that the spectrum recorded with the 

multichannel analyser is a close reproduction of the energy spectrum of the 

fluorescent X-radiation excited in the sample. 

Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of a powdered rock specimen containing 

0. 56% Zr and 0. 07% Nb. The spectrum was recorded by means of a Si(Li) 

detector 3 mm thick and with a diameter of 6 mm, and having an energy 

resolution of 260 eV in the detection of 6 keV X-rays. The Ka and K0 X-

rays of Zr and Nb are readily distinguished in the spectrum. Furthermore, 

the fact that the K X-rays of Rb and Y are also detected reveals the a 
presence of these elements in the sample. 

The determination of metal contents from a measured X-ray spectrum 

can be made by the solution of a system of linear equations which relate the 

metal contents to the count rates in energy intervals centred at the K peaks 
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x 

15-

10 

0.5-

Counts/lOOOs 

Si (Li) dettetor 
Excitation source: 
3 mCi "*Cd 

n — ZrKa 

- . . » . n . m . . . . . . ^ 

YKa 
RbKa I 

I ' 
iF \itaxxnP 

ZrKB 

NbKa j 

Nb Kp 

Charmet na 

Fig. 3. The X-ray energy spectrum of a pulverized rock specimen con
taining 0.56% Zr and 0.07% Nb. The spectrum was recorded by means of 
a multichannel analyser with a core memory of 1024 words. 

of the metals. Or one can make use of the least-squares method to fit the 
spectra of a series of carefully selected standard samples to the spectrum 
of the unknown sample. In both cases one must consider the possible error 
sources mentioned in subsection 2. 2. Most conveniently, the processing 
of the X-ray spectra is done on a digital computer which may form part of 
the multichannel analyser itself. 

3. APPLICATIONS 

The authors began their studies of radioisotope XFA in 1968 with a view 
to using this technique in prospecting for metalliferous ores in Greenland, 
The investigations summarized here comprise 

a) An evaluation of detection limits in the analysis of powdered 
metallic ores by portable XFA equipment. 

b) The application of portable XFA equipment for the direct 
analysis of exposed rock surfaces. 

file:///itaxxnP
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c) The use of a Si(Li) X-ray spectrometer for the determination 

of low contents of various ore metals. 

Most of the results and conclusions given have been reported in greater 

detail in the literature cited in references ° '. 

3. T. Analysis of Powdered Ores 

Samples of eight different metallic ores, most of which derived from 

Greenland, were crushed and finely ground. Powdered samples showing a 

sufficiently great variation in their respective metal contents were not 

further treated, whereas samples having a limited range of metal contents 

were used for the preparation of new samples containing various amounts 

of powdered, non-metalliferous material. The added material either con

sisted of granite (Z ~ 10) or gabbro (Z" ~ 12), depending on which of these 

two rock types most closely fi ted the natural host rock of the ore. About 

50 cr of each sample was poured into a sample container, the bottom of which 

consisted of a thin melinex film, and the sample was placed on the top of the 

measuring head of an Ekco Mineral Analyser. By means of a suitable exci

tation source (table 1) and filter pair (table 2), the difference count rate 

from each sample was measured three t imes. Before each of the two last 

measurements the sample was poured out of the sample container and back 

again. 

A detection limit for each of the nine measured metals was estimated 

on the assumption that the average difference count rate is a linear function 

of the metal content if the latter is sufficiently low. Fig. 4 shows the cor

responding regression line for Mo and its 95% confidence limits. In con

nection with the use of the regression line, we understand by "detection 

limit" the minimum content of Mo that must be present in a sample to en

sure that there is only 2. 5% probability for no,, detecting any Mo in the 

sample. Combining the calculated variances of the calibration constants 

a and b with the variance of the difference count rate y, one is able to 

assign 95% confidence limits x - Ax(y) to any estimated Mo content x = 

(y-a)/b. The detection limit x . is given by the condition x , = Ax, and it 

can therefore be determined graphically as indicated in fig. 4. 

The estimated detection limit for Mo, 0.03%, i s low enough to make 

the instrument used practically applicable, as the economic cutToff limit 

in the mining of Mo ore is typically 0.1 %. A lower detection limit could 

have been obtained if more samples with very low contents of Mo had been 

used for calibration of the instrument. The use of a better balanced filter 
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T 1 1 1 1 r 

Dctoctm 
limit x* * £031% 

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the detection limit in the analysis of pulverized 
•ample« of If o ore by mean« of portable XFA equipment. The detection 
limit is given by the condition x - Ax - 0 where ax is the half 95% confi
dence interval for x when y is known. 

pair (one yielding a lower zero count rate a) would also result in an im
proved detection limit. 

The detection limit determined for the other eight measured metals 
can be found in table 2 (La + Ce is considered as one metal). The table 
may serve as a guide to the performance of portable XFA equipment, but 
we emphasize that the actual detection limit of such equipment depends both 
on the composition of the particular ore type to be assayed and the calibra
tion procedure used. 
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Table 2 

Determination of detection limits in the assessment of 

powdered o re samples by means of portable XFA equipment 

Metal 

Cr 

Ni 

Cu 

Zn 

Z r 

Nb 

Mo 

La+Ce 

Pb 

Ore minera l i S e r i a l 

! 
i 

Chromite J Gabbro 

Rammelsbergi te 

Bornite 

Sphalerite 

Eudialyte 

Eudialyte 

Molybdenite 

Monazite 

Galena 

Gabbro 

Granite 

Granite 

None 

None 

None 

Granite 

Granite 

Fi l te r 
pair 

Ti/V 

Fe /Co 

Co/Ni 

Ni/Cu 

Rb/Sr 

Sr/Y 

Y / Z r 

I /Cs 

I r / R e 

% average 
metal content 
in samples 

4.2 

0.45 

1.5 

1.2 

1.8 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.9 

Detection 
limit 
(%metal contend 

0.2 

0.06 

0.15 

0.15 

0.2 

0.07 

0.03 

0.02 

0 . J0 

3 .2 . Analysis of Exposed Rock Surfaces 

The study comprised measurements with a portable XFA instrument on 

outcrops of vein and disseminated types of mineralization in southwest 

Greenland. The metals searched for were Zr , Nb, and Ce+ La. The 

measurements were made at five to ten cm intervals ac ross the contacts 

between different rock types, while the measurement locations were spaced 

by one o r two m on uniform rock formations. The micro relief of the rocks 

examined was of the order of a few tenths of a cent imetre. Chip samples 

and hand specimens of mater ia l from the t r ave r se lines were collected for 

la ter assay by conventional methods of analysis . 

Detection limits of 0.45% Zr , 0.1 5% Nb, and 0. 2% La+ Ce were evalu

ated by application of regress ion analysis to the experimental data as de

scribed in subsection 3 . 1 . As might be expected, these values a re grea ter 

than the detection limits which were found when the same metals were m e a s 

ured in powdered ore samples (table 2). However, the fact that the portable 
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XFA instrument responded so well to the metal contents of exposed rock 

surfaces encourages one to believe that satisfactory on-the-outcrop a s s e s s 

ment of ore grade can be made at least in some kinds of meta l l ic-ore de

posits . 

3 .3 . Tracing Ore Metals in Rock Samples 

Seven standard rock powder-samples obtained from the U.S . Geological 

Survey were measured for 400 s each with an XFA system, incorporating a 
1 09 one-mCi Cd excitation source, a Si(Li) detector 3 mm thick and with a 

diameter of 6 mm, and a 1024-channel multichannel analyser . The resulting 

X-ray spectra were processed by summation over s ix energy intervals 

covering the K X-ray energies of the elements Rb (Z = 37) to Mo (Z = 42). 

Using the fact that the count ra te in the energy interval containing the K 

peak of element Z also contained the K„ peak of element Z - 2, a system 

of l inear equations were se t up whose solution furnished six count ra tes , 

each being proportional to the sample content of the respect ive element. 

The elements searched for comprised the o re metals Z r , Nb, and Mo, 

the contents of which averaged 230, 16, and 3 ppm respectively. The spec

t rometer system was not sensit ive enough to detect Nb and Mo at these 

concentration levels . Fo r Z r a detection limit of 65 ppm was determined, 

which may be compared with the detection limit of 2000 ppm Z r found when 

a portable XFA instrument was tested, another sample se r i e s being used 

(table 2). Generally speaking, we estimate that an X-ray spectrometer is 

of one to two orders of magnitude more sensitive than a portable XFA ins t ru

ment. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Radioisotope X-ray fluorescence analysis lends itself well to the a s s e s s 

ment of ore grade at various stages in the exploration and exploitation of 

meta l l ic-ore deposits. Portable XFA equipment is very valuable for rapid, 

non-destructive analysis of ore samples and outcrops or cut faces of o re -

bearing rock, as the obtainable detection limit i s lower than the economic 

cut-off grade of most metall ic o res . Energy-dispersive X-ray spec t rometers , 

though somewhat complex to operate, are suitable for tracing small quantities 

of ore metals in rock specimens. Instruments like these may therefore prove 

useful in prospecting for metall ic o res . 
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Abstract 

The volume measured by subsurface neutron moisture gauges is of con
siderable importance for the practical application of these gauges, both 
with respect to the determination of the proper calibration drum size and to 
an evalution of the resolution of the gauge with depth. 

Results from two sexies of investigations are reported. The first of 
these deals withthe effect of the drum size on the calibration curve obtained, 
and is a combined experimental and theoretical investigation. It demon
strates that unless the diameter and the height of the calibration drums are 
around 80 to 1 00 cm or larger, important errors may be introduced. 

The second series is an attempt to estimate the size of the sphere of 
importance of a gauge in an inhomogeneous, infinite medium, and is based 
on calculations only. It indicates that the radius of the sphere of importance 
of a typical Danish soil is 30 to 40 cm at 5 moisture volume per cent and 
around 20 cm at 30 moisture volume per cent. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When a subsurface neutron moisture gauge is used to measure the 

water content of soils or similar media, the probe of the gauge, which 

contains a fast-neutron source and a slow-neutron detector, is lowered 

into the medium through an access tube to the point of interest. Here the 

count rate of the neutron is measured, and from this result the moisture 

content can be determined by use of proper calibration curves. However, 

it is inherent in the method that the result obtained is not the moisture con

tent of a point of the medium, but some sort of average moisture content of 

a certain volume around the probe. The reason is that the fast source-neu

trons must undergo a number of collisions in the medium before they are 

slowed down and can be detected by the neutron detector. During the slow-

ing-down process the neutrons will move around in a certain volume of the 

medium which is roughly a sphere with the probe at the centre. The meas

ured count rate is therefore dependent on the properties of the whole volume 

of the sphere, primarily its water content. Consequently the measured 

moisture content is some sort of an average value for the sphere. 

This feature of the neutron moisture gauge has its advantage in that the 

results obtained are not sensitive to small inhomogeneities of the medium, 

e. g. stones. It does, on the other hand, also limit the resolution of the 

gauge with depth, and this characteristic is important when stratified media 

are considered. The resolution with depth i s important not only because it 

influences the accuracy of the moisture profile (moisture content versus 

depth) measured, but also because it affects the optimum distance between 

adjacent measuring points. 

The fact that a neutron moisture gauge measures the moisture content 

of a volume, not of a point, i s also of importance for calibration measure

ments in finite drums, If the results of such measurements are to be of 

relevance for field measurements in large media, the volume of the drum 

must be large enough to contain the volume measured by the gauge in an 

infinite medium. If the drum is significantly smaller, important errors 

will be introduced owing to neutron leakage from the drum and the corre

spondingly lower count rate. 

It is therefore of considerable interest to calculate the size of the vol

ume measured by subsurface neutron moisture gauges. Several methods 

for making such estimates have been proposed. 

In 1956 van Bavel et al. ' introduced the concept of the sphere of influ

ence, which was defined as the sphere around the source which contains 
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95 per cent of all thermal neutrons, and a formula for calculating the radius 

of this sphere was also given. 

This concept and in particular the radius formula was criticized by 
2) 

Ølgaard , who introduced instead the sphere of importance, defined as the 

sphere around the source which, if all medium material outside the sphere 

is removed, will yield a neutron flux at the source that is 95 per cent of the 

flux obtained if the medium is infinite. In ' a formula for determining the 

radius of the sphere of importance is also given. 

However, Zuber and Cameron ' raised some justified objections to 

this definition, and in a panel convened by the IAEA a modified definition 

was agreed upon: the sphere of importance for subsurface probes is the 

sphere around the source which, if all material outside the sphere is re

moved, will yield a count rate that is a stated fraction of the count rate ob

tained in an infinite medium. Further a fraction value of at least 0. 99 was 
4) 

recommended for investigations of calibration drum dimensions . The 
reason for choosing the figure of 0. 99 i s that the statistical uncertainty of 

measured count rates is often about one per cent. 

This definition is very useful in connection with the determination of 

calibration drum dimensions. However, when it comes to probe resolution 

with depth, it is of more dubious value, and other approaches have to be 

considered. 

In this paper the results of two series of investigations are reported. 

The first ser ies deals with the volume measured by the probe in relation to 

calibration drum dimensions, the second with the volume measured in the 

case of large media with varying composition and is thus relevant to the 

resolution with depth. 

2. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE VOLUME MEASURED BY A SUBSURFACE 

GAUGE RELEVANT FOR CALIBRATION DRUM DIMENSIONS 

5) Van Bavel et al. ' have demonstrated experimentally that the s ize of 

the calibration drum is of great importance for the calibration curves ob

tained from measurements in such drums, Unfortunately no information 
5) 

was given in ' concerning the composition of the soil used. Since we in
tended to perform both theoretical and experimental investigations and to 
compare the results obtained from these two approaches, it was found 
necessary to carry out new measurements with a soil of known composition, 
i. e. a soil for which calculations could also be executed. 
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2 .1 . Experimental Investigations 

The measurements were made with a Nuclear Chicago subsurface probe 

(model P-l 9) connected to a Danish-produced scaler, BASC. 

The soil used was Risø subsurface soil, which is a sandy clay loam. 

The chemical composition of this soil has been reported earlier . 

Four calibration drums of different s izes were used during the investi

gations (see fig. 1). The drums were made of 2 mm iron plate. The individual 

drum diameters were equal to the heights and were 90 cm (570 l itres) , 55 

cm (129 litres), 40 cm (49 litres), and 30 cm (20 litres) respectively. 

•Meld containing the P-19 probe is situated on top of one of the access 
tubes. At the bottom the BASC scaler is seen. 

Before the soil was filled into the drums, its moisture content was ad

justed to the desired value either by wetting or by drying and by subsequent 

thorough mixing. A gravimetric determination was made of the water con

centration of the soil material. The calibration drums were filled gradually 

with 5-cm thick soil layers and packed to a dry-soil density of around 1.4 

g/cm . The density and the calculated water volume per cent were checked 

after the neutron measurement by volumetric sampling at the centre of the 
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drums. All moisture contents above 30 volume per cent were obtained by 

supplying water to the soil surface in the drums until free water drained out 

through holes in the bottom. After the draining had stopped, the measure

ments were made. This procedure resulted in a slight reduction of the soil 

volume due to subsidence. 

The gauge readings were taken with the neutron source at the centre of 

the drums. To eliminate the influence of the sourroundings, the two smaller 

drums were placed at a distance of at least 50 cm from the floor and the 

walls. The paraffin probe shield was in all drums placed on top of a one-

metre long aluminium access tube. The outher diameter of the tube was 

44.5 mm. 

2 .2 . Theoretical Investigations 

The theoretical investigations were performed by use of the computer 
7) 

program MOPS-III , which has been developed from the MOPS-II-C pro
gram . Both of the programs are based on three-group diffusion theory 
and deal with point-source, line-detector geometry. However, MOPS-III 
includes a number of features which are not found in MOPS-II-C, and of 
these the following should be mentioned since they are used in these in
vestigations. 

While MOPS-II-C can be used for subsurface probes in infinite, ho

mogeneous media only, MOPS-III can also treat a probe situated in a finite, 

spherical, and homigeneous medium with the neutron source positioned at 

the centre of the sphere. 

The use of MOPS-II-C is limited to the calculation of calibration curves. 

However, MOPS-III can also perform a direct comparison between exper

imental and theoretical count rates for a medium of a given, dry composition. 

When the program operates in this mode, sets of experimentally determined 

values of water volume per cent, dry-medium density, count rate and medium 

radius are read into the computer which then calculates the corresponding 

theoretical count rates and compares them with the experimental values. 

In addition MOPS-III computes the sum for all experimental points of the 

square of the difference between the theoretical and the corresponding 

experimental count rate. This feature allows a least-square fit to be per

formed rather easily. 

Often the chemical composition of the medium of interest is not known 

very accurately. This gives rise to uncertainty in the calculation of the 

value of the macroscopic absorption cross section of the dry medium, S . 
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However, since £ is for practical purposes the only unknown, it can be 
9) 

used as a fitting parameter '. Such a fitting can be performed with MOPS-

III by use ofE /p , as the the parameter; p , is the dry-medium density. 

Since the calibration drums used in the measurements were all cylin

drical, and since MOPS-III can only consider spherical media, a convention 

had to be established to convert the dimensions of a cylinder into the radius 

of the equivalent sphere. It is obvious that this radius must be larger than 

that of the largest sphere that, with the source at the drum centre, can be 

inscribed in the soil medium. It is equally obvious that the radius must be 

smaller than that of the sphere that has the same volume as the soil cylin

der. Rather arbitrarily we chose to calculate the equivalent radius as the 

mean value of these two radii. 

As pointed out in subsection 2 . 1 . , the soil used in the experimental 

investigations is Risø soil. However, the soil sample used in the present 

investigations was not quite identical to that used in the investigations of '. 

Further the soil sample used in the present investigations had been stored 

outdoors for fairly long period after excavation, and even though it was 

covered with plastic foil during this storage period, it was probably exposed 

to a certain amount of wash-out, whereby important neutron absorbers may 

have been removed. Thus the 2 calculated from the composition given in ' 

is likely to be too high. Such a tendency is as a matter of fact already found 

in fig. 4 of '. Since the main purpose of the investigations was to determine 

the effect of the medium size on the count rate obtained, it was found reason

able to adjust the Z /p , -value used in all calculations in such a way that 

the best possible agreement between the measured and the calculated count 

rates was obtained for the drum with the 90 cm diameter. The adjustment 

was made by use of a least-square fit, and the necessary reduction in 2 /p , 

amounted to 24 per cent. 

2. 3. Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Results 

The results of the measurements of subsection 2 . 1 . and the correspond

ing calculations are given in fig. 2. 

The experimental count rates far the drum with a diameter of 90 cm 

agree well with the calculated count rates. This is hardly surprising since 

by variation of £ /pjpv t n e theoretical results for this drum have been fit

ted, as discussed in subsection 2. 2 . , to the experimental ones so as to ob

tain the best possible agreement. However, the experimental count rates 

for the 55 cm diameter drum also agree quite well with the calculated values. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measured and calculated count rate* ob
tained with different calibration drum sixes. The soil used is Rise sub
surface soil with reduced ^J9ån value. Note that the calculated count 
rates for a given drum size do not lie on a smooth curve owing to vari
ations in dry-soil density. 

For the smaller drum diameters (40 and 30 cm) there are significant 
disagreements, and the measured values ore consistently lower than the 
calculated ones. The smaller the drum, the larger the disagreement. 

This disagreement may at least partially be explained by the following 
effect. In the theory used it is assumed that the perturbation caused by the 
insertion into the medium of the access tube and the probe is independent 
of the medium composition and can consequently be corrected for by proper 
normalization \ This assumption seems to be quite reasonable as long as 
large media are considered. However, in small media or drums insertion 
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of the access tube will cause a larger fractional reduction of the soil volume 
than in large drums. This effect, which will cause increased neutron leak
age and consequently lower count rates, has not been taken into account in 
the theoretical calculations. The tendency of the discrepancy was conse
quently to be expected. 
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Fig. 3. Calculated calibration curve« for spherical »oil media with vary
ing diameter. RiM scil, no correction of y p - . Dry-edl density equal 
to 1.4 g/cm3. P-19 probe. 

In fig. 3 the calculated calibration curves for spherical media with vary
ing diameter and constant dry-medium density are shown. Since the theoreti-
cal model seems to give acceptable results for large media, the following 
conclusions can be made based on fig. 3. A medium with a diameter of 100 
cm should be equivalent to an infinite medium down to a water volume per 
cent of around 10 (error in count rate less than 3 per cent), while a medium 
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with a diameter of 60 cm gives count rates in the moisture range of 10 to 

20 volume per cent, which i s 18 to 6 per cent lower than those obtained in 

an infinite medium. 

In conclusion the following points should be made: 

While it i s understandable that many calibration measurements are per

formed in rather small drums (e. g. with a diameter of 60 cm) in order to 

limit the amount of soil which has to be handled, the use of such drums in

troduces significant errors in the calibration curves if these curves are used 

in connection with measurements in large media. A reasonable compromise 

for the drum dimension should be a diameter of 80 to 100 cm, somewhat de

pendent on the moisture range of interest, and a height roughly equal to the 

drum diameter. 

While the MOPS-HT-program can calculate calibration curves for infinite 

and large media fairly accurately, the theory used in the program does not 

seem to be satisfactory when the medium dimensions correspond to "diame

ters" of around 40 to 50 cm and below. 

3. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE VOLUME MEASURED BY 

A SUBSURFACE GAUGE RELEVANT FOR RESOLUTION WITH DEPTH 

As discussed in the introduction it is of considerable practical import

ance to assess the resolution of a subsurface probe with depth, partly to get 

an idea of how accurately a moisture profile can be measured, partly to de

termine the distance between adjacent measuring points. 

XSourc* — Dttcior 

Fif. 4. Geometries) relevant to Investigation* of resolution with depth of 
subsurface moisture probe*. 
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Since field investigations usually involve measurements in stratified 
media, a program which can treat a case as outlined in fig. 4 A is desir
able if the resolution with depth is to be investigated theoretically. The 
thickness of the layers and their composition as well as the position and 
type of the probe should be variables. Such a program is unfortunately not 
available at present. However, another program, SOFIE-III ' , can pro
vide some information on the problem, and this program was used in the 
investigations discussed in this section. 

SOFIE-III is based on the arrangement shown in fig. 4 B. For a fixed 
composition of the outer zone (II) and a varying moisture content of the in
ner (I), the program calculates the radius of the inner zone, RT, for which 
the ratio between the count rate of the detector and the count rate that would 
be obtained if the inner zone extended to infinity is equal to a given input 
value. This value was in all cases considered equal to 0. 99. Also, in all 
cases considered, the data of the probe were identical to these used in sec
tion 2, and the dry composition of zones I and II was that of Risø soil (ref. 6, 
no correction of E ), while the dry-soil density was 1.40 g/cm in both 
zones. 

JO 

Fig. 5. Radius of the sphere af importance as a function of water content 
of the inner sone, Wj. The water content of the outer zone, w„, i» 0, 10, 
20, 30, and 40 volume per cent respectively. RiM soil without Z^ correc
tion in both zones, p ^ • 1.4 (/cm . P-19 probe. 
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Fig . 5 gives the resul ts of five SOFIE calculations in which the moisture 

content of the outer zone, w , was 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 volume per cent 

respectively. The general trend of the curves is the following. At very low 

values of moisture content in the inner zone, w , the RT value is ra ther 

large, but as the moisture content inc reases , the value of Ry decreases 

ov/ing to better slowing-down of the neutrons. As wT approaches the value 

of w_T, RT approaches zero , since the difference between the two media 

vanishes. As the moisture content of the inner zone exceeds that of the outer, 

RT r i s e s steeply and goes through a maximum. With further increase in wT, 

the RT value decreases slowly owing to bet ter neutron slowing-down. 

It is important to note in fig. 5 that except for the regions where wT ~ 

w ^ , the curves obtained for RT as a function of wT a re relatively insens i 

tive to the value of wTT. If we neglect the region where w „ ~ wT and RT is 

consequently small , the curves will all lie inside the hatched area of fig. 6. 

Thus the hatched a rea of fig. 6 gives roughly the radius of the sphere 

of importance as a function of the moisture content of the zone around the 

probe. This "curve" is valid only when the inner zone i s surrounded not by 

vacuum, but by a medium with proper t ies not too different from those of the 

inner medium. 

The SOFIE-HI program also allows the calculation cf the radius of the 
4.) 

sphere of importance as defined in ' . With a fraction value of 0. 99 the curve 

given in fig. 6 is obtained. It is seen that the radius of the sphere of impor t 

ance in the case of vacuum outside the sphere is roughly twice as large as in 

the case of a mater ia l medium outside the sphere . 

The relation between R_ and w. given by the hatched area of fig. 6 will 

of course depend on the chemical composition and density of both the inner 

and the outer media, but unless very large deviations exist between these 

two media, the effect of composition and density i s probably not very impor t 

ant. Fur ther the idea behind a concept such as the sphere of importance i s 

only to give an est imate of the sphere of importance, not an exact value. 

Hence i t may be concluded that at a moisture volume per cent of 5 the 

radius of the sphere of importance of a subsurface gauge well below the s u r 

face is 33 - 40 cm, while at a volume per cent of 30 is 16 - 23 cm. 

Another important conclusion which can be obtained from these invest i 

gations is that it i s bet ter to surround the samples with a material not too 

different from that of the sample than to have just a i r around the sample if 

the calibration curve measurements have to be made on too smal l sample 

s izes . A s imilar approach has been u3ed by Couchat ' , and it is the same 
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Fig. 6. Radius of the sphere of importance as a function of the water con
tent of the spherical zone around the source. For the upper curve the me
dium outside the sphere is vacuum. For the lower, hatched "curve" the 
medium outside has varying water content (0 to 40 voL per cent). Ris« 

a 
soil, P ^ • 1.4 g/cm . P-19 probe. 

principle which is sometimes used in measurements near the soil surface, 
if material is placed at the surface around the access tube. It is well known 
that this procedure allows measurements closer to the surface than would 
be possible if no material had been placed there. 
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On the Relevance of Absorbed-Dose Standardization and International Dose 

Intercomparisons with Respect to the Use of Pulsed Electron Accelerators* 

by 
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Accelerator Department 

Abstract 

The increasing use of high-energy photon and electron sources in r ad i 

ation therapy and in radiation processing has caused the international and 

national standards laboratories to devote much effort to providing for ab

sorbed-dose standardization services for tnese sources . The purpose of 

the present paper is to draw attention to the ser ious influence on the r ad i 

ation effect of a given absorbed dose a i. the extreme dose ra tes obtained 

from pulsed electron accelera tors and to suggest al ternative means of s tan

dardization. 

aLjo presented at the Joint IAEA/WHO Panel on National end Interna

tional Radiation-Dose Intercomparisons. Vienna, 1 3 - 1 7 December 1 971. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for national and international radiation-dose intercomparisons 

i s being justified partly by the growing use in medicine and industry of high-

energy photon and electron beams. While exposure standards a re well 

established in international and national laboratories (see e. g. ICRU hand

book 1 0 b), absorbed-dose standards a re only at the introduction and test ing 

s tages at these laborator ies . As long as absorbed-dose calibration facilities 

a r e not available, intercomparison services a r e being offered on the bas i s 

of the Fr icke dosimeter (IAEA1 ' , NBS ' , and NPL ') and the TLD sys t ems 

(IAEA4*). 

While previous intercomparison activities centred pr imari ly upon rad io -
fiO 

therapy sources , such as Co and X-ray equipment with a limited range of 

radiation energies and absorbed-dose r a t e s , the long-term objective of ab

sorbed-dose standardization seems to be much wider in the sense that r ad i 

ation protection as well as radiation therapy and industrial i r radiat ion a r e 

being included in the planning of future activities in the standardization 

field . This implies that absorbed-dose ranges of perhaps 9 - 1 0 o rde r s 

of magnitude and absorbed-dose-ra te ranges of perhaps 1 0 - 1 5 orders of 

magnitude a re to be covered. 

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the relevance and u s e 

fulness of pursuing this ambitious objective. Factors influencing the effects 

of a radiation t reatment a r e discussed, and some experimental data a r e 

used to i l lustrate the influence on the absorbed-dose-response function of a 

par t icular ly important parameter , the absorbed-dose ra te . Some other 

means of intercomparing radiation t reatments a re suggested. 

2. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE EFFECTS OF A RADIATION TREATMENT 

The ideal situation for a radiation use r i s one where he can base his 

t rea tment on a firm correlat ion between a radiation effect and a radiat ion-

absorbed dose. 

It is well known, however, that a number of factors may influence the 

effect of a given radiation-absorbed dose. Environmental pa ramete r s , such 

as tempera ture and the presence - or absence - of atmospheric a i r or other 

gases , influence many radiolytic reactions significantly. If the subject to be 

i r radia ted is a biological t issue or a microorganism, we know that e. g. the 

metabolic state may influence the resulting effect. In the practical situation, 

however, it is usually possible either to standardize the environmental con-
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ditions and the condition of the subject, o r to establish appropriate weighting 

factors to account for changes in response caused by changes in these p a r 

a m e t e r s . Also the charac ter i s t ics of the radiation field enter the picture. 

Radiation biologists have long ago recognized the need for applying RBE-

factors according to the effect of differences in radiation type and LET on 

the biological response. While the use of such RBE-factors is essential in 

the application of, e. g . , neutrons, protons, alfa part icles or mixed fields, 

they may quite safely be dispensed with for electrons and photons at rad i 

ation energies in the 1 - 1 0 MeV range, where the influence of the above-

mentioned parameters i s insignificant. Small differences in effects a r e 

noticeable, however, already when we go down in energy to 250 kV X - r a y s , 

where, e. g . , the radiolytic yield of the Fr icke dosimeter is decreased by 

a few per cent. 

On this bas is , it may be concluded that the absorbed dose does remain 

a convenient and useful subject of standardization and intercomparison 

measurements for photon and electron irradiat ion equipment of modest and 
fin 

comparable output, i . e. Co and conventional X-ray therapy units and 

low-power betatrons. The situation i s , in the opinion of the author, quite 

different, when we extend the absorbed-dose standardization and the activity 

of international dose intercomparisons to include also modern pulsed i r r a 

diation sources , such as electron l inear acce lera tors , field emission de

vices, e t c . , at least when the electrons a re being used without conversion 

into X- rays . While such dose intercomparison activities may be of great 

value for basic r e sea rch work, they do not seem to be part icularly useful 

for pract ical radiation applications at the present stage. The main reason 

i s the dominating - and hitherto insufficiently investigated - influence on 

the radiation effect of a given absorbed dose at the extreme dose r a t e s 

available from pulsed acce le ra tors . 

A number of examples a re compiled in the following section in order 

to substantiate this opinion. 

3. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF ABSORBED-DOSE-RATE EFFECTS 

Most of the examples given in this section have been selected from ex

per iments carr ied out by various r e sea rch groups at Risø. Irradiat ions 

were performed at the sources operated by the Accelerator Department, 

which means that the absorbed-dose dosimetry related to the various ex

per iments was car r ied out by the same staff. Any possible e r r o r in ab

sorbed-dose measurements i s therefore likely to be systematic and would 
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tend to cancel out in comparative absorbed-dose-rate-effect determinations. 

3 . 1 . Absorbed-Dose-Rate Effects Observed at Co Sources 

In polymerization reactions initiated with Co-gamma rays , it is well 

established that the ra te of polymerization i s inversely proportional to the 
4 

square root of the absorbed-dose ra te at ra tes less than approx. 10 r ads /h 

(see e . g . , Chapiro ' ) . Also other chain reactions show absorbed-dose-ra te 

dependence. 

For living sys tems, such as microorganisms or biological t i ssues , no 

grosa effects have been observed at the absorbed-dose ra tes usually applied 

for therapy or industrial processing. 

An example may be given of a somewhat peculiar absorbed-dosc-rate 

effect in aqueous solutions of a s imple organic compound, oxalic acid. The 

use of oxalic acid for chemical dosimetry was s u g g e s t s in 1 955 by Draganic . 

Holm et al . ' observed that the decomposition yield of oxalic acid decreased 

continuously with inci easing absorbed dose approximately following f i rs t -

order kineti".s, and Draganic suggested ' that the absorbed dose could be 

conveniently calculated from the following equation 

c 
D - a • c • log — o 6 c 

where D is the absorbed dose, a is a calibration constant, and c and c 
* o 

a r e the concentrations in molecules per ml of oxalic acid before and after 

i rradiat ion respectively. Based on data from this and other laboratories , 

experimentally determined a-values were calculated and compared (see 

table 1). The author was involved in the absorbed-dose calibrations at the 

Natick 6 0 C o plant1 °* and at the Risø 6 0 C o facility11 \ 

Calor imeters of quite s imi la r design were used for absorbed-dose ca l i 

brat ions. The Natick plant was operated in a batch mode with a constant 

dose ra te , while the Risø facility operates in a continuous mode, so that the 

absorbed-dose r a t e var ies throughout the irradiation period. 

As i s apparent from table 1, the difference between the lowest (37. 0) 

and the largest (49. 2) a-values obtained at Risø and Natick respectively 

amounts to more than 30%, this being far beyond the l imits of experimental 

e r r o r . This phenomenon may be explained on a radiation chemical bas is , 

when the mode of delivering the absorbed dose is taken into account (seefig.1). 

The decomposition of oxalic acid proceeds over several s tages . Among the 
12) 

first products formed a re dihydroxytartaric acid and glyoxylic acid ' , which 
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Table 1 

(Data from Holm and Draganic, Atompraxis, 14, Heft 11/12, 1 968) 

Laboratory Oxalic-acid concentration (mM) a-value 

Vinca (Yugoslavia) 

Risø (Denmark) 

Natick (USA) 

NAEC (USA) 

Dow Chem. Comp. (USA) 

BNL (USA) 

Rez (Czechoslovakia) 

Zagreb (Yugoslavia) 

50 to 600 

50 

100 

200 

50 

100 

100 

300 

50 

100 

50 

100 

250 

41.5 

37.0 

38.2 

39.1 

49.2 

44.1 

45.6 

47.4 

40.5 

43.0 

46.7 

43.0 

42.8 

react further in slow condensation reactions. When the irradiation time i s 

of the same order of magnitude - or less - than the "lifetime" of dihydroxy-

tartaric acid and glyoxylic acid in the solution, these products will react to 

a greater extent with the primary radicals than with the oxalic acid, thus 

decreasing the decomposition rate and increasing the a-value. 

Fig. 1. DM« rate vs. irradiation time for delivering same total absorbed 
en 

dose at Natick and at Risø Co plante. 
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The absorbed-dose-ra te effect reported he re is probably far from being 
unique; s imi lar combinations of reac t ion- ra te constants a r e likely to be 

found in many other aqueous organic or biological sys tems . That this ex

ample seems to be the only one so far reported is probably because of the 

fact that a system investigated for i t s dosimetric propert ies a t t rac ts very 

close scrutiny and very accurate analysis when such unexpected d iscrep

ancies crop up. 

en 

3. 2. Absorbed-Dose-Rate Effects Observed by Comparison of Co 

Irradiation and Pulsed Electron Linear Accelerator Irradiation 

While absorbed-dose-ra te effects in aqueous and biological sys tems 

a r e only seldom reported within the absorbed-dose-ra te ranges obtained at 
en 

Co plants, there a re many examples of such effects when we compare 
GO 

Co-gamma irradiation with electron l inear accelerator i r radiat ion. In 

aqueous sys tems, radical - radical recombination reactions compete very 

well with radical-solute reactions at high absorbed-dose ra tes and we ob

se rve in most systems a significant change in radiation yields . The G-value 
on 

for the Fr icke dosimeter remains constant at 1 5. 6 from Co absorbed-dose 
3 

r a t e s up to (linear accelerator) about 10 rads pe r 1 (is pulse (peak ab-
Q 

sorbed-dose ra te ~10 r a d s / s ) and dec reases by 1 5% to approx. 13.2 at 

10 rads per 1 »is pulse (~1 0 r a d s / s ) and 45% to approx. 8. 6 at 10 rads 

per 1 (is pulse (~10 r a d s / s ) '' 

Systematic differences in the responses of polymer sys tems at the two 

types of sources a re not fully investigated, but the pract ical experience 

gained at Risø from radiation ster i l izat ion of disposable medical supplies 

made from plastic shows that radiation degradable polymers tolerate two 

to five t imes higher absorbed doses at the high absorbed-dose ra tes ob

tained from a 10 MeV- 5 kW electron l inear accelerator than they do at the 
fio 

low dose ra tes obtained in a 10, 000 Ci Co facility. 
Fo r biological systems an interest ing example i s available. The in

fluence of the absorbed-dose r a t e was investigated on a vegetative bacterium, 

Str . faecium, s t ra in A 2 1 , and on a sporeforming bacterium, B. sphaericus, 

s t ra in C,A. The two s t ra ins a r e used in the form of dried standard tes t 

pieces produced at the Accelerator Dept . , Risø, for comparing the mic ro 

biological efficiency of radiation ster i l izat ion plants ?n IAEA member COUn-

t r i e s '. Very careful investigations at the Risø sources disclosed that a 

given inactivation factor for Str. faecium, s t ra in A„1, requi res a 1 5-20% 

lower absorbed dose at the Co plant than at the electron l inear acceler

ator. In the case of the B. sphaericus , s t ra in C,A, no differences in act i -
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vating efficiency of the two sources could be detected under exactly iden

tical irradiation conditions. No proven explanation i s offered for this ob

servation. It may be suggested that the higher water content of the vegeta

tive organism leads to chemical recombination reactions similar to those 

occurring in aqueous solutions at high absorbed-dose rates. The example 

must be considered relevant also outside the world of microorganisms; 

other biological systems are likely to behave in similar ways. 

3 .3 . Absorbed-Dose-Rate Effects Observed by Comparison of a 400 keV 

ICT Electron Accelerator and a 10 MeV Pulsed Electron Linear Accelerator 

The absorbed-dose rate from an electron accelerator i s determined by 

the beam-current intensity, which can be varied in a number of ways, e. g. , 

by changing the load current, or by focusing, defocusing, scattering or 

scanning the electron beam. Accurate measurements of the s ize and shape 

of the beam spot, the intensity distribution within the spot, scanning effects, 

e tc . , are therefore necessary in order to determine the absorbed-dose rate 

and absorbed-dose-rate distribution. Unfortunately, such measurements 

are difficult or even impossible to execute with DC-machines, such as the 

400 keV-50 mA ICT electron accelerator at Risø. For window protection, 

the electron beam must be xy-scanned and single "pulses" or single scan 

sweeps cannot be provided for. The absorbed-dose rate must therefore be 

estimated in an empirical and rather crude way. 

For pulsed machines, such as electron linear accelerators and field 

emission devices, other problems arise. How do we define the absorbed-

dose rate? According to ICRU (report 11, 1 968) the absorbed-dose rate i s 

the quotient of AD by At, where AD is the increment in absorbed dose in 

time A t, and the special unit may be any quotient of the rad or its multiple 

or submultiple by a suitable unit of time (rad/s, mrad/h, etc . ) . The fol

lowing example based on a chemical polymerization process may indicate 

that this definition alone i s not very helpful for correlating data obtained 

from different electron accelerators. 

The Chemistry Department at Risø is presently involved in a research 

programme concerning curing of surface coatings by means of electron-

beam irradiation. Pending the installation of a low-energy accelerator, 

some experiments were made at the electron linear accelerator. The pre

liminary results from these experiments as well as from later experiments 

performed at the ICT accelerator are shown in fig. 2. 

The special unit for absorbed-dose rate at the linear accelerator is 
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ABSORBED DOSE Mrad/swc 
Fig. 2. Radiation doses necessary for different degrees of conversion as 
function of absorbed-dose rate at 10 MeV electron linear accelerator (7 its 
pulses) and at 400 keV electron accelerator. Data from ref. 15. 
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chosen to be Mrad/s, i. e. the absorbed dose delivered over a time period 

of one second. The two sets of curves in fig. 2 are not very consistent 

when considered together. The special unit for absorbed-dose rate at the 

linear accelerator could also be chosen to be Mrad/ps. In that case the 

absorbed-dose rate would be zero during most of the time of irradiation and 

approx. 500 times higher than is the average absorbed-dose rate in Mrad/s, 

whenever a 7 (is pulse is delivered (pulse repetition rate was 300 pps). Re-

plotting the linear accelerator data according to such a "peak" absorbed-

dose rate evidently makes matters even worse. Not even a gross error in 

the determination of the absorbed doses or the absorbed-dose rates pro

vides a reasonable explanation. It seems that it i s difficult to define and 

interpret the absorbed-dose rate in terms of its impact on radiation effects 

from different types of accelerators. 

3 .4 . Absorbed-Dose-Rate Effects at the "Same" Absorbed-Dose Rate 

Radiation chemists have already for some years found it necessary to 

give their absorbed-dose-rate data in terms of rad/pulse, and more recent

ly they have acknowledged that even the length of the pulse needs specifica

tion in order to provide adequate means for comparing experimental data. 
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Fig. 3. G-value of the Fricke dosimeter as fraction of pulse length for 
constant pulse current. Pulae repetition rate • 18.75 pps. Total dose 
approx. 20 krads. Data from ref. 16. 

Fig. 3 illustrates this problem on the basis of the standard Fricke 
161 

dosimeter. The experiments were carried out by Sehested in 1965 ' at 
"AD" 

the 10 MeV linear accelerator at Risø. According to the ICRU -j^- defi
nition, the absorbed-dose rates are the same for all the pulse lengths (the 
current intensity being constant during the pulse), and yet an absorbed-dose-
rate effect of some 20% is observed. 
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This absorbed-dose-rate effect for the "same" absorbed-dose rate is 
not unique as may be seen from fig. 4, which is based on recent paint curing 
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Fif. 4 . Gel % as function of pulse length for constant pulse current. 

Pulse repetition rate » 300 pps. Same polymer systems as in fif. 2. 

Data from ref. 17. 

17) work by Batsberg Pedersen and Singer \ Irradiations were also in this 
case carried out at the 10 MeV linear accelerator at Risø and more sophis
ticated absorbed-dose-monitoring equipment was used than that available for 
Sehested in 19651 6'. The message, however, is precisely the same. The 
absorbed-dose-rate effect for the "same" absc rbed-dose rate is of the same 
order of magnitude, although it is obtained for an entirely different chemical 
system and in a different experimental set-up. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the different examples given above, the author is convinced 
that the absorbed-dose-rate effects observed are real and not artefacts. 
Additional examples from the literature could easily have been included, but 
it was felt important that most - if possible all - of the experiments pre
sented were based on one and the same source of absorbed-dose calibration. 
All irradiation facilities at Risø have been calibrated by calorimetry and all 
secondary dosemeters used have been calibrated against a calorimeter under 
the conditions of practical use. 
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It has been demonstrated that substantial absorbed-dose-rate effects 

take place 1) within the limited - and low - range of absorbed-dose rates 

available at Co plants; 2) from " Co absorbed-dose rates" to "linear 

accelerator absorbed-dose rates"; 3) from one type of electron accelerator 

to another; and 4) at the "same" absorbed-dose rate for pulsed electron 

accelerators. In all cases, absorbed-dose-rate effects of some 20% or eve i 

more have been experienced. 

While such effects may be of minor significance for the practical ose of 
fin 

Co sources and X-ray equipment, they seem to be of general importance 

for electron accelerators. For such machines, the use of absorbed-dose-

rate weighting factors seems to be necessary for predicting radiation effects 

on the basis of radiation-absorbed dose, and for comparing radiation effects 

at different machines. Such weighting factors will have to be determined 

for each type of accelerator, possibly even for the individual accelerator 

set-up and mode of operation. An absorbed-dose intercomparison alone 

thus becomes somewhat meaningless for the practical application. What i s 

the purpose of being able to deliver a given absorbed dose with an accuracy 

of say - 2%, if the radiation effect cannot be predicted within 20% owing to 
unknown absorbed-dose-rate influence? 

It would seem to be much easier and perhaps more appropriate to stand

ardize and intercomp"*re the product of absorbed dose and the absorbed-

dose-rate weighting factor, or to go even a step further and standardize on 

a relevant radiation effect. 

Such a philosophy has indeed been adopted in radiation sterilization of 

medical products according to IAEA's Recommended Code of Practice. 

"Effects"-dosimetry (or in other words control on the desired effect of the 

integrated process) i s a long-term tradition in hospital sterilization, where 

autoclaves are tested by means of microbiological standard test pieces. 

Once such an "effects"-standardization has taken place and the effect has 

been correlated to the process parameters (in radiation sterilization, to 

the machine parameters or to the absorbed-dose calibration), a physical or 

chemical process monitor may be used in the daily routine (in radiation 

sterilization, an appropriate secondary dosemeter). The Accelerator De

partment at Risø has coordinated efficiency-intercomparison testings through 

IAEA over the past few years. Fig. 5 (see next page) gives an example of 

dose-response curves for B. sphaericus, strain C.A, test pieces irradiated 

at two Co plants '. Also test pieces of Str. faecium, strain A„1, are 

included in the efficiency testings. As might be expected, no absorbed-dose-

rate effects are seen in this comparison testing. In other testings, where 
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the efficiency of an electron accelerator plant has been compared with that 
60 

of a Co plant, differences of up to 20% have been found for test pieces of 
Str. faecium, strain A21. 
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We therefore propose that the idea of standardizing and intercomparing 
on the basis of an effect relevant to the purpose of the radiation treatment 
rather than by means of absorbed dose be also considered for other types of 
radiation treatments. 

Microbiological test pieces may not be considered very relevant with 
regard to absorbed-dose range and with regard to the purpose of the treat
ment in connection with radiation therapv. It seems possible, however, to 

18) suggest systems also for such a "process". Berry and Andrews ' have 
investigated the dose-response function of various mammalian cells. Fig. 6 
shows the inactivating effect of X-ray irradiation on P-388 leukemia cells. 
The absorbed-dose range as well as the type of tissue appear to be relevant 
for the purpose of radiotherapy. 
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Fig. 6. Dose-response curve« for Leukemia-P-388 cells. 3 MeV X-rays. 
By courtesy of Berry and Andrews'8'. 

The implementation of the suggestions given here would open the doors 
of the standards laboratories for bacteriologists, radiobiologists, radiation 
chemists, and possible specialists from other branches of science. How
ever, this might be considered a positive development, since there is sure
ly no reason why the facilities of standards laboratories should be reserved 
"for physicists only". 
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Use of a System for Repeated Blood Volume Determinations 
Using HSA- I with Constant Uncertainty 

by 
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The Finsen Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark 

Abstract 

A system for repeated blood volume determinations without increasing 
131 uncertainty is reported. It is based on single injection doses of HSA- I 

prepared in a series of correctly spaced, increasing radioactivity together 
with an instrument with direct read-out, programmed to give both final re
sults and standard deviation. The results from 26 duplicate volume deter
minations on patients in a steady state are presented. The mean coefficient 
of variation calculated from the duplicate determinations under these con
ditions is not significantly different from the mean coefficient of variation 
in a single determination. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Determination of the circulating blood volume by a radioisotope tech
nique is commonly used in the pre- and post-operative control in connection 
with major surgery. 

The value of the determination, however, depends upon the possibility 
of detecting variations in blood volume within relatively short time intervals 
and with an uncertainty in the difference between two determinations smaller 
than the smallest variation that calls for treatment. 

Several semiautomatic instruments are available for this determina-
O Q if. 1 Q \ 

tion » » » '. They measure the four necessary variables: Blood sample 
before injection, full syringe, emptied syringe, and blood sample after in
jection, but present only the final calculation of the blood volume in litres, 
without correction for individual haematocrit. 

The radioactive test solution can be bought in only two sizes, and further
more the instruments offer no possibility of determining the residual amount 
of activity before injection. 

The uncertainty on the single blood volume determination will according 
to classical isotope physics increase with any increase in residual radio
activity in the blood from previous determinations. The semiautomatic 
instruments offer no possibility of detecting or avoiding this increase in un
certainty when unknown test solutions are used. 

The present paper will discuss the results of a series of studies on 
phantoms and on patients in a steady state, with a system where these 
drawbacks have been taken into consideration. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The instrument used is described in detail elsewhere \ The injections ' 
are delivered from tubules, which are prepared weekly at our intope lab
oratory '. Five dose sizes of HSA- I are prepared with an approximate 
doubling from dose to dose, the lowest dose being 2.3 nCi and the highest 
25 iiCi according to a scheme where after a week of decay all doses will 
correspond to the dose one number lower in the dose sequence. -

131 Human serum albumin labelled with I from The Radiochemical 
Centre, Amersham, was used. They state that: "At least 95% (usually 
above 98%) of the activity is protein bound" and "less than 5% globulin and 
no denatured albumin are present". 
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Gel chromatography of the diluted preparation after one week's storage 

m tubules showed that 91 % of the I-activity was situated at a place s imi

lar to that of monomer albumin, 7% was present at the place of the dimer 

form, and the last 2% was found as tailing from the point of application to 

that of the dimer albumin. 

The radioactive tracer was injected through a catheter placed in a cen-
9) tral vein ' or, where this was not possible, into a peripheral vein; in both 

cases the injection was followed by flushing with glucose water. The blood 

samples were drawn from this catheter or cannula without, or with the 

smallest possibi >J, stasis. 

The blood samples were collected in test tubes treated with saponine to 

obtain haemolysis, in order to avoid changes in measuring geometry by the 

settling of the red cells '. The steps in the determination are outlined in 

fig. 1. 

BLOOD VOLUME 

toonitnni AFIIII au 

0 

TUMJLf K r O M mx •LOMMNPtt K F M C «•» feOOOMMflC » F T « M l 

• 20 M 

TUMAE AFTER M i MTAMOCESSMO 

40 I M n ) * 

Fig. 1. Scheme for one blood volume determination. 

After five subsequent blood volume determinations, the whole-body 

radiation dose received by the patient is 0.2 rads ', which i s approximate

ly twice the amount of radiation received from a single chest X-ray. The 

radiation dose to the thyroid i s calculated to be below 2. 5 rads if the uptake 

i s blocked by 250 mg Nal given perorally prior to the study \ 

RESULTS 

Theoretical Results 

A theoretical experiment with calculated count rates in a computer 
131 program showed that by using the same I dose in five determinations 

the coefficient of variation increases from 1.3% on the first determination 
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to 3.1 % on the fifth, whereas a doubling of the amount of I-HSA from 

measurement to measurement would result in a decrease in the coefficient 

of variation from 1. 3% on the first to about 1.0% on the fifth determination ', 

the decrease being caused by better counting statistics. 

In vitro Results 

The system was tested on three known water phantoms. It was found 

that a doubling of the dose from one measurement to the next through five 

determinations on each of three volumes resulted in a coefficient of varia

tion between 1.3 and 1. 8% increasing with volume and decreasing with dose 

size. 

In vivo Results 

The results from 26 duplicate blood volume determinations are pre

sented in table 1. The patients were in steady state as far as blood volume 

i s concerned, and furthermore the second measurement was performed 

within 2 •* hours after the first one. Columns A and B show the volumes 

and the uncertainties. 

The coefficient of variation was calculated from the uncertainties on the 

single determination with the following formula: 

2 • s(BVv) • 100 

(A+ B) % ' 

and i s shown in column D. The coefficient of variation was calculated 

from the duplicate determinations alone according to the following formula: 

( l A - B l ) • 2 - 100 ^ 

VT • (A+ B) 

and i s shown in column E. 

The mean value of the "technical" coefficient of variation containing 

counting uncertainties and geometrical factors (column D) i s 1.3% - 0.04% 

(mean value - standard error of mean), while the mean coefficient of varia

tion on the total measuring procedure (column E) i s 1,7%- 0.2%, The 

figures in the two columns, D and E, which are presumed to be normal 

distributed, were tested by Student's t-test and were found not to be signif

icantly different (0.1 < P < 0.2). 
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DISCUSSION 

The automatic calculation of physical uncertainty is important for the 

clinical evaluation of the result, and as failures in the procedure will most

ly result in an alteration of the "normal" uncertainty, these failures may be 

detected. 

The good agreement within the duplicate determinations was primarily 

a result of the use of increasing doses. The following points may, however, 

also have been of influence: (1) the injection technique prevented retention 

of the tracer at the point of injection, (2) the sample technique prevented 
1 31 differences in haematocrit caused by stasis , (3) the HSA- I used on a 

patient was from the same batch, so that differences caused by different 
131 amounts of unbound iodine were avoided. Degradated HSA- I may cause 

errors in the blood volume determination. This denaturation can be esti

mated by gel chromatography. About 30% of the 7% dimer albumin present 
131 12) 

in a preparation of HSA- I can be regarded as being denatured ' and may 
5) 

rapidly leave the blood. Freeman ' has found 75% of heat-denatured albu
min in perfused rat liver between 8 and 1 5 min after injection. 

As the time between injection of the tracer and the withdrawal of the 

sample was only 10 minutes, the passage of native albumin to the extra-

vascular compartment i s probably negligible. Andersen ' has found the 24-
1 31 hour passage to the extravascular compartment of HSA- I to be 39%. He 

has drawn attention to the fact that this elimination rate i s determined after 

the initial mixing period so that nothing i s known about the passage during 

this period. However, if it i s assumed that the passage follows a single 

exponential during the mixing period as i s found to be the case after com

plete mixing, the elimination in 1 5 minutes is approximately 0. 5%. The 2% 

free iodine can be regarded as having been completely cleared from the 

blood during this period of time. Accordingly, the amount of injected radio

activity remaining intravenously must be at least 96% (91 *, native serum al

bumin + 70% of the 7% dimer serum albumin). The measured blood volume 

will be too high, but not by more than 5%. Since the clinical interest is that 

of the difference between two subsequent determinations, this maximum 

error of 5%, which i s the same in both determinations, is not important. 

The system has proved to yield satisfactory results in clinical use. 
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A Thermodynamic Flow Meter 

by 

N. E. Kaiser 

Section for Experimental Technology 

Abstract 

A flow transducer for use in extracorporeal blood loops was developed. 
The transducer works on the principle of a cooling fin. The flow is deter
mined from measurement of two temperatures in tht fin. The transducer 
was tested with water, and the test results are in good agreement with cal
culations. 
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A prototype flow transducer has been developed for use in extracorporeal 
Mood loops such as artificial kidneys and blood irradiation units. 

The transducer is very simple. In order not to harm the blood, the 
wetted surface of the transducer has no corners or sharp edges. There are 
no blind loops, no change in flow area, and no heating. The necessary elec
tronic equipment is very small and fairly inexpensive. 

The transducer works on the basic principle of a cooling fin between two 
heat sources of the same temperature T above the surroundings (fig. 1). 

t r f t • t 

In a straight cooling fin of length 2L, made of a material with thermal 
conductivity k, with a constant cross section A, and cooled along the per
imeter P with a heat transfer coefficient h, the temperature distribution 
along the fin T can be expressed as 

T x = T o ' (exPMZL - x)) + exp(m- x))/(1 + exp(m • 2L)), 

where m = V(h« P)/(k- A). 

In particular, we get the temperature in the middle (x * L) 

T L = T^coshO' f l i 'D / tk . A)- L). 

Note, that this equation does not contain the amount of heat transferred 
from the fin to the enc^nt. 

With the dimensionless groups, Reynolds', Prandtl's, and Nusselt's 
numbers defined as Re * c • d • p /\i, Pr • \i • C /k, and Nu = h • d/k, 
the heat transfer coefficient h can be determined from the equations 

Nu » 3.65+ 0.0668(Re • Pr • d/L)/(1 + 0.045(Re • P r • d/L)2 /3) 
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and 

Nu = 0.116(Re2/3 - 125)Pr]f3 • (1 + (d/L)2/3) 

valid in the laminar and turbulent flow regimes respectively. 
Combining the above equations we get 

T / T L = f(flow, geometry, fin material data, fluid data). 

With a fixed geometry and known material and fluid data the tempera
ture ratio is a function of flow alone. 

In the transducer the fin is curved into the shape of a circular ring, 
and the heat is transferred from the inner surface by the flow through the 
ring. In order not to harm the blood, the ring is not heated, but cooled 
(with air of room temperature). This gives the same heat transfer equa
tions, but with temperatures of opposite sign. 

The prototype transducer is shown in fig. 2. It contains two constantan 
rings cast in araldite resin, making a smooth tube. The two rings are con
nected with a small constantan wire. The left-hand ring is the real trans
ducer and can be cooled through a small copper rod. The right-hand ring 

is used as reference junction for the temperature measurements. Con
stantan was chosen because of a suitable thermal conductivity and a high 
thermoelectric force against copper so that it can be used directly as one 
of the leads in a thermocouple. 
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With the data for the prototype transducer, the theoretical values of the 
temperature ratios as functions of flow were calculated with water and human 
blood as fluids. 

The calculations were carried out with two models. 
In the first the formula for the straight fin is used directly (one-dimen

sional heat conduction) with a mean length of the ring and a "cooled" per
imeter reduced to the mean length, but without taking into account the heat 
conduction in the araldite resin. 

In the other model a two-dimensional model of the actual circular ge
ometry is used, and heat conduction in the araldite is included. Two ver
sions of this model were used, one without and one with heat loss to the 
surroundings. The calculations on the two-dimensional model were made 
with the B-6500 computer. 

The results of the calculations are shown in the diagrams in figures 3, 
4, and 5. Figure 3 shows the heat transfer coefficient h as a function of 
the Reynolds number Re with blood and water as fluids. Figure 4 shows the 
temperature ratio T / T . as a function of the heat transfer coefficient h. 
In the actual range of h there is remarkably good agreement between the 
very simple one-dimensional model and the most complicated (and thus the 
most realistic) model. In figure 5, figures 3 and 4 are combined to give 
the temperature ratio as a function of the flow represented by the Reynolds 
number. 

Fig. 3. Fig.4. 
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Nomenclature: 

A 

c 

S 
d 

h 

k 

L 

Nu 

area 

velocity 

specific heat 

diameter 

heat transfer coefficient 

thermal conductivity 

length 

Nusselt's number 

P 

Pr 

Re 

T 

X 

p 

P 

wetted perimeter 

Prandtl's number 

Reynolds' number 

temperature 

length coordinate 

dynamic viscosity 

dent, y 
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Abstract 

A new method was developed for the simultaneous determination of ar

senic, manganese, and selenium in biological material by thermal-neutron 

activation analysis. 

The use of Se-81 m as indicator for selenium permitted a reduction of 

activation time to 1 hour for a one-gram sample, and a possible loss of 

volatile compounds during irradiation was avoided. 

No pre-treatment of the sample is required, and the radiochemical 

separation scheme i s based on simple chemical operations, completed in 

less than 3 hours. 

A systematic experimental investigation of the performance charac
teristics of the method was carried out, including studies of the accuracy 
of the results. 

The actual precision achieved in routine application of the method in 

the analytical laboratory was in good agreement with the calculated pre

cision, and the results are therefore well suited for statistical evaluation 

of differences at the ppb level in samples of biological tissue. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The possible development of abnormal trace element concentrations in 

uraemic patients undergoing regular peritoneal dialysis has been suggested 

as a factor in the evolution of uraemic polyneuropathy '. 

The observation by Brune et al. ' that uraemic patients show elevated 

concentrations of arsenic in blood, focused attention on this element, and 
3) 

the unique metabolic antagonism between arsenic and selenium ' made the 

simultaneous determination of both these elements desirable. Manganese 

was included because the concentrations of manganese appear to be regu

lated by a homeostatic mechanism which does not depend on excretion through 
4) 

the kidneys '. 
Reliable measurement of possible deviations from normal levels of 

these elements in human tissue requires analytical techniques capable of 

determining concentrations at the ppb-level with good precision and accu

racy. 

Manganese can be determined in small biological samples with sufficient 
5) 

sensitivity by the catalytic oxidation of leucomalachite green with periodate * 

while selenium can be determined by fluorometry of the 2, 3-diaminonaph-

thalene complex ', For arsenic colorimetric measurement of the reaction 

of arsine with silver diethyldithiocarbamate ' i s satisfactory for larger 

samples only, while small samples require the use of neutron activation 

analysis '. 

Either of the three elements can be determined by neutron activation 

analysis. Selenium may be determined instrumentally after intense irra

diation and several weeks' decay by the measurement of Se-75 with a Ge(Ld)-
9) detector ', or, in dialyzed samples, after a very short irradiation followed 

by the measurement of Se-77m with a scintillation detector '; comparable 

sensitivity is achieved by p-counting of Se-81 after rapid radiochemical 

separation , while the highest sensitivity and precision i s reached by 
12) combining radiochemical separation with the measurement of Se-75 . 

Attempts to utilize Se-7 9m ' o r Se-81 m ' have so far been unsuccessful 

for achieving a satisfactory limit of detection. Neither arsenic nor man

ganese have been determined in biological samples with satisfactory pre

cision by purely instrumental analysis, but only relatively simple radio-
.cal 
,16) 

15) chemical separations are needed before measurement of As-76 ' or 

Mn-56' 
A combined determination of all three elements i s possible with the 

1 7) automatic group separation system developed by Samsahl ', but it requires 
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the use of special apparatus not available in most laboratories. 

An analytical procedure employing standard laboratory equipment was 

therefore developed for the simultaneous determination of arsenic, man

ganese, and selenium in biological material by neutron activation analysis. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

The absence of reagent blanks characteristic of activation analysis is 
limited to the post-irradiation treatment of the sample, and operations be
fore irradiation should be restricted to the bare minimum necessary for 
sampling; radiochemical separation thus becomes necessary for all three 
elements. 

Irradiation 

Intense reactor irradiation of biological samples leads to radiolysis of 
the sample material and is often accompanied by a temperature rise, both 
of which may result in volatilization of elements such as arsenic and sel
enium. Mild irradiation conditions are thus preferable together with i r ra
diation times at the minimum needed for satisfactory sensitivity. 

The pneumatic tube system of the Danish reactor DR 2 offers a thermal 
12 2 

neutron flux of 7 x 1 0 neutrons/cm / s , and the energy absorption in bio
logical tissue from the accompanying fast neutrons and Y-irradiation is 
about 5 Mrads/h, corresponding to a maximum decomposition loss of well 
below 0. 5% per hour of irradiation. 

1 8) 
Experimental sensitivities reported by Yule ' show that, for an i r ra 

diation time of one hour, Se-81 m is the most sensitive indicator for sel
enium, apart from Se-77m which leaves no time for chemical separation. 
Counting yields observed for As-76 and Mn-56 produce satisfactory sensi
tivities for arsenic and manganese as compared with selenium. 

It was found that satisfactory precision for all three elements in bio
logical material could be achieved with a one-hour irradiation in the pneu
matic tube system by choosing a sample size of about one gram. The sur
face temperature of the sample during irradiation did not exceed 42°C, and 
the total activity at the end of irradiation was less than 2 mCi. No special 
precautions were therefore called for in the transfer and handling of the 
irradiated sample. 
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Radiochemical Separation 

Incorporation of separation procedures for manganese and selenium 
1 5) into an existing method for the separation of arsenic led to a simple 

method for the combined separation of all three elements. 

Selenium was precipitated with ascorbic acid immediately after decom

position of the sample and before the cupferron scavenging. Manganese can 

be determined after the precipitation of arsenic with thioacetamide by the 
1 6) removal of sodium with hydrated antimony pentoxide '. 

Further purification of selenium by dissolution and extraction into 
1 9) 

methyl isobutyl ketone ' proved necessary, whereas no separation of man
ganese was required - except for samples of blood serum. 

The separation procedure i s shown schematically in fig. 1; it i s com

pleted within 3 hours after the end of irradiation. 

Detection and Measurement 

Satisfactory sensitivity required counting in well-type Nal(Tl) scintilla

tion detectors for up to 80 minutes, and for Se-81m an additional counting 

period of the same length some hours later was needed to eliminate the in

fluence of Se-75 and other long-lived activities. 

Counting times were small compared with the half-lives of Mn-56 and 

As-76, but for Se-81m the counting time exceeded one half-life, and a cor

rection was necessary for decay during the counting period. 

Counting data from the multi-channel analyzers were produced on 

punched paper tape and processed via a teletype terminal in a GE 265 time

sharing computer system. 

Peak areas were calculated from a smoothed spectrum generated by a 

five-point polynomial convolution of the counting data with the technique 
20) described by Savitzky and Golay '. Peak boundaries for both sample and 

2H comparator were decided by the method of Yule ', except that the sign 

changes of the first derivative were determined from a third degree poly

nomial convolution of the smoothed sample spectrum. 

All samples and comparators were counted in half-dram polyethylene 

vials as 1. 0 ml solutions, so as to eliminate differences in counting geom

etry. 

Chemical Yield 

Determination of chemical yield by re-irradiation has several advantages 

over other methods of yield determination. No transfer from the counting 
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vial takes place, and when identical indicators are used for both analysis 

and yield, differences in s elf-absorption between sample and comparator 

are automatically compensated for. 

In addition, positional differences in neutron flux during the simul

taneous irradiation of sample and comparator may be neutralized, and the 

influence of interfering elements may be reduced '. 

The yield of selenium was determined by re-irradiation for 10 seconds 

and counting under exactly the same conditions as in the analytical determi

nation of Se-81m. The arsenic yield was measured after 10 minutes1 re -
22) irradiation in a Y-ionization chamber for the determination of As-76 '. 

The manganese yield was determined as the recovery of Mn-54 tracer 

added to the manganese carrier, by counting the sample after the decay of 

Mn-56. The practically identical Y-energies at 0.84 MeV give the same 

compensation for differences in s elf-absorption as that achieved by r e - i r 

radiation. 

Procedure 

Apparatus 

Danish reactor DR 2 operating at 5 MW with pneumatic tube system 
extending into a thermal neutron fluence of 7 x 10^ 2 n / c m 2 / s . 

Nuclear Data multi-channel pulse height analyzers with Harshaw 3"x3" 
and 2" x 1 3/4" well-type Nal(Tl) scintillation detectors. 

Vibron Electrometer connected to Solartron Digital Voltmeter with 
National Physical Laboratory ionization chamber. 

Reagents 

Sulphuric acid 97-98% 
Nitric acid 100% 
Hydrochloric acid 37% 
Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) 
Thioacetamide 
Hydrated antimony pentoxide (HAP), Carlo Erba 
Ascorbic acid 
Ammonium sulphate solution 50% w/v 
Ammonium sulphide solution 40%, Riedel-de Haen 
Tartaric acid, t % v./v 
Potassium iodide, 15% w/v 
Cupferron, 6% w/v solution prepared weekly 

Except where otherwise indicated, all reagents are Merck p. a. 
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C a r r i e r s 

Se -ca r r i e r , 10 mg /ml as Se(IV) in aqueous solution 
As -ca r r i e r , 10 m g / m l as As (III) in 0.1 5 M ammoniacal solution 
Mn-car r ie r , 10 mg/ml as Mn(II) in 4 M nitric acid, containing 

2 (iCi/ml of Mn-54 
Cu-ca r r i e r , 1 0 mg/ml as Cu(II) in aqueous solution 
Sb-ca r r i e r , 10 mg/ml as Sb(III) : • 1 M citric acid and 0. 25 M 

oxalic acid solution 

C a r r i e r solutions a re stable systems that can be stored in rubber-
stoppered glass bottles for long periods of t ime. Accurately prepared c a r 
r i e r solutions, whose concentrations have been verified by chemical analysis, 
a r e used for the preparation of comparator standards by dilution with r e 
distilled water. 

Comparator Standards 

Se-comparator , 50 jig Se /ml 
As-comparator , 0. 5 ng As /ml 
Mn-comparator, 0. 2 ng Mn/ml 

Comparator solutions a re stored in screwcap polyethylene bottles, and 
the changes in concentration were found to be about 1 % per month for Mn 
and significantly less for As and Se. 

Irradiat ion 

Samples of about 1 gram a r e weighed into half-dram polyvials * and 
stored in a deep freezer until activation. 

Comparator standards of about 1. 2 ml of Se, As, and Mn a r e t r a n s 
ferred to half-dram polyvials. 

All polyvials a re heat-sealed and placed in a polyethylenebag which is 
also heat-sealed, and subsequently transported in a polyethylene rabbit to 
the irradiat ion position, where neutron activation takes place for 1 hour. 
Decomposition 

In a 50 ml beaker 2 ml of Cu-ca r r i e r , 0.1 ml of Sb-ca r r i e r , and 1 00 jil 
of Mn-car r i e r a r e dried at 110°C. After cooling 500 pi of. S e - c a r r i e r and 
1 00 |il of A s - c a r r i e r a re added, followed by 2. 5 ml of sulphuric acid. 

Identical volumes of Se- , As- , and Mn-car r i e r a re t ransfer red to sep 
a ra te half-dram polyvials, and diluted to 1. 0 ml; the vials a r e heat-sealed 
and set aside for yield determination. 

The i r radiated sample is t ransfer red to the beaker, taking c a r e to 
moisten all sample mater ia l with the sulphuric acid c a r r i e r mixture . The 
beaker is placed on a hot plate at 1 30°C, and nitr ic acid is added dropwise 
to prevent charring, while the plate temperature i s slowly ra ised to 250°C. 
After complete destruction of organic mat ter , heating i s continued until 
fumes of sulphuric acid evolve. 

Separatipnof Selenium_ 

After cooling, the solution is poured slowly into a 40 ml centrifuge tube 
containing 5 ml of t a r t a r i c acid solution, and 10 ml of water a r e added. 

Selenium is now precipitated by addition of 0. 5 g ascorbic acid, followed 
by s t i r r ing for at least 3 minutes. After centrifugation the supernatant i s 
t ransfer red to another centrifuge tube for subsequent separation of a r sen ic . 

* Olympic Plas t ics Corporation,Los Angeles 
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The selenium precipitate is washed twice with water and dissolved in 
15 drops of nitric acid. Addition of 0. 5 ml MIBK is followed by up to 10 
drops of water to bring about the separation of two layers. After centrifu-
gation the MIBK layer is discarded, 2. 0 ml of hydrochloric acid with 1.1 ml 
of MIBK are added, and selenium is extracted by stirring for 1 minute. 

After centrifugation the aqueous layer is discarded, and the MIBK phase 
is washed 3 times by stirring with 3 x 2 ml of ammonium sulphate solution. 

Finally, the MIBK is transferred to a half-dram polyvial which is then 
heat-sealed and ready for counting. 

Cpunting of Selenium-81m 

A comparator standard i s made by transferring 1 000 M-1 of the irradiated 
Se-comparator to a half-dram polyvial. 

The selenium sample is counted for 80 minutes live time beginning 90 
minutes after pile-out in a 2" x 1 3/4" well-type scintillation detector at a 
gain of 3. 3 keV/channel. The comparator standard is then counted for 4 
minutes under the same conditions. 

Both sample and comparator are recounted under identical conditions 
2 hours later. 

Yield of Selenium 

The separated selenium sample and the Se-carrier sample set aside for 
yield determination are irradiated together in the reactor for 1 0 seconds. 

About 3 hours after pile-out each sample i s counted for 4 minutes under 
the same conditions as above. 

The chemical yields of selenium averaged 75%. 

C5lculaUon_of_ Result 

Selenium is determined from the 1 03 keV peak area of the difference 
spectrum between the first and the second counting, correction being made 
for deviations in decay and counting time between sample and comparator. 

With decay corrections referring to the midpoint of the counting period, 
a factor of 0. 96 must be applied to the results from the 80 minute countings. 

The chemical yield is calculated in the same way from the direct spec
tra of the re-irradiated sample and carrier. 

The selenium content, corrected for chemical yield, is converted into 
nanograms. 

Separation_of Arsenic 

To the supernatant from the selenium precipitation are added 4 .0 ml of 
potassium iodide and 2. 5 ml of cupferron solution under vigorous stirring. 
Stirring i s continued for 3 minutes, and after at least 1 hour the slurry is 
filtered through a dense filter*. About 100 mg of thioacetamide are added 
to the filtrate, and arsenic i s precipitated as the sulphide by gentle heating 
on a water bath. After centrifugation the supernatant is transferred to 
another centrifuge tube for subsequent separation of manganese. 

The precipitate is washed 3 times with water, dissolved in 1.0 ml of 
ammonium sulphide solution, and finally transferred to a half-dram poly
vial which i s then heat-sealed and ready for counting. 

C punting, of _Ars enic-_7_6_ 

A comparator standard i s made by transferring 1000 \il of the irradi
ated As-comparator to a half-dram polyvial. 

* Schleicher and Schtlll, type 602 eh 
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The arsenic sample i s counted for 80 minutes live time 24 hours after 
pile-out in a 3" x 3" well-type scintillation detector at a gain of 6. 7 keV/ 
channel. The comparator standard i s counted for 8 minutes under the same 
conditions. 

Yield of Arsenic 

The separated arsenic sample and the A s - c a r r i e r sample set aside for 
yield determination a re i r radiated together in the reac tor for 1 0 minutes. 

About 24 hours after pile-out the samples a re measured in the NPL 
ionization chamber with a polarizing voltage of 90 V, the voltage drop across 
a 100 GQ res i s to r being read 3 t imes with 20 seconds' interval for each 
sample. 

The chemical yields of arsenic averaged 85%. 

Calculation of Result 

Arsenic is determined from the 559 keV peak a reas of sample and com
parator corrected for differences in decay and counting time. The chemical 
yield is determined directly as the ratio between the average ionization 
chamber readings of the re - i r r ad ia ted sample and c a r r i e r . 

The arsenic content, corrected for chemical yield, is converted into 
nanograms. 

Separation of Manganese 

To the supernatant from the arsenic sulphide precipitation is added 0. 5 
g of HAP, and the mixture i s s t i r red for 5 minutes. After centrifugation 
1. 0 ml is t ransferred to a half-dram polyvial, which is then closed and 
ready for counting. 

Counting ptManganese-56_ 

A comparator standard is made by t ransferr ing 1 000 nl of the i r r ad i 
ated Mn-comparator to a half-dram polyvial. 

The manganese sample is counted for 40 minutes live t ime no la ter than 
5 hours after pile-out with a 3" x 3" scintillation detector at a gain of 6. 7 
keV/channel. The comparator standard is counted for 4 minutes under the 
same conditions. 

Counting plJAanganese-5£ 

The separated manganese sample and the Mn-54 c a r r i e r sample set 
aside for yield determination a re counted not ear l ie r than 24 hours after 
pile-out under the same conditions as above. 

Calculation of Result 

Manganese is determined from the 847 keV peak a rea of the difference 
spectrum between the f i rs t and the second counting of the sample corrected 
for deviations from the comparator in decay and counting t ime. 

The chemical yield i s calculated in the same way from the 835 keV peak 
of the sample and c a r r i e r and should always be close to 4%. 

The manganese content, corrected for chemical yield, is converted into 
nanograms. 
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ANALYTICAL EVALUATION 

While neutron activation analysis shares with other analytical methods 

a number of possible errors such as interference from other elements, an 

investigation of its performance-characteristics ' must include parameters 

of its own, whereas others, such as range, may be excluded. 

A sharp distinction between random and non-random errors i s not al

ways relevant, because a proper design of analytical procedure permits 

cancellation of systematic errors so that their effect is randomized and may 

influence the precision, but not the accuracy, of the analytical results. 

In the present method re-irradiation yield determinations of arsenic 

and selenium result in cancellation of errors from differences in self-ab

sorption and irradiation position between sample and comparator, and may 
15) 

with optimum carrier composition ' even result in randomization of inter
ference from other elements. 

Besides on interference from other elements, the accuracy of the method 

depends on complete exchange of activated nuclides with their respective car

riers , and on the absence of a blank value. 

The precision of the analytical results i s affected by counting statistics 

and by random variations in neutron fluence between sample and comparator. 

Interference 

Interference from other elements i s expressed as the ratio between a 

quantity of a particular element and the corresponding error of the analytical 

result. 

Interference in activation analysis is therefore the product of a separa

tion factor ' S and an effective value f of the interfering element irradi

ated and counted as a sample and calculated by reference to a comparator 

standard of the element to be determined. 

The experimental determination of a separation factor i s carried out in 

two steps: measurement of a decontamination factor D, followed by deter

mination of chemical yield y, where D x y - 1 / S . 

The decontamination factor was determined by adding 10-100 ^Ci of a 

radioactive tracer of the highest possible specific activity of the interfering 

element to an unirradiated sample which was then processed according to 

the specified procedure. The ratio between the added activity and the activ

ity of the separated sample i s D. 

The chemical yields of arsenic and selenium were determined by re -

irradiation, while a fixed yield of 4% was assumed for manganese. 
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The effective value was determined by irradiating an aqueous sample of 

the interfering element for 1 hour along with comparator standards. A known 

quantity m of the irradiated interfering element was transferred to a half-

dram polyvial and diluted to 1.0 ml with water; this sample was counted 

along with a comparator standard according to the specified counting proce

dure, and calculations were made to produce the apparent quantity of the 

element to be determined m* . The effective value f i s the ratio m*/m, 

and may be negative. 

The interference can now be expressed as f x S ug of As, Mn, Se error 

per (ig of interfering element present, or its reciprocal D x y / f expressing 

the concentration of interfering element not to be exceeded to keep the error 

in the determination of As, Mn, and Se below 1 ppb. 

The choice of interfering elements selected for investigation was made 

on the basis of expected effective values ) 0. 01 or comparatively poor sep

aration factors. Experimentally determined interferences for the elements 

arsenic, selenium, and mangpnese, are listed in tables 1-3. 

Carrier Exchange 

Complete isotopic exchange between activated nuclides and carrier i s 

usually brought about by quantitative oxidation or reduction to a common 

ionic species. Thus all forms of As are oxidized to As(V) during the nitric-

sulphuric acid decomposition, and all Mn is reduced to Mn(II) by the addition 

of ascorbic acid. However, Se(IV) i s partly oxidized to Se(VI) by nitric acid, 

and Se(VI) i s not reduced by ascorbic acid; the accuracy of the selenium 

analysis therefore depends on the complete exchange between Se(IV) and 

Se(VI). 

This was checked by adding 0. 5 MCi Se-75 as selenate(VI) to an unir-, 

radiated sample, which was then processed according to the specified proce

dure; the separated selenium sample was counted, and the chemical yield 

determined by re-irradiation. The recovery of Se-75 and the chemical yield 

agreed well within counting statistics, proving that complete exchange be

tween Se(IV) and Se(VI) had taken place during sample decomposition. 

Blank 

The blank value was determined by analysis of redistilled water accord

ing to the specified procedure; while no arsenic or selenium could be de

tected, small quantities of Mn were invariably observed. 

The polyethylene vials used for irradiation contain about 20 ppb of Mn, 
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and it was found that up to 10% could be released to the water during irradia

tion, thereby giving r i se to a manganese blank. 

The limited contact between a tissue sample and the container wall makes 

a tissue blank value lower than that of water, and it i s assumed to be ( 3 ppb. 

PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

Calculated Precision 

Random variations in neutron fluence between samples and comparator 

standards were determined by simultaneous irradiation of several compara

tors, and the standard deviation of the neutron fluence was found to be 2. 5%. 

The ratio between sample and comparator therefore has a standard de

viation of 3. 5%, which represents the limiting precision for single deter

minations of manganese. For arsenic and selenium, where a single deter

mination requires 2 irradiations, the limiting precision corresponds to a 

standard deviation of 5%. 

The precision expected from counting statistics i s calculated from count-
25) ing data on the assumption that the covariances between channels are zero , 

and its contribution i s included in the calculated total standard deviation of 

a single determination. 

Measured Precision 

Experimental determination of precision was made by repeated analysis 

of biological materials covering the range of interest. Observed and calcu

lated weighted average standard deviations are given in table 4, and they 

show satisfactory agreement. 

The calculated standard deviation of a single determination i s therefore 

a reasonable estimate of the actual precision of the result. 

Limit of Detection 

The a priori detection limit according to Currie ' with errors of the 

first and the second kinds both equal to 5%, is 3. 29 times the standard de

viation of a blank. 

The detection limit i s here based on the standard deviation from counting 

statistics only, using the lowest results among the samples analysed. The 

resulting limits are given in table 2, but the ultimate limit of detection may 

be slightly lower. 
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For manganese the limit of detection is determined by the concentration 

of sodium in the sample, but the ultimate detection limit is estimated at 1 0 -

20 ppb. 

Accuracy 

With a manganese blank of less than 3 ppb, all three elements have blank 

values well below the detection limit for actual samples, and no detectable 

bias in the resul ts can be expected. 

Interferences from other elements at the levels expected in biological 

t issue a r e below the detection limit for all the elements investigated, and 

the significance of observed differences between analytical resul ts can safe

ly be tested on the basis of calculated standard deviations. 

In the absence of suitable reference mater ia l of biological t issue, dried 

plant mater ia l was chosen for analysis, and resul ts for kale and orchard 

leaves a r e presented in table 5. 

The concentrations of arsenic and manganese far exceed those encoun

tered in biological t issue, and reduction of sample weight yields poor p r e 

cision of selenium resu l t s . The agreement with published values for kale 

is entirely satisfactory, while the resul ts for As in orchard leaves a r e not 

consistent with the prel iminary value given by National Bureau of Standards. 

CONCLUSION 

Simultaneous determination of arsenic, manganese, and selenium at the 

ppb level in biological t i ssue can be car r ied out by neutron activation fol

lowed by radiochemical separation. 

No treatment of the sample mater ia l before activation i s required so 

that contamination of the sample is avoided, and only moderate i r radiat ion 

is employed so the loss of volatile elements is negligible. 

The radiochemical separation i s based on simple chemical operations 

and requires no prec ise control; i ts robustness makes it a reliable routine 

method in the analytical laboratory. 

Conventional photo-peak integration was shown to yield accurate resu l t s 

with satisfactory precision for biological t i ssue . 

Good agreement between experimental and calculated precision makes 

the resul ts directly amenable to statist ical evaluation. 
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Table 1 

Experimentally determined interferences in arsenic analysis 

Interfering 

element 

Cu 

Br 

Sb 

W 

Radioactive 

tracer 

Cu-64 

Br-80m 

Sb-122 

W-187 

Activity 

liCi 

300 

100 

1 

20 

Mass 

Hg 

# 

3 

» 

0.1 

Separation factor 

S 

2.3 x 10"5 

1.1 x 1 0 " 3 

5. 3 x 10"3 

7.2 x 10"3 

Effective value 
f 

0.29 

0.09 

0. 72 

- 0 . 2 9 

ppm of element 

~ i 1 ppb of As 

150 

10 

0. 25 

0 . 5 

•Irradiated carr ier 

Table 2 

Experimentally determined interferences in manganese analysis 

Interfering 
element 

Na 

K 

Ga 

Br 

Radioactive 
tracer 

Na-24 

K-42 

Ga-72 

Br-80m 

Activity 
liCi 

» 

# 

200 

100 

Mass 

Mg 

7 

3 

Separation factor 

S 

1.0 x 1 0 ' 2 

1 

5.8 x 10"3 

1.2 x 10"1 

Effective value 
r 

1.6 x 10"4 

0.2 x 10"5 

5.8 x 10"4 

2.0 x 10"3 

ppm of element 
•* i 1 ppb of Mn 

600 

500 

300 

4 

* Irradiated sample 

en 
CD 



Table 3 

Experimentally determined interferences in selenium analysis 

Interfering 
element 

CI 
Br 

Mo 
Ba 

Dy 
Au 

Hg 

Radioactive 
tracer 

CI -38 

Br -80m 

Mo-99 

Ba-140 

Dy-165 
Au-198 
Hg-203 

Activity 
nCi 

* 

100 

60 

90 

5000 
0.7 
0,8 

Mass 

3 

12 

<0. 1 
5 

0.001 
0.2 

Separation factor 
S 

2 .0 x i o " 5 

5. 6 x 10"4 

2. 1 x l O " 5 

0.9 x 10"5 

3.7 x 10"7 

1.9 x 10"1 

1.4 x 10"2 

Effective value 
f 

-0 .01 
-0.01 

0.05 

0. 16 

1200 
-0 .53 

0. 11 

ppm of element 
~ i 1 ppb of Se 

5000 

> 40 
800 

>300 
2 

0.01 
0.6 

irradiated sample 

Table 4 
Precision of analysis of biological samples 

Element 

determined 

As 

Mn 

Se 

Number of 

results 

30 

24 

27 

materials 

11 

9 

9 

Range 

ppb 

4-20 

30-300 

70-500 

Average standard deviation 

experimental 

0.6 

5 

9 

calculated 

0.5 

9 

10 

Detection limit 

ppb 

1 

* 

20 

* Determined by the sodium content of the sample 



Table 5 

Analytical r e su l t s for plant re fe rence ma te r i a l 

Mate r i a l 

Kale 

Orchard 
leaves 

i 

Number of 

samples 

4 

4 

Weight 

mg 

500 

500 

ppm As 

0.114 + 0.003 

8 . 7 + 0 . 2 

This work 

ppm Mn 

14.6 + 0 .3 

87.1 ± 1 . 6 

ppm Se 

0.132 + 0.008 

0.088 + 0.007 

Recommended values 

ppm As ppm Mn ppm Se 

0.14 

14 

14.9 

100 

0.15 

0.08 

Reference 

a 

b 

a) H. J . M. Bowen, Standard Mater ia l s and In te rcompar i sons . Advan. Activ. Anal. ]_ (1 969) 101-113. 

b) Provis ional Cert i f icate of Analysis . In: National Bureau of Standards . Reference Mater ia l 1 571 (1971). 
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Direct Contamination of Barley with 

7-a* 22TVTQ
 1 1 5 ™ 1 25CK 134_ . 1 33^ 

Be, Na, Cd, Sb, Cs, and Ba 

by 

A. Aarkrog 

Health Physics Department 

Abstract 

Radionuclides of Be, Na, Cd, Sb, Cs, and Ba were applied as a spray 
to barley plants at six different stages of development. 

Initial retention (IR), distribution between grain, husks, and straw, 
field loss (FL), and the normalized specific activity (NSA) of the different 
nuclides were determined. 

The percentage IR was approximately equal to the age of the plants in 
days at the time of contamination. Sb, Na, and especially Cs were trans
located to the grain from other parts of the plants. This was not the case 
with Be, Ba, and Cd. FL followed a two-exponential decay for all nuclides 
except Na. The field lpss coefficients were 0.08 - 0.21 days' in the first 
part of the growth period and 0.03 - 0. 04 days' in the second part. Cd 

2 showed the lowest FL, Sb the highest. NSA varied from approx. 2 m • 
day* kg (Be and Ba) to 7.4 (Cs). The direct contamination of barley 
grain from Cd in precipitation was estimated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contamination of the human food chain with radioactive as well as con

ventional pollutants primarily takes place as direct contamination, i. e. ad

sorption of the debris on the aerial parts of the crops, often followed by ab

sorption. 
1 21 We have earlier * ' studied the uptake, translocation, and loss in 

cereals, especially in barley, of radionuclides representing long- and me

dium-lived fall-out nuclides (Sr, Cs, Ce, Mn) as well as corrosion prod

ucts (Co, Cr, Fe, Zn) from nuclear reactors. Furthermore we have looked 

at some conventional contaminants from the heavy-metal group (Pb and Hg). 

The purpose of the present study was to obtain further information on 

the behaviour in cereals of contaminants applied directly to the surface of 

the crops during the growth period. The risk of contamination of our en

vironment with conventional as well as radioactive pollutants justifies such 

studies. 

This time we selected three representatives of common fission and 

activation products ( Ba, Sb, and Cs), two cosmic-ray-produced 
7 22 3 41 

nuclides ( Be, Na), which also occur in nuclear weapon debris * ', and 
115 finally cadmium ( Cd), which is a conventional pollutant of increasing 

importance '. 

Owing to the consumption of whole-grain products (rye bread), cereals 

are main donors of radioisotopes and presumably also of some conventional 

pollutants in the Danish diet. From our measurements of fall-out nuclides , 

we know that, although differences exist between the levels found in the 

various grain species, barley is a reasonable average representative of the 

four species of grain found in Denmark. As barley is furthermore easy to 

grow in small experimental plots where it gives satisfactory and homogene

ous yields, we used this species in our recent experiments. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The study was carried out in the same area and according to the same 
1 21 principles as used previously ' '. The experimental field was divided into 

forty plots made up of ten rows and four columns. The plots were numbered 

in succession. To minimize cross-contamination between experiments, they 

were arranged systematically, as shown in table 1, according to increasing 

degree of contamination. 



Table 1 

Experimental data 

Experiment 

I 

II 

in 

IV 

V 

VI 

Plot 

Nos. 

1-6 

8-13 

15-20 

22-27 

28-33 

35-40 

Spraying date 

25 May 

6 June 

1 7 June 

30 June 

14 July 

28 July 

Height of 
plants in cm 

17 

41 

64 

85 

91 

87 

Dry-matter weight of 

herbage in a plot: grammes 

- 1 SE at spraying 

6 . 8 - 0 . 6 

24. 2 t o. 2 

56.6 t 3.1 

1 06. 3 t 12 .0 

148.8 t 0 .6 

133.5 t 19 

Remarks 

Start of ear emergence 

The ears fully emerged 

The grain was seeded on 20 April 1 971, it germinated on 6 May, and was harvested on 20 Aug. 1 971. The average 
weight of the mature plants in a plot was 1 54 - 2 g (1 SE). 48. 6% was grain, 6. 9% husks, and 44. 5% straw on a dry-
weight basis . The number of plants in a plot was 46 - (1 SE). The spraying solution contained on 1 May 1 971: 0. 2 
mCi 7 Be , 2 nCi 2 2 Na, 1.6 mCi 1 1 5Cd, 6 |*Ci ' 2 5 Sb, 2 HCi 1 3 4 C s , and 3 HCi 1 3 3 B a per 1 0 ml solution with 25 ppm 
carrier as the nitrate. The plots with even numbers were cut 24 hours after spraying and used for determination of 
the initial retention of the crops. Plots Nos. 7, 14, 21, and 34 were sprayed with distilled water and used as back
ground samples for the neighbouring experiments. 
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2 
As the rather small area of a plot (1 / 8 m ) introduces a risk of edge 

effects, we placed the circular experimental plot in the middle of a larger, 
2 

square plot (1x1 m ) where we also grew barley. Before the spraying we 

placed a plastic ring around the experimental plot. The ring was kept in 

the plot until harvest so we could identify the treated plants from the un

treated. 

Each circular plot was sprayed with 10 ml spraying solution and then 

with 10 ml distilled water. Before the measurement the plant material was 

dried at 80°C for 24 hours and divided into grain, husks, and straw in a 
3 

glove box. The radioactivity was determined on a 30 cm Ge(Li) detector 
connected to a 1024-channel Hewlett Packard analyser and a H. P. -9100 B 

calculator. We used the following photo peaks: Ba:276 keV, Sb:427 

keV, 7Be:477keV, 1 3 4Cs:796 keV, ! 1 5Cd:935 keV, and 22Na:1275 keV. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Initial Retention; IR 

IR i s the ratio between the activity found in the herbage from a plot and 

the amount of activity dosed. As there was no significant difference between 

the IR's of the different nuclides, we used the mean and found 

IR % = 55 g • cm" , 

where g is the dry weight of the herbage in a plot and cm the average height 

of the plants, i. e. g cm" is an expression for the surface of the crops. 

In 1 970 ' we found 

IR% = 22 g • cm" . 

The retention in 1 971 was thus two or three times greater than in 1970 

for the same g • cm" value. However, if the age of the plants was con

sidered, the IR for 1 971 was for the same age only a little higher than that 

found in 1970. We got for 1970 and 1 971: 

IR % - 1. C5 days. 

where days i s the period from germination to contamination (cf. fig. 1) 
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Fif. 1. Initial retcntian OR) as a function of time in day« from germination 
to contamination. 

Thus we must conclude that the IR is not solely dependent on the g • cm' 
figure. The stage of development plays a more important role. This is 
perhaps not surprising when we remember that the morphology of the barley 
plants changes markedly during the growth period. When the crops are ap-
prox. two months old, the ears appear, which alters the shape of the surface 
and with it the ability of interception and retention of particles. Later, when 
the crops ripen, the .nature of the surface changes from fresh and soft to 
withered and dry, and this might also influence the IR. 

1 



Table 2 

I >r cent of activity in the 1 0 r.il spraying solution dosed on a plot and retained in mature, grain, husks, and straw 

(corrected for radioactive decay) 

Plant 

part 

Grain 

Husks 

Straw 

k 

Nuclide 

Ba 

Sb 

Be 

Cs 

Cd 

Na 

Ba 

Sb 

Be 

Cs 

Cd 

Na 

Ba 

Sb 

Be 

Cs 

Cd 

Na 

Exp. 

I 

0.001 

0. 002±0.001 

0. 0009 

0. 064±0.013 

0. 025±0.007 

0.1 7±0.02 

0. 0004±0.00002 

-

-

0.008±0.002 

0.003 

0. 05±0.01 

0.10±0. 03 

0. 050±0.006 

0. 03±0. 03 

0 .11-0 .02 

0.1 8-0. 04 

3. 4±0. 3 

Exp. 

I I 

0. 004±0. 002 

0. 09±0. 02 

0. 0065±0.0005 

0. 89±0.18 

0. 07±0. 01 

0.1 8±0. 01 

0. 008±0.004 

0. 06±0. 01 

0.01 ±0.007 

0.1 0±0.03 

0.01 t o . 01 

0. 045±0. 007 

3.4±0. 5 

2.1 ±0 .3 

3. 6±0. 7 

1 . 7±0.4 

3. 5±0. 6 

3.4±0. 2 

Exp. 

I l l 

0. 01 5±0. 001 

0. 59±0.04 

0. 042±0.004 

3. 0±0. 4 

0.37±0.10 

0. 40±0. 03 

0.038-0.007 

0.38±0.06 

0. 06±0. 01 

0.4±0.1 

0. 09±0. 02 

0.11 ±0.02 

8. 6 - 1 . 0 

5. 2±0. 9 

11±2 

3.4±0. 9 

11±2 

4. 4±1.0 

Exp. 

IV 

0.12±0.01 

1 . 0±0. 2 

0.1 3±0. 01 

5. 5±0.6 

0.42±0. 06 

1 . 8±0. 2 

0. 37±0.08 

0.71 ±0.1 5 

0.48±0. 07 

0. 80±0.14 

0.41±0. 06 

0.48±0. 06 

16.4±1.6 

1 0 .1±1.3 

18±2 

6.1 ±1.2 

16.5±2 

6. 0±1.2 

Exp. 

V 

0. 78±0.12 

5. 2±0; 7 

0. 55±0.10 

8. 9±1.5 

1. 8±0. 2 

5. 3±0. 8 

1.2±0.1 

1.1 ±0.2 

2. 0±0. 5 

1 . 2±0. 2 

1 . 9±0.3 

1 . 3±0.1 

10.2±1.1 

2. 8±0.6 

9. 6±1. 6 

4 .5±1 .0 

11 . 4±1 . 2 

3.4±0. 8 

Exp. 

V I 

4 .3±1 .4 

7. 5±2.1 

2. 7±0.9 

9.1 ±2 .6 

3. 8±1.2 

7. 0±2. 3 

7. 4±1 . 9 

7.1 ±1 .6 

9. 7±2.3 

3. 7±0.9 

8. 4±1 . 8 

2. 8±0. 8 

31 ±2 

21. 5±1.5 

32±2 

18±3 

34±2 

7. 8±0. 9 

Exp. 

I ' 

0. 0001 

0.0002 

-

0.0008 

0.0006±0.0003 

0. 02±0.01 

0.003 

0. 001 5±0. 001 

0.003 

0.002 

0.003 

0.009±0. 003 

0.007±0.0006 

0. 005±0.001 

0.003±0.0004 

0.005±0.003 

0.004 

0.23±0.07 

The error term i s the SE of the mean of triplicates. All samples were corrected for the background activity found in the 
nearest background plot (cf. table 1). Exp. I' was the regenerated plants in the even-numbered plots in exp. I. The yields 
in the regenerated plots were one order of magnitude lower than those of the other mature plants; we did not try to correct 
for this. 
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Distribution in Mature Crops 

Table 2 shows the grain levels (as per cent of the activity dosed on a 

plot, corrected for decay). Regression analysis of the single nuclides 

yielded the equations: 

%Be = 0.0025 e 0 - 1 1 * (1) 

% Ba = 0. 001 5 e°*1 2 5 t (2) 
0 079t 

%Cd = 0.031 e"'1"5" (3a) 

% Na = 0.1 2t - 1.10 (4a) 

% Sb • 0.1 3t - 1. 61 (5) 

% Cs = 0.1 6t - 0. 33 (6) 

where t is the time in days since the first spraying (exp. I). 

Be and Ba followed exponential equations, while Sb and C s were better 

described by linear expressions. Cd and Na took up intermediate positions. 

All equations showed significant (P ) 99%) or probably significant (P ) 95%) 

linear regression, and the deviations from regression were in no cases s ig

nificant. 

To examine the distribution of the six nuclides within the plant we further 

analysed husks and straw (cf. table 2). To simplify the interpretation of the 

data we used three ratios: Ba/Be, Sb/Cd, and Na/Cs and carried out analy

s is of variance (anova) of the natural logarithms of the three ratios. Our 

hypothesis was that there was no significant difference between the levels of 

two nuclides in a ratio, and that they showed variation neither between plant 

parts (grain, husks, and straw) nor between experiments (II, III—VI). We 

omitted exp. I in the anovas because this experiment was atypical partly on 

account of a significant root uptake of some of the nuclides (see below) and 

partly because the levels were so low that the error on the measurement 

was higher than in the other experiments. 

The anovas showed that the interactions between plant parts and experi

ments for the three ratios were highly significant (P ) 99. 5%). Hence we 

must reject the hypothesis and conclude that the two nuclides in a ratio did 

not behave in a similar way in the plants. Fig. 2 shows how the ratios 

varied. 

Ba/Be. Ba migrated more easily to the grain than Be when the crops 

were contaminated after emergence of the ears. Husks contained lees Ba 

than Be. In straw there was no significant difference between Ba and Be. 

or % Cd = 0. 0565t - 0. 62 (3b) 

or % Na = 0.12 e°* 0 6 7 t (4b) 
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I I • • T B I I • B T V I B B B T V MperilMnt 

Fig. 2. Ba/Be. Sb/Cd, and Na/Cs ratios in mature grain, husks, and straw 
in the six experiments. 

Sb/Cd. Compared with Cd, Sb is translocated to a greater extent to the 
grain from other parts of the plant. Thus grain contained more, straw less, 
Sb than Cd. In husks we found more Sb than Cd in the plots sprayed at an 
early stage of the development (exp. II-IV), while the opposite was the case 
for the last experiments (V and VI). 

Na/Cs. Husks and especially grain contained significantly more Cs than 
Na because C s was translocated to a greater extent than Na to the grain 
(and husks). In straw the Na/Cs ratio decreased with time. This was part
ly due to the above-mentioned preferential translocation of Cs, partly to the 
root uptake of Na from the soil, which played an important role especially 
in the first experiment (cf. below). 

Indirect Contamination 

In experiment I the barley wa * allowed to regenerate on the three plots 
used for initial samples. The regenerated plants were harvested along with 
the other samples. 

The activity levels in these samples were used for an estimate of the 
root (or stem bas a) uptake of the plants in experiment I (cf. table 2). How-
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ever, the yields differed by one order of magnitude between the regenerated 

plants and the other mature plants. It was therefore difficult to get an exact 

estimation of the soil uptake in the not-regenerated plants. From table 2 

we estimate the soil uptake to be significant in exp. I for the Ba, Sb, Be, 

and Na levels, while Cs and Cd primarily came from direct contamination. 

In the other experiments the direct contamination was the dominating factor 

for all nuclides. 

Field Loss: FL 

In 1 970 we found that FL, i. e. the removal of radioactivity from the 

plants by processes other than radioactive decay, could be described by two 

exponential equations. This was also the case in the present study. In the 

first part of the growth period the loss rate was rather fast, and in most 

cases the half-life was less than a week. In the last part of the growth 

period, where the growth rate of the plants is slower, the field loss rate 

was also slower, corresponding to a half-life of approx. three weeks. This 
2i difference in FL was as discussed earlier ' attributed to differences in 

growth rate and morphology at the spraying time. 

As shown in 1 970 ' FL could also be expressed by a linear equation. 

In the calculation of the regression equations shown in fig. 3 we omitted 

exp. V because eleven days after the fifth spraying there was a storm (24 

mm of rain), which we suspected had removed a comparatively large part 

of the freshly deposited activity. The equations in fig. 3 are only valid for 

the period covered by the experiments. 

In the mature total plants we found for all experiments more Cd than 

Cs and Ba, and more Ba than Sb. As the IR was the same for all nuclides, 

we concluded that F L g b ) FLg > F L c d and F L - ) FLC ( J . 

As regards Na it was not possible to ascertain a linear field loss equa

tion. Fig. 3 shows that the FL for Na was approx. 90% in exp. II, HI, and 

IV, while it was only 70% in exp. I and approx. 80% in exp. VI. The rather 

low FL% in exp. I was attributed to the root uptake of Na, which increased 

the Na levels in the mature plants from this exp. , especially in straw, as 

compared with the other nuclides (cf. also fig. 2). 

Generally the field loss in this study was greater than in the 1970 ex

periment. We ascribe this to the greater wash-off of activity from the 

plants this year, where the amount of precipitation during the growth season 

was 153 mm against 86 mm in 1970. 
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Fig. 3. Field loss (FL) as a function of days of weather exposure, i. e. the 
time f»*om the day of spraying until harvest. 

Contamination Model 

The normalized specific activity: N. S. A. is , according to Chamber
lain ', the ratio 

Activity kg" 4ry weight of crop 
Activity deposited day m of ground 

We have for barley grain for nuclide (i) 

64 

f 
-19 

MSA(ij = [J f(xi)dx+ (qjg + 5J2"1 . 23J0.6 • 10~2 , 
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where {(x.^) is per cent of activity in mature grain as given by equations (1 )-

(6); q i g: the activity level (in per cent) in the grain from exp. VI; 0. 6: kg 

gra\n per m ; 1 9, 64, and 23: the intervals in days from germination to 

exp. I, from exp. I to VI, and from exp. VI to harvest respectively; 5: the 

mean level in grain for all nuclides, when the crops are sprayed just before 
1 2) harvest * . We calculated the following NSA values for barley grain: 

Cs:7.4, Na:4.7, Sb:4.1, Cd:2.9, Ba:2.3, andBe:1.9. 

From fall-out measurements in Denmark ' in the period 1 962-68 we 
137 found the NSA for Cs in barley grain to be equal to 7.5, which i s in ac-

1 34 cordance with the experimentally found value given above for Cs. We 

will therefore consider the present experiment applicable to natural condi

tions also as regards the other nuclides. 

Cadmium in Grain 

It might be of special interest to calculate the Cd level in grain from 

the environmental contamination with this nuclide. We have no information 
o\ 

on precipitation levels of Cd in Denmark, but if we use American data ' 
from precipitation collected in New York in 1 970, the daily mean fall-out 

-2 -1 
rate i s 10 | igm day . Hence the Cd concentration in barley grain be
comes: 2. 9 • 10 gg kg" = 0.03 mg Cd kg" ; this i s close to the lower level 

9) found in two barley samples from Germany analysed by Kropf et al. ' i n 

1 968. They found 0.04 and 0. 23 mg Cd kg . However, the levels are hard

ly exclusively due to direct contamination, as Schroeder and Balassa 

have shown that Cd is also taken up by crops from superphosphate in soil. 

For occupational exposure to Cd in air a maximum air concentration 
-3 5) 

value of 0.1 mg m has been adopted '. From studies of wash-out ratios 
90 8) 

for Sr and lead ' we estimated the corresponding concentration in pre

cipitation to be 50 mg Cd 1" . For a mean precipitation rate of 2 mm per 
-2 -1 day in the growth period, the fall-out rate becomes 1 00 mg Cd m day 

and the corresponding grain level 300 mg Cd kg" , In the Japanese case of 
endemic Cd poisoning near Toyama City the rice contained 0 . 4 - 3 . 4 mg Cd 
k g - ' 5». 

-3 
An air concentration of 0.1 mg Cd m is thus not safe when the con

tamination of cereals i s also considered. 
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CONCLUSION 

The initial retention (IR) in growing barley was related to the age rather 

than to the surface figure: g cm" of the plants. The IR in % was nearly 

equal to the age in days of the crops at spraying. 

If the plants were contaminated throughout the growth season Ba, Be, 

and Cd followed nearly the same pattern, and approx. 5% of the activity was 

in the grain, 85% in the straw, and the remainder in the husks. Sb, Na, and 

Cs were translocated to the grain and showed 20, 30, and 40% respectively 

in the grain and 65-50% in the straw. 

The field loss rate for Be, Ba, and Cd corresponded to 3-6 days* half-

life in the first part of the growth period and approx. 25 days in the last 

part. C s and Sb decayed with a half-life of 5-8 days in the first, but 18 

days in the last part of the growth period; FL™ ) FLg ) F L « , and FL„ 

) F L p , . Na was atypical owing to a significant root uptake in the first ex

periments. As compared with last year's study the field loss rate this year 

was nearly two times faster, undoubtedly because the amount of precipitation 

(and thus the wash-off) this time was nearly a factor of two higher than last 

year. 
-2 The study indicated that in the case of a fall-out rate of 10 Kg Cd m 

day - during the growth period, we would expect 0.03 mg Cd kg - barley 

grain from direct contamination. 
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Effects of Nitrogen Nutrition on the Uptake, Distribution, and Chemical 
Binding of Strontium and Calcium in Oat Plants 

by 

Arna J. Andersen 

Agricultural Research Department 

Abstract 

The uptake of added radioactive Sr and Ca increased almost linearly 
with increasing supply of NH.NO, to the soil. The Sr/ Ca ratio varied 
between plant parts, being lower in leaves, glumes, pales and grain than 
in stems and flower stalks. This indicates that discrimination against Sr 

45 relative to Ca occurs during transfer of the two ions from the conducting 
system. The compounds of stronger chemical bindings contained more 

Sr than Ca. This may explain some of the discrimination against Sr 
during the transport of the two ions within the plants, but it cannot account 
for the very low Sr/ Ca ratio obtained in grain with high N supply. An 
active N-dependent discriminatory mechanism is assumed to regulate the 
transfer of Sr and Ca to oat grain. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The occurrence and behaviour of Sr in the biosphere have acquired in

creasing interest since the advent of its long-lived radioactive isotopes 

which are products of nuclear fission. Small quantities of native Sr are 

widely distributed in soi is , plants and animals, where its abundance i s usual

ly compared to that of the homologous element Ca. The extent to which Sr 

can substitute for Ca in plant nutrition and the possibility of Sr toxicity to 

plants have been the main purpose of the "pre-atomic age" studies on the 

behaviour of Sr in the soil-plant system. 

Early investigations by Easelhoff (1893) indicated that Sr substitutes 

for Ca in plants, and Scharrer and Schropp (1 937) reported a slightly stimu

lating effect by partly replacing Ca with Sr, while Walsh (1 945) found that 

Sr could largely replace Ca in the vegetative growth but not in the formation 

of grain in cereals . Symptoms of Sr injury in wheat were described by 

Hurd-Karrer (1937), who found that the toxicity depended en the Sr/Ca ratio 

in the rooting medium. The Sr/Ca ratio in plants was found by Collander 

(1941) to be almost equal to that in the nutrient solution. 

During the last two decades numerous experiments have been carried 

out in order to evaluate various factors affecting the uptake and translocation 

of radioactive Sr relative to that of Ca in plants. It is generally recognized 

that accumulation of Sr and Ca by plants occurs through quite similar pro

cesses . Nevertheless, some discrimination between the two ions may occur 

both during uptake and translocation within the plants (Russel, 1 963). Dis

crimination against Sr relative to Ca in translocation has been shown to be 

due to greater retention of Sr in roots and stems, and consequently the 

Sr/Ca ratio in leaves and seeds may be less than in roots and the external 

rooting medium. 

Plant nutrient supply may change the relative availability of Sr and Ca 

in soils and also the relative rate of translocation within the plants (Ander

sen 1 971). It was shown that increasing supply of nitrogen (N) decreased 

the Sr/Ca ratio in grain relative to that in straw. The objectives of the 

present study were to further elucidate the extent to which N affects the up

take and distribution of Sr and Ca in different parts of oat plants and to 

investigate a possible effect of N on the chemical bindings of Sr and Ca in 

the vegetative part of the oat plants at flowering time, when translocation 

to the grain i s supposed to take place. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The growth conditions were essentially the same as previously described 
85 (Andersen 1971). Increasing amounts of NHL NO, and 5 |i Ci of Sr and 

45 
Ca per kg of soil were mixed into a sandy loam soil taken from the ex

perimental field at Risø. The isotopes were added in a solution of Sr-CaCL 

with a specific activity of 6 mCi Sr/mg Sr and 0. 25 mCi Ca/mg Ca. 

The soil contained about 2 micro-equivalent (neq) Sr per milli-equivalent 

(meq) Ca. Thirty-five seeds of oats (Avena sativa, variety "Stål") were 

sown per pot which were then placed in a randomized block design and daily 

watered with deionized water to 70% of the waterholding capacity. After 

germination the seedlings were thinned out to 28 plants per pot, and at 

flowering time 3 plants per pot were harvested. The remaining 25 plants 

per pot were harvested at maturity. 

Samples of mature straw and grain were taken for the determination of 

the Sr and Ca contents. Five main shoots from different N treatments 
• 35 45 

were used to investigate the Sr and Ca contents in different parts of the 
plants. Straw (stem + leaves) from flowering plants was used to investigate 

85 45 
the chemical bindings of Sr and Ca in the vegetative part of the growing 

plants. 

The method used for investigating the chemical bindings of Sr and Ca 

was the procedure described by Schilling (1960) but in a slightly modified 

form. One gram of plant powder was successively extracted with water, 

0.5 N NaNOo and 1.0 N acetic acid. The chemical bindings of Sr and Ca 

extracted by this technique are assumed to be: free Sr and Ca in the water 

soluble fraction; exchangeable ions in the NaNO« extract; and phosphate 

and carbonate complexes extracted by the acetic acid, while the residue 

contained the insoluble oxalate and metabolically fixed Sr and Ca. 

Radioactivity of plant samples and extracting solutions were determined 
oc 

by use of standard procedures. The Sr was determined by Y-spectrometry 
45 

with a well-type scintillation crystal and the Ca was measured with an end-
window flowcounter. Appropriate corrections for s elf-absorption and activity 
decay were made. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Yield and Uptake of 8 5 Sr and 4 5 Ca 

The effects of increasing supply of NH^NOg on the yield and the uptake 
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of Sr and Ca are presented in fig. 1. Maximum yield was obtained by 
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The uptake of Sr and Ca increased almost linearly with the N supply, 
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section. Small additions of N increased the yield of dry matter more than 
85 45 

the uptake of Sr and Ca, and as a consequence the concentration of the 
two ions decreased. Large N supplies cause the reverse to happen. A 
comparison between fig. 1A and fig. 2B reveals that the decrease in the 

Sr and Ca concentrations coincides with the very steep rise in dry 
matter production. This is in accordance with the general observations of 
the relationship between yield and concentration of a plant nutrient present 
in sufficient amount in the growth medium (Steenbjerg and Jacobsen, 1 963). 
However, the concentration of Sr in grain continued to decrease until the 
maximum yield was obtained by the addition of 4 g N per pot. 

The concentration of Sr in straw was slightly higher than that of Ca 
(fig. 2B), whereas the opposite was found in grain (fig. 2A), which indicates 

o c 

that discrimination against Sr occurred during the translocation of the two 
ions from straw to grain. This discrimination against Sr was apparently 
influenced by N since the Sr/ Ca ratio decreased relatively more in 
grain than it did in straw (fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. Relationships between nitrogen supply and the 8 5Sr/4 5Ca ratio in 
grain and straw. 

The N supply increased the uptake of Ca more than that of Sr 
(fig. IB). Similar effects have been observed in water culture (Andersen, 
1 972), and this fact may indicate that N nutrition affects the ability of oat 
roots to discriminate between Sr and Ca. 
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Distribution of Sr and Ca in Different Plant Parts 

45 The concentration of Ca was 5 - 1 0 times higher in straw than in 
85 grain (fig. 2), and the difference between the concentrations of Sr in straw 

and grain became even greater because the concentration in grain continued 

to decrease with the N supply up to 4 g per pot. The Sr and Ca con

centrations were measured in twelve separate plant parts sampled from each 

of two N treatments. Samples of stems.leaves.flowerstalkSjglumes.pales and 

grain were obtained by cutting the plants into fractions as indicated in table 1. 

The concentrations of both ions varied considerably between different plant 

parts. The highest concentrations were found in leaves, flower stalks, and 
85 45 

glumes. The older leaves contained more Sr and Ca than the younger 

(top) leaves. This trend was opposite to that in stems, where the concen

tration increased from the base to the top sections and flower stalks. In

crease of the N supplies caused the Sr and Ca concentrations in all 

plant parts to rise except in the grain and pales. 

Table 1 

85 45 
Effects of nitrogen nutrition on the concentrations of Sr and Ca 
and on the Sr/ Ca ratios in different parts of oat plants. Radio-

activity expressed as nCi per g of dry plant material 

Plant parts 

Grain 

Pales 

Glumes 

Flower stalk 

x) 1 Leaf 

2 Leaf 

3 Leaf 

4 Leaf 

x) 1. Stem internode 

2. Stem internode 

3. Stem internode 

4. Stem internode 

' 5 . 8 

1.5 
3.5 

1 7.8 

26.8 

16.2 

22.3 

28.5 

39.0 

18.3 

12.1 

7.3 

5.3 

Nitrogen 

3 .0 

hr 

0.86 

2.6 

22.0 

35.5 

28.7 

35.6 

40 .5 

44.7 

18.2 

16.6 

11.4 

9.1 

supply. 

1.5 

d 
1.7 
7.4 

33.0 

16.4 

24.5 

31.6 

35.2 

47.5 

7.1 

4 .8 

3.4 

2.9 

g N per pot 

3.0 

Ca 

1.6 

6.9 

45.6 

22.4 

44.9 

49.7 

48.7 

55.6 

8.6 

8.6 

7.0 

4 .0 

1.5 3 .0 
8 5 S r / 4 5 C a 

0.88 

0.47 

0.54 

1.63 

0.66 

0.71 

0.81 

0.82 

2.6 

2 .5 

2.1 

1.8 

0.54 

0.38 

0.48 

1.58 

0.64 

0.72 

0.83 

0.80 

2.1 

1.9 

1.6 

2.3 

x) Numbered from the top. 
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The ""Sr/^Ca ratios (table 1) vary between plant parts being higher 

than one in stem sections and flower stalks and lower than one in leaves, 

glumes, pales, and grain. The ratio in stem sections increased from base 

to top, which may be explained as a result of a continued preferential trans-
45 port of Ca to leaves. This will necessarily result in a relative increase 

of Sr in stems. The discrimination between Sr and Ca during trans

port from steins to leaves was apparently not influenced by the N nutrition 

since the Sr/ Ca ratio did not change in leaves by the increase of the N 

supply. During translocation of the two ions to glumes, pales, and grain 
AS 

the N supply seems to increase the discrimination against Sr since the 
85 45 

Sr/ Ca ratios decreased. 
85 45 

Chemical Bindings of Sr and Ca 
85, 

Increase of the N supplies increased all the chemical fractions of Sr 

and Ca determined in oat straw sampled at the flowering stage (fig. 4). 

ADDED, g N/pol 

Fig. 4. Chemical bindings of 85Sr and 45Ca in atraw (atem + leaves) of 
flowering oat plante grown in pot experiment with increasing supply of 
nitrogen. Note the scale differences. 
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85 45 
Less Sr than Ca occurred in the water soluble form, while the oppo
site was found in the acid soluble and in the undissolved residue, and almost 
equal amounts of the two ions were found in the exchangeable fractions. The 
85 

Sr content in acid soluble plus insoluble form varied between 11% and 1 5% 
45 while the content of Ca in these fractions amounted to only 6% to 9% of the 

total amount present in the straw. 
The differential chemical bindings of Sr and Ca can be evaluated 

from the Sr/ Ca ratios shown in table 2. The data demonstrate the pre-
ferential accumulation of Sr in compounds of stronger chemical bindings. 
This is in good agreement with the result obtained by Ringoet and de Zeeuw 
(1968) for oats at the flowering stage. Since the ions translocated may be 
assumed primarily to occur in water soluble form, the low Sr/ C a ratios 

A C 

in this fraction may explain some of the discrimination against Sr relative 
to Ca, which occurs during transfer of the two ions to grain. The Sr/ 
45 

Ca ratio of all the chemical fractions decreased with increasing N supply, 
which accords with the results obtained for mature plants (fig. 3). The ratio 
in mature grain (fig. 3) decreased appreciably more by the N supply than 
did the ratio in the water soluble fraction (table 2). This may indicate the 
presence of an N-dependent discriminatory mechanism which selectively 
transfers Ca in preference of Sr to the grain. 

Table 2 

Effects of nitrogen nutrition on the Sr/ Ca ratios in fractions of 
different chemical bindings in straw of oats sampled at flowering time 

Added 
g N/pot 

0 
0.5 

1.0 

2.0 

3 .0 

4 .0 

5.5 

S .E. 

Water 
soluble 

0.81 

0.82 

0.76 

0.69 

0.72 

0.69 

0.74 

t o . 04 

Exchangeable 

1.25 

1.05 

0.96 

0.83 

0.83 

0.80 

0,81 

t o . 07 

Acid 
soluble 

1.5 

2.0 

1.4 

1.2 

1.6 

LI 

1.1 
t o . 09 

1 

Insoluble 

1.5 

1.4 

1.1 
1.2 

1.2 

0.9 

0.9 

to. 3 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Increasing supply of NH.NOg to oats grown in a pot experiment in
creased the uptake of added Sr and Ca almost linearly. The uptake 

45 85 
of Ca was stimulated more by the N supply than was the uptake of Sr, 

O C AC O C 

and consequently the Sr/ C a ratio in the plants decreased. The Sr/ 
45 

Ca ratio varied between plant parts being lower in leaves, glumes, pales 
and grain than in stems and flower stalks. This indicates that discrimina-

Q C AC 

tion against Sr relative to Ca occurs during transfer of the two ions 
from the conducting system. Nitrogen supply increased this discrimination 

QC 

against Sr during the transfer of the two ions to the grain. Relatively 
45 85 

more Ca than Sr was present in a water soluble form and consequent-
oc 

ly the compounds of stronger chemical bindings contained more Sr than 
45 85 

Ca. This may cause some discrimination against Sr during the trans

port of the two ions within the plants, but it cannot explain the very low 
85 45 Sr/ Ca ratio obtained in grain with increasing N supply. An active, 
N-dependent discriminatory mechanism apparently regulates the transfer 
of Sr and Ca to the grain. 
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Spectra of Turbulence in the Atmospheric Surface Layer 

by 

Niels E. Busch and Søren E. Larsen 

Physics Department 

Abstract 

Measurements of velocity components and temperature were performed 
at 5. 66 metres over flat and uniformly rough terrain by means of hot-wire 
and cold-wire techniques. Twenty-five one-hour long runs were analysed 
in terms of power spectra and cross spectra. 

Velocity spectra are presented in the frame work of Monin-Obuchov 
similarity. Over the entire frequency interval, i. e. 0. 001 - 200 cps, the 
spectra are well organized according to hydrostatic stability. The most im
portant scale length appears to be X , the wave length at which nS (n), the 
logarithmic spectrum of vertical velocity, has its peak. The wave length 
X decreases monotonically as the hydrostatic stability increases. In in
different density stratification X. is 1.8 times the height of observation. 

For wavelengths X such that V ^ m ~ °-0 5 5* m e spectra behave accord
ing to the concept of local isotropy. 

Irrespective of density stratification the ratio S /S between the verti
cal and the longitudinal velocity spectra is a function of n X / u only. When 
plotted against nXm/u, the ratio S /S exhibits two branches with one branch 
pertaining to stable and the other to unstable density Stratification. This in
dicates important differences between the flows in slightly stable and slight
ly unstable atmospheres, the shift from the one flow structure to the other 
being abrupt and not gradual. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Micrometeorological field experiments of a complexity that would have 
been impossible a decade ago are now feasible thanks to recent technological 
developments. Such programmes are now producing increasingly precise 
and reliable data of value to atmospheric science and to those concerned with 
processes, activities, and structures in the atmospheric boundary layer. 

Despite the advances in measurement and analysing techniques, the ex
perimental and theoretical difficulties connected with investigations of tur
bulent shear flows in density-stratified media are so formidable that it ap
pears prudent to seek out the simplest possible, nontrivial class of such 
flows. Therefore the concept of stationary, horizontally homogeneous tur
bulence with steady, plane-parallel mean flow was developed. 

This is obviously a type of flow which is impossible to realize in a strict 
sense - especially on a rotating earth. Nevertheless, in limited heights 
over terrain which is uniformly rough and flat, the idealized flows may be 
closely approximated by the actual flows provided that the external pressure 
field is weak, and that the effects of radiative and latent heat transfer can 
be neglected. 

In the summer of 1 968 the meteorology group of the Danish AEC partici
pated in a micrometeorological experiment conducted by the Air Force Cam
bridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL) over the plains of southwestern 
Kansas (Haugen et al., 1971). The aim of this experiment was to obtain 
comprehensive sets of measurements of wind and temperature structure 
over a flat, uniform terrain so that the hypotheses associated with the ideal
ized concepts mentioned previously could be tested experimentally. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some of the results derived from 
an extensive analysis of twenty-five sets of measurements taken by the Risø 
group. Each set consists of one-hour long runs during which all three vel
ocity components and air temperatures were measured at a height of 5.66 m 
above the ground and recorded by FM methods. A fuller description of the 
instrumentation, method of analysis, and results is soon to be published. 

INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION 

The sensor arrangement used by the Risø group in the 1 968 Kansas ex
periment consisted of three hot wires and one cold wire for measurements 
of fluctuating wind velocities and temperatures respectively. All the wires 
were 5 pm tungsten wires with an active length of 1.25 mm. The hot wires 
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were operated in constant temperature mode using DISA 55D05 anemometers 
whose outputs were linearized before the signals were recorded. The cold-
wire temperature measurements were performed with a DISA 55D01 anem
ometer coupled as a constant current anemometer with a very small probe 
current. 

Two of the hot wires were arranged in an X-configuration on a fast re
sponding, slightly subcritically damped wind vane with a distance constant 
of 1.4 m/cycle. If we assume that the vane turns the X-wires into the plane 
of the instantaneous wind, the corresponding vertical and total horizontal 
wind components may be determined from the linearized anemometer outputs. 

The position of the va±ie was recorded by means of a precision potentiom
eter attached to the shaft of the vane. This system allows determination of 
all three velocity components, u, v, and w. The longitudinal component u 
is the component in the direction of the horizontal mean vector- wind; v and 
w are the lateral and vertical wind components respectively. 

The sluggish response of the vane to changes of wind direction affects, 
to some extent, the accuracy with which rapid wind fluctuations can be meas
ured. It can be shown that within the frequency range used in this study, the 
u and w components are only insignificantly modified by the vane response, 
whereas the v component suffers a severe frequency cut-off at frequencies 
of the order of or greater than the natural frequency. Thus, wave lengths 
of the order of, or smaller than, the distance constant are attenuated. 

The third hot wire was stationary and aligned vertically. Hence it 
provided an independent check of the total horizontal wind as measured by 
means of the rotating X-wires. The cold wire was also stationary. Both 
stationary wires were located a few centimetres in front of and below the 
X-wires. 

In this paper we shall discuss only results derived from the analysis of 
the signals from the vane-X-wire system. 

The entire analysis of the recorded signals was carried out on an EAJ 
680 analogue computer. In principle the procedure had two stages. The 
first was a coordinate transformation of the measured velocities and direc-
tione into a Cartesian coordinate system with the z-axis vertically upwards 
and the x-axis in the direction of the mean wind, which was defined as the 
horizontal mean vector-wind averaged over the hour-long duration of the 
run. The second stage involved computation of covariances and cross-
covariances, power spectra, cospectra, and quadrature spectra. The spec
tral analyses were performed by means of active band-pass filters according 
to the principles laid out by Larsen (! 971). 
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Owing to its finite length a hot wire does not exhibit a perfect cosine 
response, and thus it does not measure exactly the wind component in the 
plane perpendicular to the wire. Particularly for wires which are slanted 
with respect to the mean wind direction, the deviations from the cosine 
response must be taken into account. In the present work we employed an 
adaptation of the correction method suggested by Champagne et al. (1 967). 

SIMILARITY THEORIES 

From considerations based on the Bonssinesq approximate equations of 
motion and entropy, it follows that in stationary, horizontally homogeneous 
turbulence of the type discussed in the introduction the vertical fluxes of 
momentum and heat must be constant. In high Reynolds number turbulence, 
the molecular contributions to the fluxes can be neglected, so that the fric
tion velocity u» = V -u'w1, the temperature flux 8'w1, and the buoyancy 
parameter g/T may be taken as characteristic scaling quantities. Primes 
denote deviations from the mean, 6 is the potential temperature, g accelera
tion due to gravity, and T is the dry-adiabatic temperature profile in °K. 
Over-bars denote averaging. 

The idea that certain properties of the mean flow should depend only on 
the height of observation and the three scaling parameters is due to Obuchov 
(1 946), who together with Monin presented the first experimental evidence in 
1954. The 1 968 Kansas experiment essentially confirmed these ideas (Hau-
gen et a l . , 1 971, Businger et a l . , 1 971). 

Extension of the Monin - Obuchov similarity reasoning to velocity spectra 
leads to 

H P (X) 
- £ - - = Hp(xz, L ) ; p = u,v,w, (1) 

x being the wave number, P*(H) the spectral energy densities, and L the 
Monin - Obuchov stability length 

k g W 

u * T o 
L = - 2 - . (2) 

The minus sign and the von Karman constant k have been introduced in ac
cordance with common usage. 
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Eq. 1 should be valid only over a res t r ic ted wave number region. At 

large wave numbers where the main par t of the viscous dissipation takes 

place, the spectra must show an explicit dependence on viscosity. Unavaid-

able effects from nonstationarity and la rge-sca le inhomogeneities set a lower 

wave number limit below which Monin - Obuchov similar i ty cannot be ex

pected. 

Busch and Panofsky (1 968) and Busch et al. (1 968) found that the vert ical 

velocity spectra obey the Monin - Obuchov similari ty theory up to a height of 

about 50 m, whereas considerable uncertainty exists concerning to what ex

tent the longitudinal and la tera l velocity spec t ra follow similari ty laws (see 

also Fichtl and McVehil, 1 970). Recent analyses based on experimental 

data from the 1 968 Kansas experiment (Kaimal et a l . , 1 971) show that such 

laws a re indeed applicable over a wide wave number range, if the te r ra in i s 

sufficiently homogeneous. 

In any case , i t is obvious that if an iner t ia l subrange exists , and the 

vert ical velocity spectrum obeys s imilar i ty laws, then the two remaining 

energy spectra must comply with the same scaling at least in this region. 

On the basis of the concept of local isotropy and the assumption of in

compressible flow, in conjunction with the assumption that the shape of the 

energy spectra is uniquely determined by the viscosity v and the ra te of 

kinetic energy dissipation c, it may be shown that the one-dimensional en-

e gy spectra must have the form (see e. g. Batchelor, 1 953) 

Pp(H) - (v5e)1 /4 Ep [ M v 3 / * ) 1 / 4 ] , (3) 

where EQ represents universal functions related by 

E = E (4) 

w v x ' 
and 

3 E M 
E (y) » i C E „ ( y ) - y - J i — ] . (5) 

w iy/ - 7 L *u\yi - y —3 

In the inertial subrange the spectra are not explicitly controlled by 

viscosity, which by dimensional arguments leads to 

Pp(H) = ap * 2 / 3 n " 5 / 3 , (6) 

or by application of the Monin - Obuchov scaling to 
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Ur' 3* '<2/3 <,2,"2/3- '" 
By virtue of the similarity assumption the nondimensional rate of dis

sipation 

\mlS§ • W 

is u function of the stability parameter z/L only. 
By means of Taylor's hypothesis in the form 

* s r (9> 
u 

where n is the frequency in cycles per unit time (x in cycles/unit length), 
and u is the mean wind speed, the wave number spectra may be converted 
into frequency spectra such that 

KP.(K) = nSg(n). (10) 

The reduced frequency becomes 

All velocity spectra are defined such that 

J s p ( n ) d n = c2
p, (12) 

o 

2 
o a being the velocity variances. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

On the basis of the discussion above we suggest that the velocity spectra 
may be written 

^IT s Kp 4/3 »c 2 / 3 «p<* L> F p W > <13> 
u * p * u, v, w 
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where 
Kg are universal constants 

K_ is a scaling factor which is a function of z / L only and equal to 

unity in neutral stratification (i. e. z / L = 0) 

F„ integrate logarithmically to unity and give the shapes of the 

spectra in neutral stratification 

go are equal to unity in neutral stratification and for reduced 

frequencies bigger than some critical value. 

Once the functions F a have been determined, the values of Ka can be 
P P 

obtained easily. The values obtained for the longitudinal and vertical 
spectra were (see Appendix for details) 

*u 5.11 and K. 
w 

1.51 (14) 

With the regions of the w-spectra over which g__(f, z /L) is supposed 

to be unity and with an analytical expression for F^. machine computations 

provided least-square fitted values of K« and f for each spectrum. When 

the K,-values were used on the u-spectra, a similar procedure involving an 

analytical expression for F readily gave values for ? . 

In figs. 1 and 2 

n Sp(n) 

yv /u! 8 ^^^ p = u'w (15) 

are plotted against x = K»f. The twenty-five runs were divided into the five 

stability categories displayed in table I. 

Table I 

Strongly unstable 

Moderately unstable 

Near neutral 

Moderately stable 

Strongly stable 

No. of runs 

5 

5 

7 

5 

3 

(z/L) . ' 'mm 

-0.53 

-0.16 

-0.11 

0.040 

0.20 

WL)m a X 

-0.24 

-0.11 

0.032 

0.13 

0.82 
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Fig. 1. The normalised w-apectra plotted against K^ns/n and grouped In 
stability categories. 
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Fig. 2. The normalised u-speetra plotted against Kjox/u and grouped In 
stability categories. 
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For 0.1 *• x = K.,f * 120 the standard deviations around Fm and F„ are 
6 and 8 per cent respectively. For x ( 0.1 the points are systematically 
stratified according to thermal stability. Obviously g and e are not 
significantly different from unity for x ) 0.1. 

Since the peak of the logarithmic w-spectrum nS (n) is at x ) 0.1, one 
may interpret K, ~ f N/fm» where f_N is the location of the peak in hydro-
statically neutral atmosphere, and f is the actual location. 

Fig. 3 displays the scaling factor K» versus z/L. • and *> are 
plotted against z/L in fig. 4. The empirical variation of »£ with stability 
suggested by Wyngaard and Coté (1 971) is also shown. 

i i i •——i 1 i i i • l t > » X/L 
.1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 

Hf. 3. Tb* maling tmeXar Kg plotted agalnftt x/L. 
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Fig. 4. ? t w and » ^ plotted against z/L and compared with the analytical 
expression proposed by AFCRL. 

Vertical Velocity Spectra in Neutral Air 

The neutral spectrum of the vertical velocity is described quite well by 

n S In) w U 5 f / f m N 
(1 + 2 . 0 4 f / f m N ) 5 / 3 w 

(16) 

with f mN 
0. 55 and a corresponding maximum value of 0. 33. The function 

G_(f) was introduced in order to eliminate a slight but systematic deviation 
Iff 

G is always equal to or bigger than unity. from the simpler expression. 
Its maximum value occurs for f ~ 1.35 and is equal to 1.16. G contributes 
approximately 5 per cent of the total energy and may be neglected for practi
cal purposes. If it is neglected, the peak frequency is reduced to f N ~ 0.4, 
and the expression for the vertical spectrum reads 

n Sw(n) M 4 1 / f m N 
0 + 1 .5f / f m N ) B7T 07) 

in agreement with the spectrum proposed by Busch et al. (1968) for spectra 
measured at Brookhaven National Laboratory. However, they report f N ~ 
0.3. Notethat Kw = (o^u , ) for neutral stratification. Buschetal. (1970) 

found (°w/u#) 2 . 1.48 in agreement with the value 1.51 suggested here. 
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The spectra compiled by Kaimal et al. (1 971) and measured by means 
of sonic anemometers at three heights (5. 66, 11.3, and 22. 6) agree well 
Math eq. 16 except for very low frequencies, where they are about 40 per 
cent lower. The discrepancy is probably not significant. 

In the inertial subrange the spectrum has the form given by eq. 7. For 
f—*0 the suggested form is 

n S (n) 
^— = Bf. (18) 

u * 

Table II summarizes characteristics of some vertical velocity spectra. 
All the results are based upon direct measurements of spectra and friction 
velocities. 

Table II 

1. Kaimal et al . , 1971 

2. Busch and Panofsky 
1968 

3. Busch et al., 1968 

4. Present study 

Average -max. deviation 

tør 
1.51 

1.67 

1.48 

1.61 

1.54 

t 0.13 

aw 2/3 
? / 8 % 

0.391 

0.388 

^0.345 

0.394 

0.380 

t o . 035 

B 

2.1 

3.4 

^ 5 . 0 

3.5 

3.5 

t l . 5 

mN 

0.56 

0.32 

^ 0 . 3 

0.55 

0.43 

to .13 

nSw(n) 

* max 

0.38 

0.43 

y 0.32 

0.33 

0.37 

t o . 06 

For lines 2 and 3 in table II the low values for f „ » are almost certainly 
due to contamination from unstable cases used in the averaging procedure. 
Although some of the differences displayed in table II may be real, we be
lieve that to a large extent they reflect experimental difficulties and differ
ences in data reduction procedures. 
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Longitudinal Velocity Spectra in Neutral Air 

The neutral spectrum of the longitudinal velocity is approximated well 

by 

n Su(n) 

u,. 
0.56 [ : 

mN 
(1 + 2. 04 

*mN 
) ] 

-1/3 
GUW . 0 9) 

where f N = 0. 55 is the reduced frequency at which the vertical velocity 

spectrum has its peak. Eq. 1 9 has its peak at f - 0.047 with a maximum 

value of 0. 97 (see Appendix for details). 

For f * 0.1 G (f) may be neglected for all practical purposes. In this 

region it is always greater than or equal to unity and smaller than 1.11, the 

maximum value occurring at f ~ 1.35. 

Table III compares characteristics of the longitudinal spectra in neutral 

air summarized by Kaimal et al. (1 971) with those reported here. The 

agreement i s indeed very good. For f * 0. 005 the analytical expression 

for the neutral u-spectrum given by Kaimal et al. differs at the most by 10 

per cent from eq. 1 9. The major difference between the two expressions i s 

that eq. 19 implies 

n Su(n) 

u. 
8.49 f .1/2 

as 0. 

whereas Kaimal et al. find 

(20) 

n Su(n) 
— £ ^ 105 f 

< 

as f—»O. 

Table III 

(21) 

Kaimal et al., 1 971 

Present study 

CA2 

4.72 

5.11 

°U 2/3 

0.305 

0.295 

mu 

0.06 

0.047 

n Su(n) 
2 

u * max 

1.01 

0.97 
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The two asymptotes yield curves that cross at f ~ 0.0066. Thus both 
in the w- and the u-spectra our measurements yield more energy at low 
frequence os than those performed by AFCRL. 

Ratios of Spectra and Isotropy 

Eqs. 4, 5, and 6 imply that if local isotropy is reached at the small-
scale end of the spectra, and if an inertial subrange exists, then in the 
inertial subrange the ratios of the spectra should attain the values 

Sw(n)/Su(n) = 4/3 and S w /S y = 1 . (22) 

From eq. 13 and the Appendix it follows that the ratio between the w-
and the u-spectra may be written 

s ,„,/s ,„> - * (2-°4f/W4/3 ^ l ' ° ^ - W / W .... s> , /s»<i" • * „+2.o4f/fm)^ - ^ n , <v°-b5'/w • (23> 

where f is the reduced frequency at which the logarithmic w-spectrum 
has its peak. 

In neutral stratification g = g = 1, and hence 

4 (2.04 l / f m ) 4 / 3 G (0.55 tlJm) 

V>/Su<»> - 5 4/i. WMWJ- <M> 
* ' m' 

For all stratifications and for Kg f * 0. t , i. e. f/fm fc 0.18, we may 

neglect Gw/Gu . Furthermore g^Jg^ = 1, so 

V n > „ 4 (2.04 f / f m ) 4 / 3 

S u W * (1 + 2.04 f / f m ) 4 / 3 ' 

In figs. 5a and b the measured ratios S (n)/S (n) are plotted versus 
x - Kg f B 0.55 f/fm. The curve in the figures is the one given by eq, 24. 
To the left in figure 5a is also shown the values of (4/3) (q> w / » u) ' , i . e. 
the values of Sw /Su obtained for f - » when the individual spectra are 
smoothed by least-square fits to the analytical expressions given in the Ap
pendix. 
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Fig. 5a. The measured ratios Sw(n)/Su(n) plotted against Kjiw/u. The 
rattos of the smoothed spectra, Sw(n)/Su(n), in the inertial subrange arc 
also plotted against s/L. 
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Fig. 5b. The measured ratios Sw(n)/Su(n) plotted against k^ns/u. 
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Fig. 6 displays the ratio Sw(n)/Sv(n) plotted against Kgf, and in fig. 7 
the uw - cospectra are shown normalized by the variance of the vertical 
velocity component. 

The approximate lower limit for a 4/3 ratio between S (n) and Su(n) 
appears to be K,f =10. The ratio S__/S behaves in such a way that a 
value equal to unity is to be expected for l^f =10. At K,f =10 the logarith
mic cospectra are going steeply towards zero and have values about two 
orders of magnitude smaller than their peak values. Hence we conclude that 
isotropy is reached for ¥LA * 10, and that an inertial subrange exists in 
which the spectra behave according to eqs. 4, 5, and 6. 

If we assume that the upper limit for an inertial s. brange is 

*d • V d • S rfr- • (26) 

2 * 10i) 
3 1/4 where ij = (v /c) ' is the Kolmogorov scale (see e.g. Pond et aL, 1966), 

then we may write 

3/4 

*d"0'nK2'l,é(—) • (27) 

By means of eq. 27 it was found that x . was approximately 330 in the 
most unstable case, 240 in a typical near-neutral case, and 30 in the most 
stable case. The % -values vary from 8 to 52 cm/s . Hence we should 
expect only a decade or so of inertial subrange. Over very smooth terrain 
or over water, in which cases u» is small, an inertial subrange may not 
exist at all. This of course does not exclude the possible existence of local 
isotropy at high wave numbers, but it leads to difficulties concerning the 
proper choice of scaling parameters. 

Inspection of fig. 5 reveals that the ratios S (n)/S (n) are closely ap
proximated with eq. 24 for all stabilities. There is no apparent stratifica
tion of the points according to z/L. The standard deviation of the relative 
deviations is 19 per cent, This result implies that the functions g__(f, r ) 
and gff, j) must be equal throughout the frequency domain considered, 
and that for a fixed (f/*m) the energy ratio is independent of z/L. 

Sw(n)/Su(n) = 1 for Kjf = 1, and hence f = 1/Kg is the reduced fre
quency at which the u-spectrum crosses through the w-spectrum. 

The behaviour of Sw(n)/Sy(n) as displayed in fig. 6 is somewhat dif
ferent. For Kjf » 0 . 1 the points agree fairly well. For Kgf - 0.4 we 
find S w /S y - 1, which means that the w-spectra and the v-spectra cross 
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Fig. 6. The measured ratios Sw(n)/Sy(n) plotted against Kgiiz/u. 
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each other at f ~ 0 .4 /K 2 with the v-spect ra approaching the w-spectra 

from below at higher wave numbers . 

For Kjf ( 0.1 the points branch out with the upper branch pertaining 

to stable and the lower to unstable situations. This indicates a distinct dif

ference between the flow regimes in stable and unstable stratification with 

an abrupt change from one to the other which i s pr imari ly observed through 

the behaviour of the v-spectrum. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Within the accuracy of measurement , the one-dimensional velocity 

spect ra in the surface boundary layer seem to conform with the Monin -

Obuchov similari ty hypothesis over a wide wave number range. The most 

important scaling parameter appears to be X. , the wave length at which 

the logarithmic spectrum of vert ical velocity has i ts peak. The rat io K2 = 

\ /X. N between X. and its value under hydrostatically neutral conditions 

i s a monotonically decreasing function of the stability parameter z /L . 
nz For reduced frequencies f = •=— such that K„f - 0 . 1 , the normalized 

velocity spectra can be described by 

n Sfl(n) 2 / „ 
1 — = Kp(K2 q>B P ' * F p (K2f); p = u, v, w, (28) 

u * 

whei e the K„ a re "universal" constants, and the F a(y) a re "universal" 

functions describing the shapes of the spectra in neutral stratification. 

For K2f ) 10 local isotropy i s reached. The spectra follow -5 /3- laws , 

as they should according to Kolmogorov's hypotheses leading to the concept 

of an inert ial subrange, and the spectra l rat ios have their proper values. 

For K2f ( 0.1 the shapes of the spectra show a marked dependence on 

hydrostatic stability. It is suggested that the transit ion from stable to un

stable stratification causes an abrupt change of the low-frequency par t of 

the flow field. In both the regimes the spectra l rat ios S (n)/S (n) and 

S (n)/Sv(n) a re functions of Kgf only. 
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APPENDIX 

The shapes of the neutral u- and w-spectra were determined as follows. 

The normalized, near-neutra l spectra were plotted against the reduced 

frequency in doubly logarithmic plots. Smooth curves were drawn to that 

they either separated the stable spectra from the unstable ones o r were 

mean curves where no separation of the points according to thermal stabil i

ty was obvious. 

Then analytical expressions were constructed which resembled the 

curves as closely as possible. Hence the expressions given below fit the 

high-frequency par t of the near -neut ra l spectra , separa te stable from un

stable spectra in the low-frequency end, and integrate logarithmically to 

unity. 

For the vert ical velocity spectrum we found 

where 

1 for x * x' = 0. 2 

Gw(x) -< 
exp {0.11 In2 | , exp {-0. 274 In2 §,}} for x * x ' = 0 .2 . 

F (x) has i ts maximum at x = 0. 55 with F = 0 . 22. For x — » 
w wmax we obtain 

Fw(x) - A w x " 2 / 3 with A w » 0.26. (A2) 

For the longitudinal velocity spectrum we found 

•1/3 

where 

Fu(x) = 0.0894 [x(1 + 3. 74 x ) ] ~ 1 / d Gu(x) (A3) 

( f r r ) 5 / 6 exp {1 - ( 4 , ) 5 / 6 } for x - x" = 0.1 

^ exp {0.0763 I n 2 4 - exp {-0.274 In2 ^ }} for x * x' = 0.2 
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F (x) has its maximum at x = 0.047 with F = 0.1 9. For x - oo 
u umax we obtain 

-2/3 F u(x) - A u x " ' / ° with A u = 0.058. (A4) 

F r o m eqs. 7, 13, A2, and A4 it follows that 

a a 

'** = 7T273 = 5 J 1 and Kw = ~r&* = U5] (A5) 

V AwK 

where we have used the value for the von Karman constant k = 0. 35 found 

in Kansas (Businger et a l . , 1 971). Fo r the Kolmogorov constants we have 
4 

inser ted a = w a = 0 . 1 4 6 corresponding to a value a = 0. 5 for the 

longitudinal Kolmogorov constant when wave numbers a re in radians per 

unit length (Kaimal et a l . , 1 971). 
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Investigation of the NHg Radical Produced by Pulse Radiolysis 

of Ammonia in Aqueous Solution 

by 

Palle B. Pagsberg 

Abstract 

Hydroxyl radicals react with ammonia to form NH„ radicals with a rate 
8 - 1 - 1 • 

constant k = 1.0 x 10 M s . The ammonium ion i s inert toward hydroxyl 
radicals. The NH0 radical has a very weak absorption band at 530 nm with 

-1 -1 a band width of 200 nm and an extinction coefficient of 81 M cm . The 

spectral properties of the visible absorption band and the ultraviolet bands 

occurring simultaneously indicate that NH„ radicals form charge transfer 

complexes with solvent and solute molecules. Hydrazine is formed with a 

maximum yield G = 2. 7 by dimerization of NH9 radicals, the rate constant 
9 - 1 - 1 being 2k = 4 . 4 x 1 0 M s . Hydroxy lamine is formed with a yield which 

goes through a maximum and a minimum with increasing ammonia concen

tration. The more important reaction at low ammonia concentrations i s NH„ 

+ OH - NH2OH with the rate constant k = 9. 5 x 10 9 M"1 s"1 . At high am

monia concentrations G(N2H4) = 2. 7 and G(NH2OH) = 0. 7, indicating that 

hydrogen peroxide is the precursor of the excess oxidation yield. It seems 

possible that the stoichiometric reaction H 2 0 2 + NHg - NH2OH + H 2 0 may 

proceed by a chain reaction with the radical NHOH as a chain carrier. The 

reactivity of NH2 radicals toward H 2 0 2 , 0 2 , N2H4, and NH2OH was inves

tigated. The decay of NH„ changed into pseudo first-order kinetics in the 
7 - 1 1 presence of H 2 0 2 and 0 2 , corresponding to k(NH2 + H 2 0 2 ) = 9 x 1 0 M s 

and k(NH2 + Og) = 3 x 10 M" s" , whereas the decay remained unchanged 

in the presence of N2H4 and NH2OH. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There i s a pronounced difference between pulse radiolysis and steady-

state radiolysis of ammonia in aqueous solution as far as the observable 

stable products are concerned. In their work on the action of X-rays on 

ammonia in aqueous solution Rigg, Scholes, and Weiss ' reported the ab

sence of oxidation products in evacuated solutions, whereas nitrite was 

formed in the presence of oxygen. In the present pulse radiolysis work 

high yields of hydrazine and hydroxylamine were found, and the kinetics of 

the NH, radical and the OH radical were studied spectrophotometrically to 

obtain the absolute rate constants of the reactions involved. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental work was started at Risø, but a major part of the 

pulse radiolytic investigations were performed during the author's stay at 

the Argonne National Laboratory. The pulse radiolysis instrumentations 
2 3) used at the two laboratories have been described previously * '. The dose 

rates applied in the present work were 1 - 1 0 krads/us, and the duration of 

the electron pulses 0 . 4 - 2 PB. An optical path length of 8 cm gave optical 

densities of the NH2 band of the order of 0.03, detectable with a signal to 

noise ratio of about 100. The total r i se time of the detection system was 

80 ns. The ferrocyanide system which has been investigated by Rabani and 
4) 

Matheson was used as a convenient instant dosimeter. The dose was cal
culated from the absorbance of the ferricyanide band observed at the end of 

the electron pulse. The extinction coefficient of ferricyanide is 1000 M~ 
-1 3 -cm at 420 nm, and it was assumed that G(Fe(CN)e ) = G - + G~„ for 

o e aq UJH 

a dosimeter consisting of 1 mM K<Fe(CN)g, 25 mM N„0, and about 0.1 mM 

Oo- In this system N«0 converts e" into OH which in turn oxidizes fer

rocyanide. The oxygen is added to remove H atoms which would otherwise 

react with the ferricyanide formed. The determination of the yields of 

hydrazine and hydroxylamine was carried out by colorimetric standard 
5 6) methods ' '. The methods were tested on mixtures of N2H4 and NH2OH 

which gave results identical with those of the pure standards. It was also 

found that the presence of 50 mM H 2 0 2 did not interfere with the analysis. 

The analysis of NHgOH was found to be l ess reliable when ammonia was 

added in concentrations above 10 mM. The formation of indooxine was 

slower, and the absorbance reading was observed to increase very slowly. 
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RESULTS 

The fate of NH, radicals produced by pulse radiolysis of ammonia in 
aqueous solution was deduced from the radiolytic yields combined with the 
information obtained by kinetic spectroscopy. The reactions taking place 
in nitrous-oxide-saturated solutions are 

e~ aq 

OH 

OH 

OH 

NH2 

H 2 ° 2 

NHOH 

NHOH 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

N 2 0 

OH 

NHg 

NH2 

NH2 

NH2 

NH3 

C 

-

-̂  

-

^ 

^ 

-

-

-* 

OH + 

H 2 ° 2 

NH2 + 

NH2OH 

N2H4 

NHOH + 

NH2OH + 

P 

OH" 

H 2 0 

H 2 0 

NH2 

0) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The chain reaction can be terminated by reaction (8). The competitor, C, 
may be a radical or a molecular species. Hydrogen atoms may participate 
in the reactions 

H + NH3 - NH2 + H2 (9) 

H + R - Q (10). 

R may be any of the radicals present in the solution, including H. The yield 
of hydrogen atoms is about ten per cent of the total radical yield. However, 
in the present investigation the effect of hydrogen atoms on the yields and 
the kinetics seemed to be of minor importance. Since the standard heat of 
reaction (9) is close to zero, this reaction may be very slow compared with 
the radical reactions (10). In addition it appears that the combination of 
hydrogen atoms must be much faster than any of the other reactions H + R. 
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\ fWI 

Pif. 1 . Visible 
Bf t m - ' c m " ' . 

of the NH* radical in aqueous solution, c 

Spectral Properties of the NHg Radical 

The visible spectrum of NH„ is shown in fig. 1. The assignment of 
this transient absorption to the NH„ radical is supported by the following 
observations: 

(a) The initial absorbance at 530 nm increases with increasing 
ammonia concentration and decreases with increasing con
centration of ferrocyanide acting as an OH scavenger. This 
demonstrates that the precursor is the hydroxyl radical 
which reacts with ammonia. 

(b) The absorbance decays by second-order kinetics, and the 
yield of hydrazine, which depends on the ammonia concen
tration, is proportional to the time integral of the square 
of the absorbance, G(N2H4) oc / A dt. This implies that 
the species absorbing at 530 nm is the precursor of the 
hydrazine yield. 
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2 2 
Furthermore the A- <*- B« transition of NH, in the gas phase occurs 

in the same spectral region * '. 
The ultraviolet part of the spectrum is shown in fig. 2. 

Xnm 
Fif. 2. Ultraviolet absorption bands at the end of the electron pulse after 
correction for contribution from OH radicals, a 25 mM NH-, and O 250 mN NH.. 

The absorption band observed at low ammonia concentrations has a 
maximum at 21 5 nm. The band is gradually shifted toward shorter wave 
lengths with increasing ammonia concentration. The decay of the visible 
band changed into first-order kinetics in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, 
and the same effect was observed in the ultraviolet region. This indicates 
that the two absorption banUs originate from the same species, viz. NH«. 

KINETICS 

Determination of kg and «(NHg) 

The hydroxyl radical has a weak absorption band at 230 nm ' '. The 
replacement of OH by NH2 via reaction (3) could therefore be studied by 
kinetic spectroscopy of both of the radical species. The evaluation of k„ 
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and *(NH2) was accomplished by three different methods. 

(I) The effect of ammonia concentration on the initial yield of NH,. 

Integration of the rate equation shows that the fraction of OH radicals 

being converted into NIL, radicals during the electron pulse can be ex

pressed by G / G m a x = 1 - 1 ( 1 -exp(-x)), where G m a x = G Q H + G e - . x = 

k- [NHo ]t . and t is the pulse duration. Combination of NH, radicals 

could be neglected when the applied dose rate was 5 krads/Hs and t = 1 »is. 

The maximum absorbance of NH0 was derived from the asymptotic ex-

pression, A / A ^ = G/G m ~ (1 - - ) when x * 4. 

Hence A__ was obtained from a plot of absorbance versus reciprocal 

ammonia concentration, and the extinction coefficient could be calculated, 

s (NH2) = s j> x A _ / A J J , where « D = 1000 M~ cm" i s the extinction coef

ficient of the ferricyanide dosimeter, and A_. i s the absorbance of the 

dosimeter. The rate constant was calculated from a plot of x versus am

monia concentration, kg = -*- F ^ . 

(II) Kinetics of the hydroxyl radical. 

The rate constant was derived from the pseudo first-order decay kg = 

-(1 / [NH3 ]) din [OH ]/dt. Method (I) was also applied to the hydroxyl radical. 

(HI) Competition between ammonia and ferrocyanide. 

Only the ratio kg/k(OH + Fe(CN)g) could be determined by this method, 

kg was calculated using the value reported by Rabani and Matheson ' 

k(OH + Fe(CN^") = (1.07 * 0.10) m"1 s ' 1 . 

The methods (I), (II), and (HI) gave almost identical results 

kg = (1.0 - 0.1) x 10 8 M"1 s"1 

«(NH2) = 81 t 2 M'1 cm' 1 . 

Method (U) was applied to series of different pH. The same value of 
kQ was found at pH = 8. 5 and at pH = 1 0. 0. This shows that the hydroxyl a + 
radicals react only with NHg, whereas NH. is inert. 

Determination of k4 = k(OH + NHg) 

The amount of hydroxylamine formed via reaction (4) i s 

NH2OH = k4J [OH] [NH2]dt. 
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k4 could be calculated from this expression since both the yield and the 

value of the integral were available from the experimental data. Fig. 3 

shows that the integral and the yield have their maxima at the same ammonia 

20 30 40 
iflM NHg 

Fig. 3. Effect of ammonia concentration on the relative yield of hydroxyUmine. 
J 2 J The clrcel* represent (101 /Ct) £[OH ] [NHj ]dt and the triangles represent 

100 G{MH20H)/(GC- + GQQ). C t is the sum of hydrated electrons and hy
droxy! radicals produced during the electron pulse. 

concentration. The integral vanishes at high ammonia concentrations, 

whereas the yield goes through a minimum and approaches the value 

G(NH2OH) G„ ~ at these concentrations. 
H2O2 

maximum of the two curves 

k. was evaluated from the 

k4 = 9.5 x 1 0 9 M " 1 s _ ,
( 

Dimerization of NHQ Radicals 

Fig. 4 shows the kinetics of NH2 radicals at three different ammonia 
concentrations. The time derivative, d(1/A)/dt, approaches a minimum 
value at high ammonia concentrations, and this value was identified with 
k./sL, where L is the optical path length 

k5 » 2k(NH2) = 4 . 4 x 1 0 9 M " V 1 . 
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Fif. 4. Effect of ammonia concentration on tha kinetics of MH, radicals 
monitor«! at 530 nm. O 2.3mNNU,, A S.SmMNH,, OlSSmMNH,. 

The yield of hydrazine increases steadily to a maximum value of 
G(N2H4) = ?r(GOH + G - ) at high ammonia concentrations. 

The same value of kg was obtained from the expression 

k5/(«L)2 = [N2H4]/ /A2dt. 

The right-hand side of this equation remained constant irrespective of 
the ammonia concentration. 

The Fate of Hydrogen Peroxide 

The yield of hydroxylamine produced via reaction (4) vanishes at high 
ammonia concentrations because the half-life of reaction (3) becomes ex
tremely short. The yield of hydroxylamine was observed to pass through a 
minimum and increase to a maximum value of G(NH2OH) s Gj, Q with 
increasing ammonia concentration. Thus it appears that hydrogen peroxide 
is the precursor of the excess yield of hydroxylamine, and the effect of con-
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centration indicates that a reaction involving ammonia competes with other 

reactions. Aqueous solutions of ammonia and hydrogen perioxide are quite 

stable although the reaction H 2 0 2 + NH3 - NH2OH + HgO is exothermic 

by about 23 kcal/mole. A chain reaction could possibly be initiated by the 

reaction between NH2 radicals and hydrogen peroxide. This reaction was 

investigated by kinetic spectroscopy, and the decay of NH, remained first 

order in H 2 0 2 corresponding to the rate constant 

k(NH2 + H 2 0 2 ) = 9 x 1 O7 M"1 s ' 1 . 

The following reactions were considered 

NH2 

NH2 

NH2 

+ 

+ 

+ 

H2°2 

H202 

H2°2 

"* 

-¥ 

-* 

NH2OH + OH 

NH3 + H02 

H20 + NHOH 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

On the basis of an estimate of AHf(NHOH) = 44 kcal/mole and the re -
11) ported values of AH. of the other species ', reactions (6a), (6b), and (6c) 

were found to be exothermic by 2. 7 kcal/mole, 1 2.5 kcal/mole, and 23. 6 

kcal/mole respectively. 

A very efficient chain reaction could be established by reactions (3) and 

(6a). However, the steady state of NH, radicals anticipated by this mech

anism was not observed, and G(-H 2 0 2 ) was small at high concentrations of 

H 2 0 2 , contrary to expectation. Reaction (6a) must therefore be rejected. 

Reactions (6b) and (6c) may be distinguished by the spectral properties of 

H0 0 and NHOH. The spectra of H 0 0 and O« have been investigated in 
12) 

great detail '. Several overlapping ultraviolet absorption bands were ob
served in the system NH2 + H20<>, but no definite assignment has been pos
sible as yet. However, reactions (6), (7), and (8) can account for the ex
perimental observations. It has been proposed that reaction (7) can proceed 

13) in the opposite direction '. Since the estimated heat of reaction is close 

to zero, it seems plausible that the reaction may be reversible. The low 

value of G(-H 2 0 2 ) observed at high concentrations of H 2 0 2 may be ex

plained by assuming that H 20„ can terminate the chain reaction via reac

tion (8). Further information about the radical NHOH i s being obtained in 

a current investigation of the reaction between hydroxyl radicals and hy

droxy lamine. 
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Reaction with Oxygen 

NHg radicals disappear by a rapid first-order reaction in oxygen-
saturated solution, 

k(NH2 + 02) = 3 x l O 8 M ' V 1 

and nitrite is formed with a yield of about one. The observation of consecu
tive ultraviolet absorption bands shows that the mechanism is complex. The 
primary product may well be the adduct, NHgOg, as proposed by Rigg et al. , 
but it seems necessary to carry out a more detailed analysis of the radio-
lytic products in order to establish a definite mechanism. 

DISCUSSION 

Protolysis has a remarkable effect on the stability of ammonia. Pro-
ionation of the lone pair enhances the s - p promotion character on the 
nitrogen atom, and the result is a large increase in bond energies, which 
makes the ammonium ion inert toward hydroxyl radicals, D(H - NH« ) = 
130 kcal/mole13*, D(H - OH) = 11 6. 8 kcal/mole, and D(H - NH2) =105.4 
kcal/mole \ A similar effect has been observed in pulse radiclysis of 
U A • 1 4 ) 

hydrazine '. 
The spectral properties of NH« radicals in aqueous solution indicate 

a strong interaction with solvent and solute molecules. The visible band is 
shifted toward shorter wave lengths relative to the gas phase transition. 
The ultraviolet bands are tentatively assigned to charge transfer complexes, 
(NH2, H«0) and (NH2, NHg). The NH2 radical has an electron affinity of 
1. 21 eV ', and the complex formed by the reaction NH« + NH« - N2H-
may be comparable with the halogen molecular ions which can be formed 
by the reactions X + X"-* Xl and X2 + e" -* X2 . A recent investigation 
of the reaction N0HK + e" has confirmed the existence of N0H_ as an 

2 » i 4 \ aq 2 5 

intermediate species ' . However, it is still an open question whether the 
ground state of this species is repulsive or not. 

The disproportionation reaction, 2 NH„ -» NH + NHQ, reported to take 
15) place in the gas phase ' was not observed in aqueous solution. However, 

as NH has been reported to react very fast with water to form NHgOH ', 
this might be the reason for the absence of any detectable NH absorbance 
at 340 nm. The application of ethylene as a possible scavenger for NH gave 
an indication of formation of small amounts of aziridine. These experiments 
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were, however, not sufficiently conclusive to establish the presence of NH. 
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Abstract 

The magnetic field dependence of the magnon energies in Tb has been 
studied by inelastic neutron scattering. From the results at q s 0, it was 
confirmed that the frozen-lattice model is applicable, and the single-ion 
anisotropy parameters and their temperature dependences were deduced. 
Measurements in the c-direction at finite £ revealed that the two-ion coup
ling between the moments is highly anisotropic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the magnons in rare earth metals by inelastic neutron 

scattering has proved to be a rich source of information on the magnetic 

interactions in these materials . The early studies on Tb were princi

pally concerned with the exchange interactions between the magnetic ions, 

and the mechanisms through which these contributed to the stability of the 
2) different magnetic phases '. It was tacitly assumed that the magnetic ani-

sotropy was due to the crystal fields in .he unstrained lattice and could be 

written in a simple single-ion form. Later experiments on the temperature 
3) 4) 

dependence , and particularly the magnetic field dependence , of the 
magnon energies showed, however, that this assumption is not strictly valid. 

4) Measurements on a Tb-1 0% Ho single crystal ' showed unambiguously that 

magnetoelastic effects, due to the distortion of the lattice on magnetization, 

contribute to the single-ion anisotropy and actually dominate the hexagonal 

component. Furthermore, it was shown that the lattice strain is unable to 

follow the rapid precession of the moment when a magnon i s excited, so that 

the 'frozen-lattice1 model is valid. 

In this paper, we present a detailed study of the dependence of the mag

non energies in Tb on magnetic field. The results obtained at zero wave-

vector allow us to draw some further qualitative and quantitative conclusions 

concerning the mechanisms and magnitudes of the single-ion anisotropy. We 

have also extended our measurements to finite q- values in the c-direction 

and these give completely new, and rather unexpected, information on the 

anisotropic coupling between the magnetic ions. The significance of these 

conclusions for our present understanding of the magnetic interactions in 

Tb will be briefly discussed. 

2. THE HAMILTON!AN 

The various contributions to the spin wave Hamiltonian comprise an 

exchange coupling between the moments, which we allow to be anisotropic, 

single-ion anisotropy terms arising from crystal fields and magnetoelastic 

effects respectively, and a two-ion magnetoelastic coupling. In addition, 

we include a Zeeman term due to an external magnetic field. The total 

Hamiltonian then takes the form 

H s H x + H c f + H m e + H m e - g e > J i ' S . <'> 
i 
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We use a set of Cartesian axes such that C is along the hexagonal axis and 
£ is the easy direction of magnetization in the plane. The various contribu
tions to the Hamiltonian in the ferromagnetic phase are then: 

Hx •• / i J IT^ J
j .

+ JinV+ J£Vjci <2) 

Hcf " - I |ViC - W "Jit + * J i / + (JH " Ui/]] (3) 

i 

<ae=- i i5f[( JH- J^ «'7+2JiCJi, ^ 
(4) 

+ if C H - 6 J K + Jin) s7 " 2 W ^ t " JiV «1 ]1 '3 

4 = - / ^ 3 D 3 i 0 [ J i c J j c - U - J j ^ 
(5) 

" Dij " V j t" V j J 27 + (JnJin + JinJj d ^ } • 

The notation used in these expressions is explained in refs. 1 and 4. The 
first term of (5) has the same form as the anisotropic exchange (2), and we 
shall therefore include it by an appropriate redefinition of the parameters 
J ... Similarly the average value of the second term in (5) can be included 
by redefining the parameter C in (4), while a higher-order magnetoelastic 
term results in a similar renormalization of A in (4). For simplicity, we 
have neglected certain other magnetoelastic terms ' whose effect we will 
briefly mention in the next section. 

3. THE MAGNON DISPERSION RELATIONS 

When the field is applied in the hard (n) direction, the magnetization 
rotates so that it makes an angle * with the field, given by 

gpH = 12 cos*(2 cos4 4 + 1) (- p | J g + ^c AC). (6) 

Above the critical field 
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gpHc = 36(-P6
6J5+ ^cAC) (7) 

the magnetization lies in the field direction and $ is zero. The Hamiltonian 
(1) may be diagonalized by the standard techniques to give the spin wave 
energies 

c2(q) = (An + Bn + A„ + B J (A„ - B + A - B J . (8) 
' -*' O O Q Q O O Q Q 

Since we are interested principally in the dispersion relations in the c-di-
rection, we will use the double-zone representation ' for the hep structure 
throughout. For H ( H in the hard direction, we find 

(AQ + BQ) = -2JPe + c(2C2 + A2) + ^gpHc(1 + 2cos2 *+ 2cos4*)-AMcos6* 

0) 
(AQ - BQ) = 8cAC + 4c(C2+ A2)+ ^gPHc(1 + 2cos2* + 2cos4* - 5cos6«) 

00) 

(Aa+ Ba) = J [ J C C ( O ) - JCC(o,)] (11) 

Aa - B^ = J [K^o) - Kaa(a) ] (12) 

where we have defined 

J P e " J 1 P 2 + jCC<°) " jaS<°> <13> 

K ^ o ) - Kaa(£) = Jaa(o) - Jaa(fl) - C [D(o) - D(q) ] (14) 

and Jaa(s), JCC(s) and D(q) are the Fourier transforms of Jf.a, J??, and 
Dj. respectively. 

The parameter AM arises from higher-order magnetoelastic effects 
and is defined in terms of the parameter B m of the crystal field ' as 

AM = 22 C B^Jg - A(18B|j6 - 7B4
2J4). (15) 

When the applied field in the hard direction exceeds H , the magnon 
energic s are given by the same expressions with * » 0 and with the addition 
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of a term gP(H-H ) to both (9) and (10). Similarly, if the field i s applied in 

the easy direction, * = n/2 and (9) and (10) are both agumented by a term 

gPH. 

T-4.2K 

T=63K 

T=95K 

T=116K 

T=131K 

10 20 30 40 50 

Hi [Kilo Oersted] 'i 
Pig. 1. The dependence of the square of the *nagTHW energy gap on internal 
magnetic field in To. Open symbol* represent result* for the field in the 
hard direction, and closed the easy direction. The full lines are leaet-
•ouares fits of the theoretical expressions given in the text to the experi
mental results. 
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4. THE SINGLE-ION ANISOTROPY 

The magnon energies were measured as a function of temperature and 

applied magnetic field, by inelastic neutron scattering at the DR 3 reac tor 

at Risø. The sample was a monocrystalline disc of Tb with a diameter of 

about 14 mm and a thickness of about 5 mm, and with the c-axis normal to 

the faces. An external field of up to 48 kG could be applied by means of a 

superconducting solenoid. A selection of the resul ts for the magnon energy 

gap at q = 0 is shown in fig. 1. They a re qualitatively s imi lar to ea r l i e r 

> 

E 

Relative Magnetisation 0 
Fig. 2. The single-ion anisotropy parameters in Tb, as a function of 
magnetisation, deduced from the results of fig. 1 and similar measure
ments at different temperatures. 
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4) measurements ' on Tb-10% Ho, but they are made with considerably greater 
precision, and the decreased hexagonal anisotropy in Tb results in signif
icant quantitative changes. 

The single-ion anisotropy parameters shown in fig. 2 were deduced 
from a least-squares fitting of the experimental results to equation (8), 
evaluated at q = 0. The necessity for including the high-order magneto-
elastic parameter AM may be seen directly in the measurements of fig. 1, 
since it is responsible for the difference between the slopes of the straight 
lines obtained for fields applied in the easy and hard directions, it is also 
impossible to obtain a satisfactory fit to the experimental points for H < H 
in the hard direction unless this term is included. Unfortunately, the addi
tion of this extra parameter makes it very difficult to determine the hexa-
gonal crystal field anisotropy 36PgJ5, which we can only characterize as 
small compared with 18cAC. The dependences of the anisotropy parameters 
on the relative magnetization o follow quite closely the theoretical prediction 
of Callen and Callen , despite the limitations of their theory discussed by 
Brooks . There is general agreement between the magnitudes of the ani
sotropy parameters deduced from our results and from macroscopic meas
urements ', although there are quantitative discrepancies, especially in 
the magnetostriction coefficients, which deserve further study. 

5. ANISOTROPIC COUPLING BETWEEN IONS 

As may readily be seen from equations (8) - (12), a study of the field-
dependence of the magnon en< rgies for different q-values gives explicit in
formation about the anisotropic coupling between moments on different sites. 
Differentiating (8), we find, for a field applied in the easy direction 

d.2<a) 

V -as— = 2gP<Ao+ A
f l>- o 6 ) 

As may be seen from (11) and (12), if the two-ion anisotropy vanishes, so 
does B , in which case, from (8) 

aSL o oJ/2 
w - 2[t\)+B2

0] . (17) 
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.2 A i J 
WAVE VECTOR W1) 

Fig. 3. A comparison between the functions 

c^/gpand 2 [ « 2 ( a ) + B J ] 1 / 2 

for the c-direction of Tb at 4.2 K. 
The difference between them is a result 
of acisotropy in the two-ion coupling. 

WME VECTOR (A"') 

Fig. 4. The Fourier transforms of the 

effective two-ion coupling between 

moments, for the c-directton of Tb at 4 .2 K. 

The two sides of this equation are compared in fig. 3, and from their dif
ference we can immediately deduce that the two-ion anisotropy is finite. 
Including B , we obtain from (8) 

- • a 2 1/2 

B o'\- l\W 
and from (16) and (t 8) find 

) -c2(fl) j (18) 

J t ^ o J - J ^ a ) ] - A f l+B£ 

r /», 1/2 

u {<é) -«*<*> j + 4>- ( A°+ B° ) (19) 
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and 

J [ K ^ o J - K a (a ) ]= A s - B a 

= Å ' L ^ ) 2 - ^ J 2 - ( A o - B o ) - <2°> 
We note that the values of the single-ion anisotropy parameters enter these 

expressions only through A and B , which are directly deduced from the 

experiments at q - 0, and do not vary with £. 

The values of the Fourier transformed two-ion coupling parameters 

deduced from our measurements in the c-direction of Tb at 4. 2 K, with a 

magnetic field along the easy direction, are shown in fig. 4. It i s immedi

ately obvious from this figure that the coupling between the moments i s high

ly anisotropic, but whether this anisotropy arises primarily from anisotropic 

exchange or from two-ion magnetoelastic effects i s not yet clear. Further 

experiments on the temperature dependence of the coupling between the mo

ments should help to elucidate this question, while measurements with a 

field along the hard direction will allow the anisotropy in the plane to be 

".tudied. 

6. CONCLUSION 

These measurements have clearly demonstrated the efficacy of inelastic 

neutron scattering as a means for studying the mechanisms of anisotropy in 

magnetic materials. We have shown that magnetoelastic effects are of great 

importance in determining the anisotropy of Tb, and that the frozen-lattice 

model must be used in describing the dynamic magnon properties. The 

magnitudes of the single-ion anisotropy parameters and their temperature 

dependences have been deduced from the experimental results. A striking 

feature of this study i s the revelation that the coupling between the moments 

on different ions, which has previously been tacitly assumed to be isotropic, 

i s actually highly anisotropic. The detailed understanding of this phenomenon 

will require a substantial extension in the theory of the magnetic properties 

of the rare earth metals. 
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